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Clinton Puts China Radio to Use
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SHANGHAI, China Understanding
that " radio gets results," President
Clinton used a stop in Shanghai during
his recent visit to China to get personal
with millions of Chinese listeners on the
radio talk show "Citizens and Society,"
broadcast on Shanghai Radio 990.
During the same trip, United States
radio listeners heard reports of dissidents
being towed away or barred from radio
interviews, proving that Chinese authorities also are familiar with the appeal of
radio and television.
The radio pool
Regardless of the challenges on the
street, producers and reporters made sure
life would be as technically convenient as
possible during the trip. CBS Radio
Network was responsible for the radio
pool feed during the China trip.
Tony Brunton, director of Radio
Special Events for CBS, and his associate
Stanley Cobb, alternated setting up the
radio pools in the five cities Clinton visit-

Software
Developers
Battle Y2K

GM arittIAL
✓ Wake up and
smell the revenue:
The successful
radio campaign of
Seatile's
Best
Coffee.

See Page 27

Photo by AP Photographer J. Scott Applewhite Source: Associated Press

NEWS

President Clinton on the air at Radio Shanghai.
ed: Xi'an, Beijing, Shanghai, Guilin and
Hong Kong. CBS producer Craig Katz
traveled from the Philippines to help set

up the radio pool in Hong Kong.
They were able to get an ISDN line for
See CHINA, page 6

Pure Digital

by James Careless

V If you plan to buy aradio station
in these big-dollar days, you'd better have your act together. Frank
Montero. See Page 27
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PH- 15

Monitor
Powered
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Page 43
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www.twonline.corn

REEDSPORT, Ore. Live-assist
and traffic software manufacturers are
working to prevent the year 2000
computer problem from affecting
their radio customers.
Many older computers have alimited amount of memory, and are programmed only to store the last two
digits of the year. If not corrected,
those computers will read the year
2000 as 1900.
Traffic and billing computer program supplier Custom Business
Systems, Inc., addressed the problem
in 1980, said CBSI vice president of
marketing Steve Kenagy. Since then,
any new CBSI software has been
year- 2000 compliant, which is why
the company guarantees problem-free
See Y2K. page 14

The 802D delivers a pure digital signal with a
unique platform for digital signal generation.
PC Based
DSP Technology

Future Expandability
Multiple Inputs
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NEWSWATCH
Chancellor
To Gain LIN
DALLAS Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst,
which purchased LIN Television Corp. in
March, is selling LIN to radio affiliate
Chancellor Media in a stock transaction
valued at approximately $900 million.
The move gives Chancellor three media
to sell as apackage to potential advertisers: radio, TV and outdoor.
Chancellor Media President and Chief
Executive Officer Jeffrey Marcus said,
"Our next goal is to expand ... through
additional transactions which will create
overlaps with our existing radio station

assets as well as our recently announced
acquisition of outdoor advertising company, Martin Media."
Under the terms of the transaction,
Chancellor will issue 17.7 million shares
of new stock to Hicks Muse. After issuing the new shares, Chancellor will have
approximately 190 million shares outstanding. The deal, subject to approval by
Chancellor shareholders and regulators,
will boost Hicks Muse ownership in
Chancellor to about 18 percent — up
from
approximately
9 percent.
Chancellor also will assume about $769
million of debt.
The deal is expected to close in the
fourth quarter.

include VCRs, camcorders, fax
mar-,his,.peronal computers and
home automation and security systems.

Receivers OK
For Y2K
ARLINGTON, Va.
Most consumer
receivers will not have a Year 2000
problem, according to the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association.
In comments to the Federal Trade
Commission on the so-called Y2K
problem, CEMA assumed that since
most receivers don't have a date function, they will make the transition from
the year 1999 to 2000 without problems. Consumer electronic products that
include a date function that CEMA has
identified as subject to Y2K problems
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Then look at our competition.

OF COURSE many

stations are cost-conscious

these days— just remember why you wanted a new
console in the first place:

to UPGRADE.
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Licenses Revoked for Felonies
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON
The FCC has
revoked the licenses of seven stations and
a construction permit held by
Contemporary Media, Contemporary
Broadcasting and Lake Broadcasting Inc.
because of the felony sex convictions of
the sole shareholder and the licensee's
misrepresentations to the commission
about his role in the station's day-to-day
operations.
Michael Rice is the sole shareholder of
CMI, licensee of Terre Haute, hid., stations
WBOW(AM),
WZZQ(AM)
and
WZZQ(FM). CMI subsidiary CBI is the
licensee of KFMZ(FM), Columbia, Mo.,
and the permittee of KAAM-FM,
Huntsville, Mo. Rice also owns all of the
issued shares of stock in Lake, the licensee
of KBMX(FM), Eldon, Mo., the pennittee
of unbuilt KFXE(AM), Cuba, Mo., and an
applicant for anew FM in Burbon, Mo.
According to the FCC decision, in
1994 in St. Charles, Mo., Rice was convicted of 12 felonies involving the abuse
of five children over afive-year period.
He began serving an eight-year prison
sentence that September.
The commission recently reaffirmed
an earlier decision by administrative law
judge Arthur Steinberg that said Rice
continued to run the stations from prison
and that "the licensees (the three companies) misrepresented facts to the commission regarding the extent of Rice's role in
managing the stations" and that, "The
licensees deception was adirect result of
Rice's criminal activities because there
would have been no need to submit false
reports to the commission had the misconduct not occurred."
DIGITAL NEWS

Manufacturers

The FCC takes into account aperson's
character when deciding whether granting
or keeping alicense is in the public interest. In its "Character Policy Statement" of
1990, the FCC stated, "Evidence of any
felony conviction, not just those involving
fraud or untruthfulness, is pertinent to our
evaluation of alicensee's character. ... A
licensee's willingness to commit felonies,
which are serious crimes, bears on our
confidence that it will conform to our rules
and policies."
In his defense, Rice said the commission's policy is unlawful because there

IR ete

ees showing that Rice directed station
employees about hiring, firing and programming decisions, as well as general upkeep
of the facilities while in prison. This was
contrary to documentation submitted to the
FCC, said the commission, which claimed
Rice was no longer in charge.
Rice said these were disgruntled former
employees, who were out to "get" him.
In adecision released in late June, the
commission revoked the licenses and
denied the construction permit. Rice had
90 days to either wind up the station
operations or further appeal the decision.

A station owner convicted
on child abuse charges has lost seven
station licenses and a CR

was no connection between Rice's sexual
misconduct and the operation of the
broadcast stations.
Rice claimed the seriousness of his
crime was lessened because he did not
receive the maximum sentence. In rejecting that argument, the commission said
the crimes were willful, repeated and
"committed by the individual who continues to be the sole owner, president and
treasurer, and amember of the boards of
the licensees."
The commission said it had memos and
statements from former and current employ-

industry and listeners."
The U.K. has had DAB service
since September, 1995.

In another, less dramatic case, Clear
Channel- owned KKND(FM) in Port
Sulphur, La., may be on the hook for
$6,000 fine. In a Notice of Apparent
Liability, the FCC said the station aired
allegedly indecent material from "The
Howard Stem Show" the between 6 a.m.
and 10 a.m. on three days earlier this

A Roundup of News and
Comment Affecting Radio
From the Nation's Capital
year. In the notice, Mass Media Bureau
Chief Roy Stewart wrote that the commission believes the excerpts are indecent and actionable because "they contain language that describes sexual and
excretory activities or organs in patently
offensive terms."
In atranscription of atape submitted by
a complainant, Stern, sidekick Robin
Quivers and acaller discuss ahazing incident in which fraternity members threaten
to force the caller to have sex with apig.
Another bit describes urination.
The commission said both the language in the bits and the time of day
they aired made the complaint actionable.
The broadcasts aired outside of the
FCC's so-called "safe harbor" for indecent material, from 10 p.m. to 6a.m. The
station had 30 days to explain why the
fine should be revoked or reduced.

Badge of Honor

Offer
Eureka Receivers
LONDON Five receiver manufacturers plan to put digital audio radio
receivers on sale in the United
Kingdom in late summer or fall.
The BBC coordinated a special
launch on July 9 for the five manufacturers — Bosch/Blaupunkt,
Clarion, Grundig, Kenwood and
Pioneer — who will offer car
receivers.

President of the WorldDAB
Forum Michael McEwen said, "We
welcome the rollout of receivers
over the summer months. We are
now leaving the development phase
and moving into the implementation
and operational phase. This is avery
exciting time for the broadcasting

Toyota Has
Mobile
Digital Plans
TOYOTA CITY, Japan The
Toyota Motor Corp. plans to establish ajoint company to begin beaming digital satellite signals to motor
vehicles.
According to reports in the newspaper Yomiuri Shimbun, the new
company will begin satellitebased digital broadcasts by the
year 2000. Up to 30 channels of
high- quality pictures, voice and
data would be delivered across
Japan.
The company, which has a
starting capital of approximately
10 billion yen, ($ 71,121,00
U.S.), aims to secure a broadcasting license from the government by fall 1999.
Toyota, which will support the
new company by supplying motor
vehicles installed with digital broadcasting receiving terminals, hopes
the move will give it a competitive
edge in the stiff Japanese domestic
automobile market.

The best sounding, most reliable digital audio
systems use Digigram sound cards. Does yours?

MDigigrarn

Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1004 Arlington, VA 22201
Phone: + 1.703.875.9100 • Fax: + 1.703.875.9161
E—mail: input@digigram.com
Web: http://www.digigram.com
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New York's Amazing AM Legacy
Radio in New York City has always
had aspecial magic. There is an excitement in driving around the Big Apple,
flipping on the radio dial and listening
to news, traffic, music and talk from
studios located in the capital of the
world.
New York's AM stations, in particular, have that special something. When
you are listening to AM in New York,
you feel that you are somewhere
important.
A new book aims to capture 75 years
of that magic.
Iwas born in New York, and my first
radio memories come from there. I
remember my parents enjoying beautiful music on WRFM, on the junior
band, and it never occurred to me that
these lush, lyric-free sounds were anything different from the way radio had
been for decades. Then, as ateenager, I
discovered baseball and the New York
Mets. For three years, the station that
carried the voices of my favorite Mets
announcers was 1050 WHN, which also
happened to be pioneering big- city
country music at the time. Iwas a
goner. While my friends were listening
to Harry Harrison on WABC, Iwas
being won over by the crack of the bat
and the twang of ' 70s country.
The WHN call letters are seared into
my memory; the voices of the jocks
ring in my ears. Istill remember the day

my phone call to the station got through
and Iwon abelt buckle with the letters
WHN on it.
Now Bill Jaker, Frank Sulek and
Peter Kanze have put together a reference book that will feed the hunger of
anyone interested in AM radio in the
city. " The Airwaves of New York:
Illustrated Histories of 156 AM Stations
in the Metropolitan Area, 1921-1996" is
205 pages, with 75 super black- andwhite photos dating from long ago and
from recent times.
The book is written as aseries of station listings, alphabetized by call sign.
A typical listing is five or six paragraphs, detailing the ownership of the
station, its formats and its notable air
talent. Each listing includes a summary
of frequencies and power increases. The
book also gives abrief narrative history
of radio in the metro area.
A lot of work obviously went into
this. Jaker is a producer for WSKG
Public Television in Binghamton, N.Y.;
Sulek is a radio producer for the
Catholic Archdiocese of Newark; Kanze
manages WARY- FM at Westchester
Community College. The detail and the
scope of their work are startling.
If you get excited at the prospect of
reading about WINS, WNBC, WMCA,
WQXR, Bob and Ray, William B.
Williams, Dan Ingram, Peter Tripp, Ted
Brown, Barry Gray, Red Barber, Don

Joe O'Brien Harry Harrison JackSpector Dan Daniel B.MitchelReed Johnny Dark

The Classic WMCA 'Good Guys' Lineup in 1964

From the Editor

THE AIRWAVES
OF NEW YORK
.4

Paul J. McLane
Illtrerated Histories of l56 AM Station,
in the Metropolitan Area,
1921-19%
Bill Jater

Frank Sulek

to work. Not only towers, but repeaters
and transmitters, the whole thing ... and
oh, by the way, their technology is still
not yet proven."
The interview starts on page 8.

Pete' Kanze

* * *
Imus and many others, check out this
book.
The book is published by McFarland
& Company in Jefferson, N.C. You can
order by calling ( 800) 253-2187. It's
not cheap at $59 including shipping, but
this is a hardcover book you will save
and enjoy.
* * *
USA Digital Radio, the broadcasterbacked DAB research effort, continues
its work toward finding an in-band, onchannel future for our business. Leslie
Stimson interviewed Robert Struble, the
president of USADR, in this issue.
Among other topics, they discussed new
competition in the DAB arena.
Struble on Digital Radio Express: "I
find it hard to believe a few guys in a
garage are going to change that kind of
industry."
On Lucent Digital Radio: "If you want
news, it's (that) we've looked into the
eye of the competitors and guess what,
we ain't scared."
On CD Radio and satellite digital services: "They've got to launch a satellite
that costs hundreds of millions of dollars.
They've got to put up new infrastructure
around the country, if this thing is going

Cade ( 79) On Reader Smile Card

Are you ready for Y2K?
As James Careless reports on page 1,
suppliers of computer-based products for
radio sound confident that they have
anticipated the Year 2000 problem and
that their computer systems won't go
haywire when 99 becomes 00 inside.
I'm interested in hearing from you
about your experiences with equipment
suppliers and computer vendors. Has
your station undertaken any kind of formal program to ensure that all systems
are checked and ready to go? Tell me via
e-mail at pmclane@imaspub.com
* * *
Guy Wire is at it again. In a recent
column on our Web site, our masked
radio engineer asks some hard questions about digital audio. S/he
describes atypical digital radio station
air chain, put together with the best
gear and all possible care, then asks
why the radio station sounds "lifeless"
and why the arch- rival competitor,
using a 15-year-old all-analog system,
is ahead in the ratings.
Is digital audio what it's cracked up to
be? Check out Guy Wire at www.rwon
line.com
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Radio: The thrill is gone
Dear RW,
Regarding your recent editorial about
how radio is boring ("Are You Bored
Yet?" RW, May 27):
Back in the late ' 50s I lived in
upstate New York. My friend Albert and
Iwere avid AM radio listeners. We had
long copper wire antennas strung
between the trees above our houses and
we could hear half the United States on
agood night.
We had one contest to see who could
receive the most distant station, and
Albert won by receiving a station from
Nogales, Ariz. We had another contest
to see who would be the first to hear at
least one station for every frequency
between 550 and 1600. That was tough
because of the clear-channel requirements, but one night Igot a call and
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Albert said, "You hear that guy talking,
right between X ( which was at 1190)
and Y ( which was at 1210)? That's
WOAI, from San Antonio, 1200 on the
dial!"
Moments like that were more than just
exciting; it was like traveling around the
nation on the airwaves. We felt like we
were there.
We had favorite radio personalities, all
over the country. Iremember listening to
Symphony Sid, who brought live jazz
from some night club in New York City.
Then there was Lee Moore, the "CoffeeDrinking Nighthawk" on WWVA(AM)
in Wheeling, W.Va., who would occasionally treat his listeners to his own
singing on the air.
We used to tune in to WWL(AM) in
New Orleans to hear jazz from "high
atop the Hotel Pontiac," or something
like that. On Saturday nights, of course,
we tuned in to WSM(AM) 650 in
Nashville to hear The Grand Old Opry
live broadcast. Classic music was
always available from WQXR(AM) in
New York City. Or maybe catch the last
15 minutes of the Hound Dog (George)
Lorenz show from WKBW(AM) in
Buffalo, when he went down the hall to
the second door on the left, the "blue
room." Iget a chill just remembering
his signature howl. And I'll never forget
Nervous Norvis' song "Ape Call" being
used as a station identifier from
WAPE(AM), in Jacksonville, Fla.
Iremember hearing the scratchy, static-filled news updates from "Irving R.
Levine, reporting from Moscow."
Somehow, the unsophisticated transmission made Russia seem more real, and
very far away. On dark Friday nights, the
screeching sound of the opening door of
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"The Inner Sanctum" would always
make me turn on the light.
To ayoung man in adark quiet bedroom in rural New York, radio was a
gateway to the world. Carefully turning
that big glowing dial took me far from
home, to another dimension of awareness. Iknew what the most popular rock
songs were in Boston, New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Fort Wayne, you
name it — things Inever would hear on
my local stations from Rochester and
Syracuse and Newark. It was awonderful
time for radio.
No more. As B. B. King would sing,
"The thrill is gone." If radio of the ' 50s
was a spicy gazpacho of many flavors,
today's radio is straight tomato soup —
dull, and only a little better than nothing at all. Even the air personalities
sound like they are stamped with a
cookie cutter from the same material.
Sorry folks, to someone who has been
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These are interesting times to be a radio equipment dealer.
On the one hand, dealers report that business
is strong. Radio owners are spending money to
build consolidated facilities. The U.S. economy
is at flow, and the rising tide carries all boats,
including those of hardware sales organizations. Constant improvements in computer
power and related technology are creating
upgrade paths that generate new sales on aregular basis.
On the other hand, insightful dealers who look ahead are aware that consolidation ultimately could translate into fewer studios, fewer RF plants and fewer
buyers of equipment. More immediately, the expanding power of computerbased audio management systems and workstations means that dealers now sell
fewer of the traditional meat-and-potatoes items that radio stations have always
purchased in quantity. After all, when your audio is stored on hard disk, you
don't need as many CD players or DAT machines.
You can see the result of these pressures in the marketing strategies of companies. Dealers compete aggressively for the right to sell computer-based audio
systems, and they invest alot of resources in selling them. They also look to
other industries for growth, such as pro audio and church sound. They respond
to the lure of the big, glittering television marketplace, where DTV is driving a
lot of facility improvements.
It might be tempting to dismiss these matters as you go about your daily routine. But if you are in ajob that requires radio equipment, you should pay attention to these trends.
Radio equipment dealers offer many benefits that are easy to overlook.
Knowledgeable sales people, toll- free service, equipment demos, products in
stock, systems solutions — try to find all of these at aretail shop. Further,
broadcast dealers do not operate on substantial margins. The markup on
products can be surprisingly thin. Their business is competitive already.
We often take for granted that we will always have aready supply of good
equipment with this level of service. But just as the radio industry is convulsing in the wake of ownership deregulation, the supply business is changing, too. There may come a day when our range of choices is smaller, or
when penny-wise buyers cause our suppliers to look elsewhere for their own
survival.
Support your radio equipment dealers. The health and well-being of the
equipment marketplace is in your best interest.

Support
Your

Dealer

— RW

around for awhile, your corporate-programmed, satellite-dumped blandness
is, as Radio World has so well
expressed it, boring.
To paraphrase Bob Hope, "Thank God
for the memories!"
Carl Nye
Cottonwood, Ariz.
Noncom comments
Dear RW,
Iam writing in response to Harry
Cole's noncommercial underwriting article ("That's Enough of That Funky Stuff"
RW, June 24).
One problem we have is convincing
local stores that certain terms are not
allowed. They want cheap ads that will
sell, and they don't care about FCC
laws.
Another problem is students who don't
always remember what is (not) allowed
and may ad-lib about the business.
Our license renewal was once challenged by a local station owner who
accused us of blatant advertising. Our
sin? We placed program listings in a
newspaper with "supporter" ads below
it. No underwriting on the air at all.
We never did get an explanation for
that harassment.
Tom Carten,
Grand Poobah
WRKC(FM), King's College
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Dear RW,
Idisagree with the noncommercial
radio story. How could the FCC lift its
limitations on commercial station ownership, so that there are now mega-broad-

casters who own virtually every other
station in the area, and not lift restrictions
on the actual stations who serve the community?
There is no competition for business, while megacorps are selling
regional packages for advertising
through big city agencies and scrambling for that small bump in Arbitrons.
What do the noncoms survive on?
Mom & Pop corner stores who are
paying $ 3and $4aspot!
Now what Mom & Pop outlet or
corner gas station is going to shell out
the small money they even have in
their advertising budget to "advertise"
on a50 W or 100 W public station and
not be able to give prices or their
phone number? How does the FCC
suggest these noble broadcasters survive?
Fast-food, cola and beer commercials that advertise on the "big" commercial stations seem to do the opposite, they're so "image-oriented" that
you don't often even see the product
on TV. Mom & Pop stores, which are
the lifeblood of most small- market
public stations, don't advertise like a
McDonalds or Budweiser, so what's
the solution?
Public broadcasters should unite
and request — and possibly for their
own survival, demand — the FCC lift
its regulations so that public radio and
television should be allowed 30 commercial seconds every half-hour, and
must air public service announcements
for each : 30 of commercial broadcast
time.
Ed Paris
New York, N.Y.
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Bringing It Back From China
CHINA, continued from page 1

filing in each city.
"In Guilin and Xi'an, they had never had ISDN," Brunton said. " The
Chinese were kind enough to extend their
network for us ... We got atremendous
amount of cooperation. They wanted it to
work. ISDN was fairly new in the use we
were putting it to and they sent experts to
each place." In Beijing and Shanghai,
ISDN generally is used for video conferencing.
If the Chinese had not succeeded in
extending the ISDN lines, CBS Radio
pool producers were planning to use an
INMARSAT high-speed satellite as a
backup.
Brunton and others praised the clear
quality of the Chinese cell-phone network. ABC Radio Correspondent Vic
Ratner said having cell phones was quite
different than when he traveled with
President Ronald Reagan to China.
Phone improvements
"Fifteen years ago, when we arrived in
Xi'an, the Chinese authorities had set up
atent at the edge of the airfield with telephones to get back to the United States
and these were crank telephones," Ratner
said.
Ratner used the cell-phone network to
report live from ariverboat in the middle
of the Li River in rural China while the
president was on aboat caravan through
anature preserve.
He also used a cell phone to speak
with KGO(AM) in San Francisco from
the waterfront in Shanghai.
Ratner said, "We were all astonished
that this new cell-phone system provided
aconnection which was clear as abell to
KG0 in San Francisco, and they commented on the fact that Isounded better
on that cell phone than Iwould have calling from Des Moines."
Ratner said he used acombination of
equipment while in China but relied
heavily on his Sony MiniDisc recorder.
He used a combination of microphones

including an ElectroVoice tnic for closeups and a Sennheiser shotgun for longdistance recording and capturing crowd
sounds.
In China, said Ratner, "There's no

Radio Shack around the corner. Itend
to bring three of everything: three
recording devices. Three sets of microphones ... all kinds of adapters and gear
which might be necessary in an emergency."
ABC, Feature
Sam Donaldson and Ann Compton
also filed reports for ABC Radio, as did
ABC producer Josh Gerstein. For his
part, Ratner delivered more than 100
one- on- ones from different parts of
China.
ABC Radio has Comrex HotLine units
in both the New York and Washington
offices. For simplicity, Ratner would call
New York and the local producer would

put the call on a satellite channel and
coordinate the mix-minus with the local
radio stations. In 30 minutes, they could
do four custom interviews without Ramer
having to dial each station direct.
Feature Story Productions used Jason
Dean, awriter from the
Los Angeles limes, for
its coverage of China.
The company combined
UPI audio actualities
with Dean's voice
reports.
Feature Story TV and
Radio Correspondent
Malcolm Brown said,
"On some occasions,
we would send one of
our own people or we
would cover it from our
nearest bureau, but given the nature of China,
you really need someone there."
Dean fed his reports
back using a standard
phone line. They were
edited using Cool Edit
96, the digital sound
editor for Windows
from
Syntrillium
Software Corp.
Feature Story provided China coverage to South Africa Broadcasting Corp.,
Vatican Radio and its own top-of-thehour newscast "World Radio News." It
also provided some coverage to
Bloomberg Radio. The reports to SABC
and Bloomberg were transmitted using
ISDN lines. Those to Vatican Radio were
sent out over aregular phone line.
WINO, NBC, Mutual
Westwood One White House
Correspondent Peter Mayer travels with
the president regularly, and files for NBC
Radio and Mutual Broadcasting. Bart
Tessler, vice president of news for
Westwood One, said they relied for the

Call ar write for free detailed brochure.
328 '
N. Maple Ave. Horsham, PA 19044, USA
(215) 443-0330
Circle ( 10510n Reader Service Card
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most part on the pool facilities and used
the pool ISDN line to file stories. Mayer
also filed on cell phones, which Tessler
also said sounded quite good.
Tessler said Mayer carries a Sony
MiniDisc recorder along with analog
backup, plus microphones and his laptop.
Although ISDN service was important,
radio's coverage of the presidential trip to
China also demonstrates that network
reporters quickly have come to rely on
codecs that transmit adigital signal over
standard, or POTS, phone lines. Of all
the pieces of equipment taken on the trip,
everyone who used one had the most
praise for the Comrex HotLine.
Mayer used aHotLine on aphone at
the Great Wall to file his report back to
the filing center where the feed was sent
to New York and Washington via ISDN.
Brunton said they used a HotLine to
extend the ISDN at Tiananmen Square
and several other sites.
ABC's Ratner also praised the
HotLine. He used it to do live spots with
good broadcast quality from places
where ISDN and other technical facilities
were not available. The HotLine also
freed ABC Radio from having to use the
pool line, which meant that Ratner could
file on his own schedule.
workin' man
Tessler said Mayer had "an extremely
heavy load."
"With the 12-hour time difference, it
meant working almost 24 hours a day
because they were up all night working
and covering the story our time, and
then during the day our time is when
we wanted to talk to them and stations
wanted special custom pieces and live
shots in morning and afternoon drive."
Mayer provided live and produced
pieces every day for both "America in
the
Morning"
on
the
Mutual
Broadcasting System and "First Light"
on NBC Radio Network, which together
are cleared on about 500 stations. He
also provided both live and taped pieces
for top-of-the-hour newscasts for both
networks throughout the day. Beyond
that, anumber of affiliates — mostly in
the major markets — asked for one-onones, and Mayer obliged during morning drives.
Despite the authoritarian nature of the
country, Tessler said getting people to
talk was not aconcern.
"That really was not an issue or problem at all. We had alot of actuality from
people over there, Chinese as well as
Americans."
Ratner, however, noted some difficulty finding a willing interview at
Peking University after the president's
speech there.
"In general, Iwould get no more than
a half- minute into an interview when
the person Iwas interviewing would be
nudged from behind by a gentleman
wearing a striped shirt. A look of fear
would come over the interviewee's face
and he would turn and disappear into
the crowd."
An ABC correspondent made news on
the trip when Sam Donaldson arrived at
the housing complex where adissident
lived to find the gates surrounding it
closed and locked. The dissident was later hustled away by security forces.
Ratner said, "The first thing Sam
did after he got back from going to this
dissident's house and finding the gates
locked and the security people outside
was to come back and file a piece for
ABC Radio."
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Gear Vendors Ready
For Harris EXPO ' 98
RICHMOND, Ind. The Broadcast
Division of Harris Corp. is gearing up
once again for its annual one-day open
house and equipment show. It's achance
for radio engineers and managers to see
several dozen studio and radio product
vendors, put hands on the latest gear, and
learn a little bit about what Harris is
doing in digital television besides.
EXPO ' 98 takes place Tuesday, Sept.
15. at the Leland Hotel in Richmond.
Admission is free.

We have so

ern West Virginia, lower Michigan and
eastern Illinois. Most of the visitors are
engineers or other managers involved in
the purchase of equipment.
Burns said the convenience of the
Harris event is abig draw.
"We have so many guys out there, taking care of so many stations, as adirector
of engineering or as acontract engineer,
and they are unable to go to Las Vegas or
Seattle or wherever," Burns said. "Here's
a show that's within an hour or two, at
most five hours. They can make it as a
day trip or stay for one night. And it's

The 1-11 -. rris Expo brings several dozen vendors under one goof.
free. That's the way it always has been,
and always will be."
Burns said the catchall phrase among

many guys out there,
taking care of so
many stations ... who
are unable to go to
Las Vegas or Seattle.
Dave Burns
"We started this event about 15 years
ago to show our appreciation to our customers, to get reacquainted with them
and to meet new people," Studio Product
Manager Dave Burns said. "That's still
the main reason for getting together."
The event typically draws about 250
people from Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana,
as well as more-distant markets in west-

The Exhibitors
At press time, these companies were
expected to exhibit at the Harris
Expo ' 98:
360 Systems
ADC
AirCorp
Andrew
Aphex Systems
Arrakis
AV Marketing
Belar
Belden
Bob White Assoc.
Burk
Comsat RSI
Denon
EVI
Genmer
Group One
Intraplex
Marti
McFadden
Monfort
Moseley
On-Line Marketing
RFS Cablewave
Roland
Sonic Foundry
Sony
Sound Marketing
Starin Marketing
Symetrix
Tascam
Ward Beck
Wheatstone
Yamaha
Source: Harris Corp.

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Patn. Acton. MA 011720
Tel (
800) 237-1776 Fax ( 971:1) 635-0401 Fax-or-iemand
Email: info comrex corn winav omrex.com
Circle ( 0) On Reader Service Card
See Us 4 The ABG Southeast Expo

vendors these days is " solutions." He
pointed to several specific technical
See HARRIS, page 15
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USADR Conducts Multipath Tests
by Leslie Stimson

good for tests in the Washington area,
where no TV station uses that channel. The
center of frequency is 85 MHz, selected to
avoid any possible FM-band interference.
"We're trying to characterize the channel, to get a statistical analysis of the
likelihood of having various levels of

merly the Electronic Industries
Association) conducted similar tests in
BETHESDA, Md. USA Digital Radio
Salt Lake City. In the current tests,
began FM channel characterization tests
USADR engineers want to see if their
in July, as part of its research work in
own lab simulations of multipath are
developing an in-band, on-channel DAB
accurate, and do the tests in an area
system. These particular tests are for
with different terrain than mountainous
Salt Lake City.
"The purpose of doing the test is to
stress the system to fail," USADR
Engineering Director Glynn Walden
said. "There's no sense of having a
demonstration of an IBOC system
and only driving where it works.
Where you want to spend time on is
where it doesn't work ... to find
where problems are and fix those
problems, so that it ( IBOC DAB)
USADR's two directional dual-polarity Yagi
works everywhere."
antennas are mounted on the back-up
tower of WARW(FM) in Bethesda, Md.
On the road again
I.'
Several RW editors rode in the
USADR van, through residential areas
the DAB subcommittee of the National
j where there was little multipath and into
Radio Systems Committee, which is
-c the city of Washington, D.C., where deep
setting IBOC DAB testing criteria and
1 reflections off buildings, cars and other
whose members will evaluate all IBOC
.2 objects are common.
systems, " needs more than the Salt
Engineers from the NAB also rode
Lake City data to go on."
Near the tower, the RF pulse is viewed on a computer screen.
in the van during the tests. Senior
USADR needs to characterize its FM
multipath performance and involve test
multipath at various time delays,"
Engineer David Layer said USADR was
IBOC system as much as possible in the
equipment in a moving van. USADR
USADR engineer Chris Cocicrum said.
doing the industry aservice by performlab before it can run field tests, expected
expected to conduct the tests for several
The Electronic Industries Alliance (foring multipath tests. Also, Layer said,
to begin this fall.
weeks
Multipath interference is a concern
NEWS MAKER
for any IBOC system. Because such
systems are restricted, by definition, to
the existing radio channel bandwidths,
finding a technology that can mitigate
the destructive effects of multipath is
difficult. Noise, flutter and dropouts
COLUMBIA, Md. One of the imporon this project for USADR? Is there a the broadcasters and then go out and
caused by multipath ruin many FM
tant questions observers in the developplan in place to license USADR techstrike some deals with these folks.
radio listening experiences. Eliminating
ment of in- band, on channel digital
nology to receiver and transmitter manthose annoyances, observers say, is one
amigo broadcasting are asking is how
ufacturers?
RW: How soon will you have set licensof the major advantages of going digiIBOC DAB proponents will recoup their
Struble: We will not be manufacturers
ing fees and see revenue?
tal.
investments of millions of dollars and
of equipment. We are not going to comStruble: We're not going to have
USADR engineers want to know as
years of research. Robert Struble has
pete against the big receiver or translicensing fees until these things actually
much as they can about multipath so they
had overall responsibility for USA
mitter manufacturers. We will provide
get made. Ifigure the rollout plan
can tweak their FM IBOC system to hanwould call for testing to be happening
dle multipath in all environments.
late this year, well into next year. The
USADR engineers used the back-up
first things rolling off the line (will be)
tower site for WARW(FM) in Bethesda,
probably late 1999 or early 2000,
Md. as the transmission site, and avan
through that time frame, so that is when
equipped with a special receiver, specwe will start to see revenue coming in.
trum analyzer and computer to record
the results. In the transmitter shack,
RW: How much was spent on this new
USADR set up awaveform file using a
building, your headquarters in
signal processing package called
Columbia?
"MatLab" and loaded that into awaveStruble: It's millions. We keep those
form generator. That takes digital data,
things alittle close to the vest because
converts it to analog, filters it, and
we're in acompetitive situation. Put it
sends it to a vector signal generator to
this way, not something Icould sign for
be modulated. The signal is converted
myself. Ihad to go upstairs to Mel
to RF at 85 MHz, which is broadcast
(Karmazin) and Mike (Jordan) and say,
from the tower.
"We really need this and can we make
USADR feeds 100 watts of input powit happen?"
er to the antenna system, which consists
of two directional dual- polarity yagi
RW: Is Mel giving you ablank check?
antennas mounted at 226 feet on the towStruble: No, Mel never gives anybody
er, at 110 and 350 degrees, north and
ablank check. We are closely monieast.
tored on what we spend, and we have
USADR was not transmitting digital
to justify what we do spend, but I've
Robert Struble
audio material, but rather an RF pulse
never heard a "No" from him.

Struble Pilots USADR IBOC Ship

every 100 microseconds. In the van,
technicians see the pulse on a spectrum analyzer and look for " reflections" or rays of multipath that bounce
off buildings, cars and other objects.
Using the global positioning system,
they log the geographic coordinates of
every sample.
USADR has atemporary license from
the FCC to conduct the FM characterization experiments on TV Channel 6 —

Digital Radio since 1996 and was
appointed president and chief executive
officer in 1997. The 35-year-old Struble,
agraduate ofMIT and Harvard, outlined
USADR's business plans recently to RW
News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief
Leslie Stimson.
RW: Where will the revenue come from

technology to them and then receive a
license and stream off them. So the
business model is actually real attractive. We don't have to build the plants,
we don't have to hire millions of people to go do this stuff. We just need to
make sure the technology works, that
we do what we need to do with the regulatory authorities, keep the support of

RW: How do you justify an expense?
Struble: There is two ways you do it
(for) CBS. Iwear two hats because I
am the president and CEO of USADR
but Iam still also aCBS employee. As
aCBS employee and abroadcaster, you
have got to look at this thing really in
two regards. ... On the defensive side,
See STRUBLE, page 12
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Zephyr Is Everywhere
Look orounc. Everyday, there are more signs that Zephyr is everywhere. So, if you've ever thought axe remete
brcadeosts GT linking up with other studios, there's never been abetter time to act than now. Zephyr has quickf,y become
the stendard, with many thousands already in use.
Zephy is number on among radio stations and stulios. It is the best sounding, lowest cost way to send highiality audio
over ISDN. Jnce programmed, anyone can Auto Dial ISDN calls. Not sure what to do next? Press the help Dutton for
sinople instructions.
Zuhy -is full-duplex or two-way transmission. And you don't have to worry about what codec is on the othe -sde — with
Laver 3, Layer 2, crnd 6.722, Zephyr can adapt to any place you want to send your audio. With Zephyr; -he whale
county—even the wDrld—is your studio. Just look far the signs...
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The ideal solution for remote mixing and broadcasts
ad hoc networks, recording sessions, voiceovers,
distribution of commercials, backup to satellite and
microwave links, and mary other applications.
Designed by Telos specifically for broadcast audio
applications over ISDN.
Optional AES/EBU digital audio input/output module
with sample rate conversion.
Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation.
Full metering, call duraticn timer headphone jack,
and mic/line inputs.
Built-in input protection limiter. When your talent
screams, your audio doesn't distort.
Zephyr has an integrated' ISDN terminal adapter
designed for the non-technical operator. You can
even place astandard voce-grade call to aPlain
Old Telephone Service ( POTS) telephone.

Telos Zephyr: The Best Way to Hearfrom There
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lelos Systems • 2101 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, OH 44114 • Tel:: + 1.216.241.7225 • Fax: + 1.216.241.4103
E- Mail: • info@telos-systems.com • http://www.telos-systems.com
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A challenge from the greatest critic of the
OPTIMOD-FM 8200 -

the

guy who

invented

it.
/

BOB ORBAN is known for his

after hour your station's signature

critical ears. In the seven years

sound remains true to your audi-

since we introduced OPTIMOD FM

ence's preference. The dynamic,

8200, perhaps no one has logged more hours

musical presentation never fatigues listeners. Every

listening to the best and worst in digital audio

minute you're on the air, you achieve aunique sound

processing. Even critics have called his knack for

that brands your station with adistinct presence in

creating louder, punchier, artifact- free sound " a the market. Loud. Clean. Clear and Punchy. Side by

"Version 3.0 is more
than an upgrade.
It can take your
station's signature
to the next level of
competitive sound.
Listen to it side
by side with any
audio prccessor in
existence; then, let
me know what you
think. Good or bad,
every e- nail sent to
me will be answered
by me, personally.

gift." But make no mistake. With 30 years of experi-

side, no other processor delivers higher quality

ence in audio, it's Bob Orban's expertise that is

sound or requires fewer hassles to achieve it.

written into every layer of the new Version 3.0 soft-

DIGITAL PROCESSING DONE RIGHT.

ware. It gives you alevel of audio technology that

After seven years of listening, tweaking and non-

no other processor in existence can match.

stop critiquing, we've confirmed what you've known

NOTHING IS NEWER.

all along: the biggest

Version 3.0 software adds five new features to

news in FM digital

OPTIMOD 8200's proven digital platform. With

processing is still

thousands of users and millions of on- air hours

OPTIMOD-FM 8200.

to draw on, Orban's team knew exactly how to take

OPTIMOD integrates

your station's audio to the next level. 21 new presets

perfectly into any

dramatically expand your options to create asuperior

industry- standard

competitive sound. Sonic " color" controls now allow

STL and transmitter environment— no exciter

you to fine-tune tonal balance to precisely target your

modifications or non-standard connections are

desired audience. Tweak the band output mix controls

necessary. It achieves tight peak control without

to add sizzle, bring vocals up front, or mellow out

composite clipping that trashes subcarriers. In short,

instrumentals. Raise the bass clipper threshold to

it delivers elegant, professional engineering — not

create amore solid bass punch for urban and dance

junk science or marketing spin. In the words of one

formats. Toggle Phase Rotation on/off to minimize

of the most critical ears in radio, " don't believe

distortion or improve music transparency. Open up

everything you hear." Listen for yourself.

the highs to effectively remove any hint of what has
erroneously been called " digital grunge."

UPGRADE NOW.
In amatter of minutes you can upgrade the 8200

NOTHING SOUNDS BETTER.

to the newest, best- sounding, best- performing

Cut to cut, spot to spot, announcer after announcer,

audio processor in radio. Call your Orban dealer

nothing delivers amore consistent sound than the

for details. Visit our website for more information.

new Version 3.0 software. Which means that hour

And e-mail Bob to let him know what you think.

bob@orban.com."

II

A Harman International Company

e 1998

Orban, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone: 1-510-351-3500 Fax: 1-510-351-0500 E-mail: custserv@orban.com Web: www.orban.com
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'This Is aDamn Good Business'
STRUBLE, continued from page 8

we have $ 15 billion, Iguess is the last
number, invested in radio and we believe
that it's extremely important that we play
avery important role in the transition of
radio from analog to digital. If that happens in a way that is not in our best
advantage, for example, if Eureka was to
come in, then the value of those radio
properties is not what it should be.
There is also an offensive reason to do
this that says, "Look, this is adamn good
business." If we get the technology to
work and it goes forward correctly, we're
going to make alot of money.
Transmitter certification
RW: Tell me about the transmitter
alliance, the certification program
USADR is working on.
Struble: The plan Iam working with,
transmitter manufacturers and receiver
manufacturers, is to get them involved
early on in the process, let them know
what is going on, let them know what our
technology looks like, get them prototypes and help them through testing with
us.
It benefits us because we get a lot of
their input and we know what is important to them in either receiver design and
transmitter design. Those discussions are
really important from a development
standpoint, but obviously down the line
from abusiness standpoint as well.
RW: Moodys has given a low stock rating to CD Radio, one of the license-holders for satellite DAB. Are you in adifferent situation than they are? You're both
developing anew digital technology...
Struble: We are both trying to get people
in their cars, and in their homes, with a
radio technology, but Ithink there the
paths really differ. There is acompletely
different economic model that is associated with CD Radio. They've got to launch
asatellite that costs hundreds of millions
of dollars. They've got to put up new
infrastructure around the country, if this
thing is going to work. Not only towers,
but repeaters and transmitters, the whole
thing. ... and oh, by the way, their technology is still not yet proven.
RW: But neither is yours.
Struble: That's right.
RW: You're going to have to convince
people to put new radios in their cars
too, to receive adigital signal.
Struble: That's right, but at the same
time that radio will receive full digital
and analog, so again, it comes back to
consumer behavior. You won't see any
difference.
You may go to your Ford dealership in
three years and have an option that says,
"Do you want a digital radio or don't
you?"... If the station is broadcasting
digitally you will get it, if it's not, you
won't. But what you do in your car doesn't change. Where CD Radio, again, (you
need a) new antenna, something else in
the car, and you probably have to buy
something new at Radio Shack. It's adifferent model. Ithink that they are likely
to be successful, at some point, but
they've got away to go yet.
RW: Some people question whether
IBOC is the way to go as opposed to
another method of digital broadcasting

and whether the industry and the government can make this happen at all. Will it?
Struble: Everything else is going digital,
cell phones, TV, radio in other parts of
the world and Ifind it hard to believe that
the United States is going to stick with an
aging technology when the rest of the
world has moved to digital. ... We are
talking about AM — and you know how
AM sounds today — sounding like aCD,
or near CD quality, and FM sounding
better than it does today. As well, you are
going to have another data channel in
there to be able to do all kinds of neat
things, be it sports scores, stock quotes,
weather directions, traffic info, whatever
you may imagine can be used in the system, printed out on the radio.
RW: Why IBOC? EIA (Electronics
Industries Alliance) issued a report that
said of all the DAB systems it tested,
Eureka- 147 was the best.
Struble: The tests are ancient history as
far as we are concerned. There's alittle
resemblance, Iguess. If you are referring
to the San Francisco tests, whenever they
were three or four years ago ... the system that was tested then, the IBOC system vs. the system that is tested now bear
very little resemblance to each other.
We've got some technology behind it,
and it is just awhole lot better.
For Eureka to work in the States, acouple of things have to happen. The FCC has
to issue awhole bunch of new spectrum.
The spectrum they want to use is used by
the military, so they would have to go to
the military and say, "Give this back." The
Department of Defense is (not) going to be
jumping up and down to do that.
Secondly, you are going to have the
same issue that you've got with CD Radio,
in terms of the basic economics. You'll
have to build whole new radio stations,
you'll have to put up repeaters everywhere.
You're talking about billions of dollars of
difference in the technologies for benefits
that aren't there. ... We've been up in
Canada because they are transmitting
around Toronto. You need alot of repeaters
to make this stuff work.
RW: Then why is EIA so supportive of it?
Struble: EIA has to represent their members, and Eureka is further along than we
are and receivers are being built in Europe.
Now, for areceiver manufacturer, it would
be great to have aworld standard, only one
kind of radio they could sell all around the
world. (
USADR is now an associate member of the Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Association, a division of
the EM.)
RW: We saw the NRSC process fall apart
once before. Does the NRSC have to pick
one standard for IBOC DAB?
Struble: It would be helpful. We support
the process, but at the same time we are
aggressively driving forward with our
own testing plan. We're not going to let
ourselves be bogged down by aprocess.
We don't see that happening right now,
and so we are playing arole.
Lucent and USADR
RW: You and Lucent had a chance to
continue with your joint development
agreement, but split up. Why?
Struble: Lucent's basic expertise in this
field is in compression technology. We
hooked up with them originally because

they had the PAC algorithm, which is developed by abunch of folks but is being commercialized by Lucent. We were getting a
lot of discussion with alot of folks who
said, "You may want to look at other compression technologies." The one that was
most often cited was AAC, which actually
has asimilar background as PAC. ...
The second reason? Just call (it) strategic differences. We have a fundamental

Robert Struble

RW: Are you and Lucent fighting over
patents?
Struble: Not yet, no.
RW: Is that apossibility?
Struble: We're looking at it. ... We're a
technology company, so we monitor very
closely not only Lucent but DRE and
anybody else out there.

RW: Does it put you on your toes more?
Struble: Competition is good. ... We
view it as agood thing in certain regards,
in that, again, you've got another big
technology company that is saying, "Yes
world, IBOC is the way to go." ... Now,
the competitive position, where we are
vs. either Lucent or DRE, we are
extremely comfortable about where we
are now.
Realistically, if they are going to walk
away from our technology, they are not
far from ground zero.
RW: Lucent says it's not starting from
scratch, that it has a lot of technology
developed. Do you see it as aformidable
opponent? Lucent has deep pockets.
Struble: Sure, so do we. ... Ithink the
landscape has changed and we've got new
competitors out there. If you want news,
it's (that) we've looked into the eye of the
competitors and guess what, we ain't
scared. ... We know the competition very

RW: DRE says it's been working on a
system for two years and didn't want to
go public until it had aviable system.
Struble: They've probably got some
investment dollars. We are talking about
an extremely important industry. The
radio industry in the United States is not
only huge, it's tens of billions of dollars,
but oh by the way, we're dealing with
strategic national interests and Ifind it
hard to believe afew guys in agarage are
going to change that kind of industry.

Sending data
RW: With IBOC, broadcasters will be
able to send data as well as transmit
their station's signal. Tell me what kind of
data we're talking about.
Struble: We are talking about, essentially, apretty big data pipe, which comes
tu into the car, so you will be able to trans•«c mit things. ... You can think of it as a
.e pager, which would be on your radio
j(
where) you can download your e-mail
". into your car and maybe build into the
radio avoice recognition system that says
"Check e-mail."

belief of how this thing needs to be taken
forward successfully. We think we've got
alot of experience because we are broadcasters and also technologists, and also
have agreat deal of experience with the
FCC, that we know the tradeoffs and the
balances to going forward with those
folks. We believe that in any company —
and Imean CBS here — that we needed
to control it. Lucent had adifferent view,
and so we had aparting of the ways.

RW: How has Lucent's jumping in to
develop its own system affected your
progress?
Struble: It hasn't.

well. We had ajoint development agreement with Lucent for a long period of
time. We know who they've got working
on it, we know who they're got running
this business and we know alot about their
approach. DRE, Derek (Kumar) used to
work under contract with USADR. We
know him very, very well.

RW: Won't receivers that display this
information cost more?
Struble: You'll have your down- anddirty model, AM clock radios that don't
do any of the wild stuff, but you will
have your high end, like the Pioneer
super tuners now ... that are going to cost
alittle bit more.
RW: What are you discussing with the
FCC?
Struble: We've had an ongoing relationship
with them and we ... share what we are
doing. We travel with them internationally to
the
ITU
(
The
International
Telecommunications Union coordinates frequency use, telecom interconnection, etc. —
Ed.) and to other meetings internationally.
We're going to try to go into afiling process,
probably later this year, where we say, "Here
is the technology. ... This is the way to
migrate from analog to digital." We will see
how this process goes.
We need them to approve or sanction
our basic approach. Which is to say,
"Yes, we will be transmitting digital signals in the same space in the same spectrum as is currently occupied by the analog." We need to make sure that there's
not be interference issues, that existing
broadcasters are not going to be harmed
and that consumers are going to get the
same service that they've come to expect
and that our migration plan, which is a
very key part of the system, is one that
makes sense for all parties involved.
RW: You're saying you need a 10- to 15year transition period?
Struble: We've said 10, but we've had
receiver manufacturers tell us that it
could be 15 to 20. At the end of the day I
think the marketplace is going to decide.
And our job is to design asystem that is
flexible enough to meet the demands of
those market places. ... The FCC will not
leave some small broadcaster out in
Kansas out in the cold because he doesn't
in year one, year two, or year three go
out and buy adigital exciter.

If you haven't already
taken these out for atest drive,
here's your chance.
Shorticuf Editor

Short/cut is your next tape recorder,
edit block and digital delivery system.
It's UnReel.

The perfect replacement for generations of
reel-to-reel tape recorders. Short/cut delivers
hard-disk storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform
editing. Add an optional Ziedrive and get low-cost
copies. This editor is fast enough for on-air use, and
tough enough for the road. So take Short/cut out
for atest drive and watch it perform.

Test drive theirs then test drive
our Dig,iCart/II Plus. We've got
more under the hood.

DigiCart°/
II Plus
The new DigiCart/II Plus puts up to 50 hours of audio
on hard disk, and now includes the popular Ziedrive for
low-cost storage. As always, it's your choice of linear or
Dolby®AC-2 recording, plus precise editing and powerful
playlisting capabilities. The new "Plus" model delivers all
the reliability that has made DigiCart abroadcast standard,
and it's now available at agreat new price. Ask for a
test drive, and put it through the paces at your station.

Instant Replay°2 .0
NEW • SCSI port supports external disk
drives for expanded storage capacity. • Choose
linear or Dolby®AC-2 recording format.

Instant Replay puts athousand audio clips right at
your fingertips. Sound effects,, music, station ID's - up
to 24 hours of your greatest material. And with
50 Hot-Keys, you can make your shows as spontaneous
as you'd like. With everything titled, timed and ready
to play, you'll find Instant Replay fast, fun and easy
to use. So take us up on our offer to go for atest drive.
It's on us.
ir

Instant Replay. Instant sound
effects. Instant music. Instant fun.
Take it out for ajoy ride.
Instant Replay
. .....
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Attention call letter stations.*
You're only a phone call away from a
free 10- day Test Drive.
So try it out.We'll understand if you
don't give it back.
(818) 991-0360
PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

For more information call ( 818) 991- 0360 / Fax ( 818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com
© 1997-360 Systems

*Offer good in U.S. and Canada only.
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Is Your Software Y2K Compliant?
(Macintosh computers don't have this
problem, since they are designed to
be Y2K-ready.) This information can be downloaded at
www.cbsi.org
Radio
Computing
Services' products are
also Y2K-compliant,
said Bill Webber, RCS
product manager for
the " Selector" and
"Linker"
programs.
That's because these databases are based on a Julian
dating system; they already
store dates in four digits, rather than
the troublesome two. Webber said RCS

Y2K, continued from page 1

operations by all of its products. At
NAB ' 98, CBSI officials said the firm's
software was officially " Millennium
Certified."
But CBSI's guarantee only applies to
CBSI programs, and not to any computer networks on which they may be
installed. This caution makes sense, said
Kenagy, since the network software —
which CBSI has nothing to do with —
may not be Y2K ready.
In an effort to help broadcasters be
sure that their systems are safe, CBSI
offers diagnostic procedures for testing
whether Windows 95 and nonWindows PCs are Y2K-compliant.

had to make some minor changes to
RCS products' user interfaces.
For instance, in the Selector
music system, the fields for a
song's or artist's "anniversary date" and a song's
"chart debut date" had to
be changed from two
digits to four in order to
avoid ambiguity, said
Webber.
Otherwise,
Selector would not have
been able to tell if the user
was specifying 1900 or 2000.
For Selector users, version
12.40+ and versions that follow are
Y2K compatible. For Linker, version

MILLENNIUM'
CERTIFIED

SHURE

Reliable Remote Tools
Designed for the rigors of life on the road,

to provide reliable tools for awide range

Shure microphones and circuitry products

of remote applications. Call BSW today

offer dauntless performance to profes-

to take advantage of special savings on

sional standards. You can count on Shure

popular remote models. 800.426.8434

1.14 +x and versions that follow that
follow are Y2K-compliant.
Users of Dalet Digital Media
Systems have nothing to fear, said
DDMS President Stephan Guez. He
said Dalet's data structure has been
"Y2K-compliant for along time." Dalet
has been careful to modify its user
interface, to ensure that its software
properly interprets " 01" as the year
2001, rather than 1901. For Dalet users,
"all recent upgrades include these modifications and are Y2K-compliant," said
Guez.
Hall Electronics is similarly unconcerned about Y2K, primarily because its
network software runs on Windows 95.
(New versions of Windows 95 are Y2Kcompliant.) According to HE Sales
Engineer Robert Alexander, Hall's
Wavestation products were written with
the year 2000 problem in mind, so he
does not anticipate any problems in this
software.
Finally, Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
has been busy testing its products for
Y2K problems. " For the most part
we've found that they are unaffected by
the changeover," said RF products manager Tim Bealor. " The millennium
doesn't have any impact."
BE has had to do some fixes on its
AudioVault and CORE systems.
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Updates for both will be issued during
BE's regular mailout of software
upgrades, usually in April and October,
said Bealor.
Although this is not an exhaustive
list of live- assist and traffic software
manufacturers, it's still sufficient to
show a trend that broadcast software
companies are taking the year 2000
problem seriously.
All of this effort is for naught if station managers don't ensure that they are
running the latest programs on their
computers. No amount of Y2K fixes by
software manufacturers will help,
unless these programs make it onto station computers and networks.
What is your company doing about
Y2K? Tell us about it ( see address,
page 5).

Suggested Y2K
Web Sites
www.cbsi.org for downloading CBSI's
Windows 95 and non- Windows 95
tests to ensure that your hardware is
Y2K-compliant.
www.IT2000.com The National
Bulletin Board for the Year 2000.

List $ 188.""

www.year2000.com/cgi-bin/clock.cgi
The Year 2000 Information Center.

IS\\ Sale Price
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1.rifeher Oer

www.nist.gov/y2k/ National Institute
of Standards and Technology Year
2000 home page.
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Phone: 800.426.8434

Fax: 800.231.7055

Website: www.bswusa.com
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'012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 98466 USA .

www.nab.org The NAB home page,
with links to year 2000 sites.
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Continental DTV Express at Harris Expo
Electronics
Up for Sale

radio, visitors also can get
a tour of the big Harris
digital television demo
truck, the DTV Express.
EXPO ' 98 is free, and
lunch is provided. Past
shows have included a
high- profile lunch speaker. Hours are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. EDT on Tuesday,
Sept. 15. For registration
or information, call ( 800)
622-0022, and ask for
Marilyn Campbell or
Debbie Lampen.

HARRIS, continued from page 7

by Lynn Meadows
DALLAS Continental Electronics
Corp. and its two subsidiaries were
put up for sale last month by parent
company Tech-Sym Corp.
Continental, a manufacturer of
transmitters and adealer of broadcast equipment, is one of three businesses Tech-Sym plans to sell. An
environmental business unit and a
real estate investment business unit
are also on the block.
J. Michael Camp, president and
CEO of Tech-Sym, stated that the
parent corporation wanted "to exit
these businesses which have
adversely affected shareholder value." No one was available to expand
on that statement at press time.
Continental Electronics began in
1946 specializing in high- power,
radio frequency and microwave
sources and systems. Today it makes

They have
always been an
excellent
competitor.
— Robert Weirather
transmitters ranging in power from
50 W to 1MW and in frequency
from 530 kHz to 108 MHz, for
domestic and international applications, as well as specialized broadcast equipment for government and
other applications.
U.S. competitors reacted in different ways to the news. Robert
Weirather, director of broadcaster
relations for Harris Corp., said he
was surprised to find that
Continental was for sale.
"They have always been an excellent competitor in the business," he
said, adding that he was uncertain of
the reasoning behind the sale.
Tim Bealor, product manager for
RF transmitters at Broadcast
Electronics, said, "It comes as no
surprise that the consolidation trend
we have seen in recent years in the
ownership side of the industry, we
are now seeing in the supply side as
well. The industry's single product
line suppliers are finding it increasingly difficult to remain viable."
Tech-Sym purchased Continental
in 1990. In 1994, Continental
acquired amajority interest in Lensa
S.A. The Chilean company manufactures medium-wave transmitters
primarily for Central and South
American markets. In 1995, CE
acquired
TELEFUNKEN
Sendertechnik GmbH, a German
company that designs and produces
broadcast transmitting equipment.

trends reflected in the exhibits this year.
They include new applications of spreadspectrum technology, such as that developed by Intraplex in its " wireless T-1"
system.
Hard-disk audio also remains a major
area of development for many radio stations. Burns said. -It continues to be a
big business. If anything, it's getting bigger. ... Finally, almost everybody is getting rid of their old tape- based systems,
moving to hard- disk automation and
workstations."
Also, more and more stations are making
the jump to digital consoles, Burns said.
While the main focus of the event is

Tours of the DTV Express will be available.

'01JualitL
Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
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• Intuitive On-Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.
• Complete On-Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide acontinuously "Live" image_
• Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.
• Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

çeü

• Features full 32- Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party
programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems
and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.

features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.
The ENCO DADpRo32
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On-Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADPRo product, but now optimized
for the Windows NT" ope-ating system.
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.

— Paul J. McLane

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharing of data between
multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.
• Operates on commonly available "off-theshelf" computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of awide variety
of redundancy configurations.
• DAD is an outright purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

\Di Warp
MILI
Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo
Check Out The ENCO Web ParAt:
www.enco.com

C

ENCO

SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 • www.enco.com
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Technology ana Frice breakthrough

34
4
Perfect Cart machine replacement: play, stop, pause, loop, link .
Perfect for Live Assist: Jingle Dox, Phoner Editor. & much more
Perfect for Automation: Voice Over Recorder, Segue Editor, & more
From the #1manufacturer of Digital Workstations in Radio !!!

Live On Air
$495

Live Assist $ 1,995

Hard Disk Automation
$2,995

Triple Play &
Record

includes Live Assist software)

Cart Machine Control
$750
Jingle Box Control
$1,195

Optional Front $495

Dl4 Digital Audio Engine
$2,995 ( 24 hrs — 2,000 spots) $5,295 ( 105 hrs — 2,000 songs)
The DL4 is atechnology & price breakthrough !!! More relial2le and 1/4 the price of comparable products,
the DL4 is NOT a FC computer with SOUild card in it.

The DL4

that is controlled by Arrakis LCD control panels, jingle

oxes, and Windows 95 PC computers.

is

in fact a digital audio appliance

the PG fails, your audio library is still availal2le !!!

Expandable from 3 Flays & 1Record to up

to 96 Mays & 32 Records, the DL4- fits any

station

size

5 needs.

You can even

use

If

your

favorite PC based digital editor for production with the DL4 On Air I!! Call TODAY to find
out how little it will cost for you to SAVE money and move into the 215t century !!!

.•
'

(
970) 224-224b

www.arrakis-systems.com
oe%, -
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Summer Is Time to Check Towers
John Bisset
Fall isn't that far off, and the folks at
BCS Wireless suggest that you check
around your tower before the bad
weather begins. If your tower needs
painting, now is the time.
A good rule is to paint when the temperature is above 55 degrees F. If night
temperatures are lower, let the steel
warm up in the morning sunlight before
painting. Also take an inventory of the
lines and antennas that are no longer
needed_ They can be removed either
during a repainting or inspection. Keep
the ovetall surface area to a minimum.
This will help if you encounter severe
winter ice storms.

***
If you originate a network program,
consider a telephone line with an
answering machine on it. If an emergency occurs, you can record a message informing your affiliates of the
problem and what's being done to correct it. Trying to answer a swarm of
calls while trying to correct the problem won't help you get the job done.
***
Remember the suggestion to fill
copper tubing with sand to permit easy.
bends? (The sand prevents the tubing
from collapsing as you bend it.) Dale
Heidner, the chief at KGVW(AM) in
Belgrade, Mont., sent me an ad for a
tubing bender that's only $4.99. Unless
you have a ready supply of sand — or
enjoy playing in it — this bender will
handle the job faster for you.
The tool is available from acompany
called Harbor Freight Tools. You can
reach them at ( 800) 423-2567, and their
fax number is ( 800) 905-3220. The tubing bender will work with 1/4- , 5/16and 3/8- inch copper or steel tubing, and
has amarked degree gauge for accurate
bends up to 180 degrees.

Figure I: Use a drill to wind
multiple wires into a neat bundle.
When was the last time you had your
guy wiles tensioned to the manufacturer's specifications? Loose guy wires
cause fatigue to the tower structure.
Also check the weep holes at the base
of the tower, and fill out your quarterly
inspection report.
If you are not getting the BCS
Wireless Tower Communications
newsletter, send your request to BCS
Wireless, Inc. P. 0. Box 730, New
Glarus, WI 53574.
***
Speaking of towers, a consultant
told me an interesting story the other
day. Seems an FCC inspector cited a
cellular tower for improper tower
painting, even though the tower was
painted with the proper red and white
bands.
The problem? The tower owner had
run about 10 lines of 1- 5/8- inch coax up
one side of the tower. The lines were
uniformly spaced, and they sure looked
pretty, but the lines also completely
obliterated the red and white paint on
that face of the tower. Two sides of the
tower had the traditional red and white,
but if you looked at the third side it
was black! The site owner was required
to paint over the coax lines so that each
face of the tower was regulation red and
white.

speed low; smaller wires can break if
too much force is used. And if you're
only winding afew wires, fold over the

Harbour
Freight has a handy

Figure 2: Perrboards conveniently
fit inside electric boxes, making
for inexpensive project boxes.
ends so they will fit securely in the
chuck when you tighten it down.

***
Larry Albert always has away to save
money, both in the shop and on the workbench. Figure 2 is one such example.
Plastic electric boxes are cheap ( metal
boxes are also available if you need
shielding), and the Radio Shack perf
boards will fit nicely inside.
The mounting holes on the edges of
the box permit attachment under consoles
and in out-of-the-way places. Plain electric faceplates can hold switches or indicators if needed. The more-finished boxes that you find at electronic suppliers are
nice, too, but when the project is going
into a ceiling, or under a console, why
not save the money?
o
John Bisset, adistrict sales manager
for Harris Corp., has worked as both a
chief engineer and contract engineer
for more than 20 years. Reach him at
(703) 323-8011. Submissions for this
column are encouraged, and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Fax
your submission to ( 703) 323-8044, or
via e-mail to jbisset@harris.com

TOOLKIT
TIME
SAVERS
'tol
e

tool for bending
tubes. Cost: $ 4.99

The part number is ITEM 03755-3AYA. Dale has used the tool to wind tank coils
for ham transmitters as well as AM work!
***
A client we visited recently was trying
to combine anumber of individual wires
— hand weaving them, sort of like abraid.
It was time-consuming and tedious.
Isuggested he give me his drill,
which was placed in the vise as shown
in Figure 1. With the speed set for low,
and one person holding the wire spools
at the other end, the drill slowly is
engaged. The drill will spin and effectively twist the wire into a very neat
bundle.
This is definitely a two- person
process. Make sure you take it slow, or
you'll have a wiring mess. The completed bundle will look factory- made.
It's important to keep the tension and

Whirlwind makes acomplete line of
specialty items that drop into your
toolkit and save you time on the job.
They offer rugged construction,
thought-out details, and Whirlwind
performance. Call toll free 888.733.4396
for product and dealer information.
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Check out our full catalogt httpihwroi
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Time to Turn On Your New Station
WC. Alexander
This is the last in a multipart series
about building an AM expanded-band station. The previous part appeared July 22.
In the previous part of this series, we
began an examination of the proper
method of measuring spurious and harmonic emissions as may be required by
the FCC before program test authority
will be granted. We discussed measurement location selection and proper measurement technique. We will pick up this
time with acaveat for the measurement
process and adiscussion of what to do if

the results are in excess of FCC limits.
scale, if the meter does not indicate 10
One important thing to watch out for is
mV (bottom of the scale), that is agood
receiver overload. It is easy, particularly
indication of overload. You need to find
close to a station, to overload
the front end of the field
strength meter and cause rectiAM 540•650• 800.1000•1300 • 1605 • 1705
fication and mixing inside the
receiver. This will produce
FM/AM CLOCK RADIO
E.jr
false indications of spurious
and harmonic measurements.
One way to check for overload is to
another location farther from the transswitch to ahigher scale and see if you get
mitter site(s). The balance you are seekthe proper 20 dB ratio.
ing in a measurement location is, once
If, for example, the meter reads 10 mV
again, between the point where receiver
on the 10 mV scale ( top of the meter
overload occurs and where the ratio to
scale) and you switch to the 100 mV
other local signals is not great enough.
k

The
Digital
Console
that
Fits

Logitek designed and built the ROC- 5
digital console to meet your needs for a
small size console. Ideal for dubbing
studios, newsrooms or stations that use
automation or satellite programming.
Logitek 'sROC-5is small in size but offers
up to 64 inputs - all easily accessible
through assignable faders. The ROC5works
with all analog and digital audio sources.
It has aserial interface to your hard disk
system, adding functionality and value to
both systems.
Logitek offers the widest selection of
broadcast digital consoles. Call us today
for acomplete information package..

•

Logitek

digital with abetter difference!

3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 USA Voice: North America 800.231.5870
Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592 e-mail: info@logitekaudio.com

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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Suppose you determine, after doubleand triple-checking your measurements
at several locations, that an intermod produce is being radiated. What do you do?
First, don't panic. It is not the end of the
world, and by simply rechecking and
touching up the tuning in some of the
diplex or detuning filters, you can very
likely get rid of the problem.
A properly designed and tuned diplexing system should provide more than
enough isolation between stations to prevent interaction from occurring. Check
transmitter tuning and neutralization as
well. Don't neglect audio and remote control wiring, either. The antenna port is not
the only way the other station's RF can
enter atransmitter and cause intermod.
Disconnect the audio feed from each transmitter and see if the problem goes away.
Try lowering the power on each station's
transmitter to see if one or the other makes
adifference. If either or both stations has
an auxiliary transmitter, switch to the aux
and see if the problem still exists.
One of these tests will, in all likelihood, reveal the source of the problem
and then you can treat it.
Engineering statement
When you have successfully completed your spurious and harmonic measurements, you must prepare an engineering
statement detailing the results. While it is
not necessary to itemize the results of the
measurements on each frequency
checked, you do need to provide ageneral description of the location, the field
strength meter used ( make, model and
date of last calibration), and the results.
You should state that all harmonic as well
as second-, third- and fifth-order frequencies were checked and the field strengths
on these frequencies found to be greater
than 80 dB below the carrier of either station. If you measured no products on
these frequencies greater than some other
value, so state.
An example statement might be,
"Secondorder intermodulation products
were observed to be more than - 89 dB
below the lower of the two carriers."
Similar statements should be included for
third- and fifth-order intermod products
as well as harmonics.
If there are anomalies on certain frequencies, describe them. For example, if
one of the measured frequencies is the
same as the carrier frequency of the 50 kW
AM across town and you could not obtain
asatisfactory measurement because of the
other station's signal, so state. In one set of
measurements Imade, there was a"mystery carrier" coming and going on one of
the third-order frequencies. In my engineering statement, Inoted the presence of
this unidentified carrier and stated that the
demodulated audio was not that of either
of the stations being measured. The FCC
accepted this without question and granted
the application.
In the event that your new station is
diplexing with an existing directional station, you should make a statement
describing how the sampling system for
the directional antenna is isolated at the
new station's frequency. This is usually
done with traps and filters in the antenna
monitor, but other means are sometimes
used as well.
If the antenna monitor was modified,
you should include a statement that it
was calibrated and certified as accurate
by the manufacturer following the modification. If the sampling system was
modified (i.e., the sampling transformers
See AM, page 19
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AM, continued from page 18

relocated to another point in the system,
behind diplex filters, for example), apartial proof on the directional station probably will be required to support the new
operating parameters that will result.
With all the "extras" required by the
construction permit, such as resistance
measurements, partial proof and spurious/harmonic measurements in hand,
there is little else to do but fill out the
FCC Form 302-AM. This form is simple

1.

running

File No. of Construction Permit

Frequency

(if applicable)

(kHz)

Power in kilowatts

Hours of Operation
Night

Day

2 Station location
City or Town

State

3 Transmitter location
State

4

County

City or Town

Street address
(or other identification)

City or Town

Street address
(or other identification)

Main studio location

State

5.

Time is

Facilities authonzed in construction permit

Call Sign

County

Remote control point location (specify only if authorized directional antenna)
Street address
(or other identification)

City or Town

ICounty

State

short for most
stations that received
expanded-band

6

Yes

Has type- approved stereo generating equipment been installer

7 Does the sampling system meet the requirements of 47 C F R Section 73 66 9

N°

LI

Yes

Li

LI

Not Applicable

No

construction permits.
Part of FCC Form 302-AM
and mostly self-explanatory. It is agood
idea not to leave anything blank. If asection does not apply, so state. Answer all
the questions on the form.
The only technical data required by
this form are antenna resistance/reactance, antenna current day and night,
INSIGHT ON

tower height figures and coordinates.
One other item not specifically asked for
on the current form that you should nevertheless provide is the antenna registration number. If you do not provide the
registration number, the FCC will have to

RULES

ASRN: On the Fence
Over Tower Signs
Opinions Differ on Where a Radio Station
Should Post its Tower Registration Number
Harold Hallikainen
Is your antenna structure number
displayed properly? Could you be at
risk of an FCC fine as a result? The
answers to these questions are not as
clear as you might think.
As we discussed in aprevious article, the FCC adopted its Antenna
Structure Registration program in
November 1995 with Docket 95-5.
The web resources on this program are
excellent. Extensive information is
available at www.fcc. gov/wtb/antenna/We lc ome html . (Remember to
include http:// before all Web addresses included in this article.)
Ifind it interesting, however, to follow the requirements as the FCC
describes them, as we move farther
and farther from the Report and Order.
It seems abit like the children's game
-telephone," in which the meaning of
the message changes slightly each time
it is repeated. Ifind contradictions in a
fair number of FCC policies and the
rules as written, or the rationale for
adopting the rule, as described in the
Report and Order.
The rule
In this instance, the rules seem
fairly clear as to where the antenna
structure number must be posted.
However, FCC inspectors and FCC
checklists seem to be requiring something different.
Rule 17.4(g) states, "Except as
described in paragraph (h) of this sec-

tion,
the
Antenna
Structure
Registration Number must be displayed in aconspicuous place so that it
is readily visible near the base of the
antenna structure. Materials used to
display the Antenna Structure
Registration Number must be weather-

Stations

worry

that tower

follow up and ask for it, delaying processing of your application.
Once the Form 302-AM is complete,
you must submit it to the FCC in
Gettysburg, Pa., with the appropriate
filing fee. If you are not eligible for
automatic program test authority, you
should submit the form at least 10 business days prior to the date on which you
desire to begin program tests. There is
no guarantee that you will receive program test authority within that 10-day
period, but 10 days is what the FCC
rules say.
Don't forget to place acopy of the filing in the local Public Inspection File
("Public File") as required by the FCC.
Keep acopy for yourself as well.

such aproject may have had. For most
who received an expanded-band construction permit, time is running short. If
you haven't yet begun construction, you
may not have time to complete it before
your CP expires. The FCC is looking at
CP extension applications with a much
more critical eye these days.
So how did my own expanded-band
construction project turn out? It turned
out fine. My expanded- band project
diplexed the new station into one element
of athree-tower 5 kW array. There were
some design problems early on with the
diplexer, but the construction and tune-up
went fine. The station is now on the air
and operating in the Portland, Ore., market on 1640 kHz.
As your expanded band construction
project gets under way, drop me an e-mail
so I'll know how it is going. Good luck!
o
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting in Dallas.
Contact him at (972) 445-1713 or via email at cbceng ecompuserve.com

The end
This wraps up our series on constructing an expanded-band station. We have
covered the project from inception to
completion, and it is my hope that Ihave
answered in advance many of the questions those of you about to undertake

Telephone Line
64

ft

registration signs
simply help vandals
find their towers.
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resistant and of sufficient size to be
easily seen at the base of the antenna
structure." Paragraph (h) provides an
exemption if the sign would detract
from the appearance of an historic
landmark.
Clear enough! The number must be
displayed in a conspicuous place so it
is readily visible near the base of the
antenna structure.
Posting guidelines
The FCC ASRN posting guidelines
available at www.fcc.gov/wtb/antennalantguide.html state: "A site owner
who is considering whether the
See SIGNS, page 22
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novonics' PBX is acost-saving alternative to the multiple telephone lines

otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial-up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share asingle central-office
line, for outgoing calls and with selective incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate application with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:
• Broadcast Transmitters/Translators
• Cellular/2-Way Radio Facilities
• Microwave Relays
• Geophysical Monitors
PBX
• Pumping Stations
• Security Systems
$420
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Practical Tips on ISDN for Radio
Some Radio- Specific Advice to Help You
Get the Most Out of Your ISDN Service
Rolf Taylor
The author is customer support manager for Telos Systems, amanufacturer of
equipment including codecs for ISDN
use.
Iread with interest the article "Does
ISDN Work for Your Station?" by Robert
Donnelly and Dick Slezak (RW, June
10). It was quite refreshing to see an article with hands-on information for ISDN
users. I'd like to add some additional
advice.
ORDERING. Istrongly suggest you
order your lines in writing. Be sure to
include atermination date if the line is to
be temporary. Include with your order the
pages from the Terminal Adapter (TA)
manual which include the line provisioning information. Donnelly and Slezak's
advice about ordering early and checking
out the installation rings true. Do it!
SPIDS, Service Profile Identifiers.
These are the numbers, provided by the
phone company, that must be entered for
ISDN equipment to work. These must be
correct. Be advised that what the telco
business office has in their computer and
what is actually programmed into the
switch are quite often different. If in
doubt, ask to speak with someone who

the call, it is not necessary that both ends
have the same carrier. Routing is determined from the calling end to the receiving end. Quite often acall from site A to
B might work while acall from B to A
might fail, even if the same carrier is
used. This can be ahelpful workaround
in case of problems. Another useful tip is
to try dialing at both 56 kbps and 64
kbps. Often one will prove more reliable
than the other. You may wish to try 10 to
20 calls at each rate to check which

works most reliably between the sites in
question.
If you will be dialing sites around the
world, your choice of IXC is more critical. MCI has service to 65 countries
while AT&T has service to 49.
Know the code
As mentioned in the article, you can
manually choose the carrier for acall by
using a 10 XXX code. Phone companies
are now phasing in 10 XXXXX codes
due to growth in the DCC business. These
codes can be very useful for both troubleshooting and to get on the air when
things are not working. The codes we use

are 10 10 222 (MCI), 10 10 288 (AT&T)
and 10 10 333 (Sprint). You may not get
the best rates if you use these codes without setting up an account with the carrier
first. Nonetheless, they can still be
invaluable. You will either get a bill
directly for these calls, or an extra page
on your local phone bill. Let your
accounting department know to expect
these bills so service will continue.
Note that AT&T often will not work
using the above codes, or by requesting
AT&T service through your local telco, if
you have not set up an account with them
first. All digital calls are handled by a
separate division of AT&T, which
charges asurcharge for data calls. While
sometimes they may set up atemporary
account without notification, quite frequently they will cancel these accounts if
See ISDN, page 22

AWorld of Possibilities.

Understand
the 10 )OCX codes.
They can be
invaluable.

can log into the switch. If you are in a
furry, many equipment vendors are
familiar with typical SPIDs used by various talcos. For the national ISDN protocol, always try area code + number +
0101.
SPIDs
The terminal equipment must send the
complete and entire SPID. While the test
sets used by some phone companies will
add a00 or 01 automatically, the terminal
adapters used by broadcasters generally
do not.
Understand that the SPID and the
phone number ( DN or Directory
Number) have absolutely no fundamental
relationship to each other. The SPID is
basically a random ID number. If the
switch programmer leaves out a digit,
you need to do the same. Always enter
the complete SPID. Never add anything
to it; this is not like a phone number
where sometimes it needs a 1and area
code and sometimes not.
LONG DISTANCE. Most interexchange carriers (IXCs) cannot handle the
Circuit Switched Data capability which is
what you need. Most likely you will need
to go with MCI, AT&T or Sprint if you
will need long-distance connectivity.
Because the calling party's IXC carries

CI

Fully integrated, solid-state transmitters, exciters, translators, and
satellators engineered to provide broadcasting confidence.

EJ

Highly efficient and reliable power amplifiers innovatively designed to be
lightweight and compact.

EJ

Custom configured and delivered within days!
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crDwn®
broadcasi

Innovative Technology for Broadcast Confidence
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222
Email: broadcast@crownintl.com; Internet: www.crownbroadcast.com
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'Conspicuous' Sign Debate
RULES, continued from page 19

Registration Number is properly posted
will want to keep in mind the following
principles. In addition to providing general guidance, they serve as the foundation for the answers to the hypothetical
situations listed below.
"The Rules do not prohibit multiple
postings of a Registration Number. An
owner still unsure whether the structure
is in compliance may wish to post the
Registration Number at several points
along a perimeter fence, or at both the
gate to the access drive and adjacent to
the base of the antenna structure.
"Because the purpose of the Rule is to
aid public identification of antenna structures, owners are strongly encouraged to
identify the number as the FCC
Registration Number.
"The owner should rely on common
sense when posting the number. Ask 'Is
this readily visible to someone who doesn't have access to the site?' If alocation
iS conspicuous enough to post a ' No
Trespassing' sign or the owner's name
and logo, then it is likely an appropriate
place to post the Registration Number."
Somehow, we went from the clarity of
the rule (post it at the base of the tower) to
something about posting at points along a
perimeter fence and gate to property. The
suggestion about posting along the fence
seems to apply to owners "still unsure
whether the structure (registration number
posting) is in compliance." Those who are

sure the posting is conspicuously visible at
the base of the tower seem, to me, to be
sure they are in compliance.
Further, note that the Guidelines specify that the purpose of the rule as "to aid
public identification of antenna structures." However, the Report and Order
adopting the rules describes different purposes: "By these actions, the commission
seeks to reduce the number of filings to
the commission regarding changes to
antenna structures, to expedite applica-

It appears

"Once atower (or towers in the case
of an AM Directional station) is registered, then the registration number(s) is
to be displayed in aconspicuous place so
that it is readily visible near the base of
the antenna structure(s). When the tower
is located where the number cannot be
seen without access to the property on
which it is located, then the number
should also be placed on the gate or fence
leading to the tower where an outside
observer can see it."

that the FCC is requesting an

action beyond what the rules require, but will
not actually require that action.

tion and notification processing, to unify
and streamline federal painting and lighting regulations, to ease the public and
governmental burdens associated with
filing and processing certain applications,
and to increase safety in air navigation."
The Report and Order makes no mention of aiding the public identification of
antenna structures.
The FCC's AM and FM Self-Inspection
Checklists contain similar wording:

Information
System Problems?
L um
mHENRY
ENGINEERING
hifflise« pea.

werro. swim
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Note, however, the use of the word
"should." This appears to be away to tell
stations to do something beyond what the
rules require.
Skyscraper question
Paragraph 36 of the Report and Order
answers concerns raised by the owners of
the Empire State Building. They were
concerned that the rules would require
the registration number be posted at the
base of the building. However, this paragraph states, "Therefore, in the case of
antenna structures located on top of
buildings, we will clarify the rules to
require that the registration number be
posted at the base of the antenna structure, not the base of the building."
Because the public does not have
access to the base of the antenna structure, which is on the roof of the building,
it appears that identification of the tower
by the general public was not a major
concern in the rulemaking.
An inspector speaks
In the June 24 issue of Radio World,
FCC Inspector Ronald Ramage wrote,
"The rules indicate only that it is to be
posted near the base of the tower.
Unfortunately, in many cases the tower
base is not visible from the entrance
gate to the property. Ido not climb

August 5, 1998

fences. The purpose is that people can
identify the owner of the tower, so use
common sense and your best judgment.
Post the number where it can be seen
easily."
During an inspection, Iwould expect a
station representative to accompany the
inspector and unlock any gates necessary
for access to the base of the tower, where
the registration number should be readily
visible. Iwonder: Are stations cited for
complying with the rule?
An FCC attorney speaks
In researching this story, Ie-mailed
the FCC and ended up in a telephone
conversation with an attorney there.
Our conversation was " on background."
He stated that the FCC suggests that the
ASRN should be posted where it is readily
available to the public, but only requires
that the number be readily visible near the
base of the tower. The FCC would like the
public, the FCC and the FAA to be able to
identify a tower without having to get
access to the site to readily report tower
lighting and marking problems to the FAA.
He also said the word "conspicuous" in the
rules might be interpreted as preventing
the registration number from being posted
on atower pedestal behind alocked gate at
the base of atower.
Thus, it appears the FCC is requesting an
action beyond what the rules require, but
will not actually require that action. It will be
interesting to see how the rule is enforced.
Who cares?
My research into this rule was prompted by stations being concerned that asign
with the tower registration number would
identify to vandals that yes, this indeed is
the gate to go through to get to that tower. My reading of the Report and Order
indicates that the ASRN posting is abit
like posting aserial number on apiece of
equipment. When you are at the base of
the tower, you can positively identify the
tower in the FCC database. If you are in a
field with several towers (such as an AM
directional array), the registration number posting at the base of each tower positively identifies which tower is which.
Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen & Friends. Reach him at
(805) 541-0201,
via e-mail to
harold@hallikainen.com or on the Web at
http://hallikainen.com
Also visit the FCC Rules Online at
http://hallikainen.com/FccRules

ISDN: Playing Sherlock
For Better Performance
ISDN, continued from page 21

do not call them with credit and
account information. While MCI and
Sprint do not require notification, you
will get the best rates if you contact
them directly.
TROUBLESHOOTING. Ican only
cover so much here, but here are
some useful tips. If your codec and
TA allow you to place acall from one
ISDN B channel to the other, you
may have a valuable tool to isolate
problems. If this setup works reliably, and you get your audio back
without interruptions, then your
codec, TA and line are good. Test the
you

other end as well. Remaining areas
for concern are the long-distance carrier ( try the codes above) and the
local telco's tandem trunking, which
is common to all the long distance
carriers.
Be prepared to play Sherlock
Holmes. Remember, your equipment
is part of the largest network on earth.
Keep notes on what you tried and what
the results were. Your equipment vendor should be able to assist you
through the process.
Rolf Taylor is based in Cleveland.
Contact him at (216) 241-7225.
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BayGen 'Cranks' Out the Tunes
Alan R. Peterson
You can buy a radio practically anywhere and at any price — from simple $9
Walkman clones, to full-blown home
receivers with hundreds of watts of power. So what is it about the BayGen
Freeplay radio that makes it so darn
interesting?
It doesn't look unique — a standard
on/off switch, volume control and tuning
dial. It has but one speaker, so no stereo
here. There is no tone control. A headphone jack, AC adapter plug and AM/FM
band switch are found on the side. It
looks like aplain vanilla radio you would
keep in the garage or basement workshop
for "wallpaper" music.
But surprise, this is the battery-less,
self- powered radio written about in
Sunday newspapers and in-flight magazines. It is in Montgomery Ward and
Sports Authority stores. You read about it
here in RW nearly three years ago when
it was introduced in Africa, where the
Freeplay is manufactured.
The Freeplay takes no batteries, but runs
on an internal generator wound up with
good old muscle power. Sixty turns on the
retractable crank gives you up to 30 minutes of music, talk or news programming.
No batteries to buy or leak, and aquickie
upper-body workout to boot.
Not merely a novelty, this self-powered radio can be a lifesaver in areas
affected by severe weather, power outages or man-made hazards such as industrial plants or nuclear facilities. In an
emergency, aFreeplay radio could save
your life; there are no batteries to fail
when you need your radio the most.

Watch for

more

self-powered
products. BayGen
is testing a wind-up
weather band radio
and EAS receiver.
The original BayGen Freeplay radio
reaped awards from the BBC and at the
1998 Consumer Electronics Show. It has
received acclaim from the British Red
Cross, United Nations agencies and more
than 30 humanitarian organizations.
The credit is well-deserved. Icould
see the BayGen Freeplay become very
popular in states where tornadoes and
other natural disasters are away of life.
Some enterprising station, group owner
or regional broadcast association in those
areas would do well to make Freeplay
radios a giveaway item or provide a
quantity to emergency preparedness
organizations in their markets.
RW tried out a model FPR2S-C, the
basic crank-powered receiver augmented
by a solar cell panel, inside a highimpact, transparent plastic case.
First impression: It was fun to observe
the works inside the receiver.
The actual circuit board is amass-produced AM/FM board, not much bigger
than a3-by-5index card, with many discrete parts replaced by an IC. A four-inch

speaker completes the front. Minus the
generator, the entire radio might only be
the depth of ahard-cover novel.
The generator mechanism consists of a
flat carbon steel spring wound around apair
of spools. Cranking the radio winds the
spring onto one spool. It unwinds through a
plastic gear train and drives aDC generator.
The generator charges a6.3 V 22,000
jiF electrolytic capacitor, providing steady
current to the radio. A regulator circuit
constantly balances the juice provided by

One issue Ihope BayGen addresses is
the way the case fits together. Ibraced
the radio against my body with an underhand grip on the handle to wind it. The
sharp edge where the halves did not line
up cut my knuckles twice.
Icould fix this myself with duct tape,
but a radio costing $79.95 list ($69.95
without the solar panel) should not be
causing injuries while informing me how
to prevent them during emergencies.
Watch for more self-powered products

BayGen Freeplay Radio

Thumbs Up
Innovative use of alternative
power sources
/ Good sound
/ Shortwave model available
/ Clear-case model fun to watch

=-_-_-

Thumbs Down
Somewhat pricey for a basic
portable radio
1 Slight case misalignment
For more information contact Stave

Ellison., at Harris Corp. ( 765) 962-8596.
The BayGen Web site is
wwwfreeplay.paircorn,
or circle Reader Service 136.

A look inside the self-powered BayGen Freeplay radio receiver.
the solar panel/generator combination and
"hits the brakes" when the radio is not in
use, idling the spring-driven motor.
The spring motor winds with a loud
ratchet sound, but the generator runs silently. You may hear an occasional creak as
the spring settles during windout.
The solar panel takes over completely
in full sunlight. We ran the Freeplay
radio all day at aNorthern Virginia apartment complex swimming pool without
once having to wind it.
It also got the attention of the pool's
lifeguards. Tired of running out of battery
power on their own radios, they asked
where to get their own Freeplay receivers.
Ear test
It would be awaste to place agenerator into aradio that sounded lousy, so the
BayGen Freeplay radio sounds reasonably good. The FM band sounds as good
as the four-inch speaker will allow, and
the radio's AM section has decent selectivity and fidelity.
The radio covers the AM expanded
band to 1700, but the tuning indicator at
the other end dips curiously down to 520
kHz where the aeronautical beacons are.
There is not alot there to hear domestically (remember, the radio was made in
South Africa), and whatever audible
honks and squeaks there are below 540
kHz quickly become dull.
AM fans: our receiver was able to DX
beautifully. Without the AC line noise
characteristic of cheap AM radios, the
generator- driven Freeplay picked out
some fairly distant stations. The old
wrap- the- telephone- cord- around- theradio trick may improve reception.
The Freeplay is not aDXer's receiver;
there is no external AM antenna connection.
However, BayGen also makes the original
FPR1 receiver with AM, FM and shortwave, so Radio Moscow junkies and BBC
fans alike can listen anyplace they wish.

to become available. BayGen is testing a
wind-up weather band radio and EAS
receiver overseas and has successfully run
an Apple E-Mate portable computer with a
similar human-powered generator.
Talks are also underway with
General Electric to improve the efficiency of the power generation system,

and with Battalle to create military
applications such as wind-up global
positioning system ( GPS) receivers
and crank-powered mine detectors.
For now, the Freeplay series of receivers
is asuitable and useful application for windup power generation. Cranking up aradio
like aModel T Ford every 30 minutes may
get tedious once the novelty wears off, but
the Freeplay also accommodates a3to 12
VDC (center positive) AC adapter, appealing to us truly "casual" radio fans.
For information on Freeplay receivers,
contact Steve Ellison at Harris Corp. at
(765) 962-8596.
a.
The BayGen company is at 80 Amity
Road, Warwick, NY 10990; telephone
(914) 258-5660, or visit the company
Web site at www.freeplay.pair.com
Alan Peterson is technical editor of
Radio World.

The Stand-By: You Don't
Miss It Till It's Gone
A Stand-By Transmission System Offers
Your Station the Ultimate Redundancy
Troy Conner
Many of the small- and mediummarket stations Ivisit every year
have no backup broadcast systems.
It never ceases to amaze me that
these same stations obviously spend
considerable sums of money each
year on all manner of other things
— things that arguably are less
important, in terms of maintaining
the actual audio chain ( i.e., reaching
from DJ to listener).
You FM folks have to ask yourself: In the event of a direct lightning strike, areal burnout involving
total loss of transmission line pressure ( air or nitrogen), how long
would you be off the air or at
reduced power?
Would you find yourself reaching
frantically for the phone to call in a
rigger, or worse, a full tower crew?
Or would you calmly be flipping a
lever in your transmitter room, to
switch power from the main system

Man of
Steel

to your stand-by?
Given the aged state of their towers, many small, single-radiator AM
stations should give real and considered thought to what happens in
the event of a partial collapse. If
nothing else, it would be wise to
See STEEL page 26

fe're the #1FM all-music station in PhiIly, probably because
the Omnia completes our all-digital studio. Now, our sound is so
loud, so clear.., very well-defined with absolutely no grunge.
And the Omnia is one thing that my PD and
Iagree on. It's definitely akeeper.
Russ Mundschenk, Chief Engineer,
WBEB 101.1 FM, Philadelphia, PA

Russ dared to go where his
competition isn't. Yet.
The all- digital Omnia.fm processor from
Cuaing Edge delivers all the clarity and
precision of digital, with the fullness and
depth of analog. Positively no grunge.
And loudness that brows the suits right
out of their.., well, suits.

•

igst

Onnki

•
•

Demo the Omnia in your station for 60
days*. We think everyone will agree
that the Omnia makes your station
sound better than ever. If not, you have
a money- back guarantee from Cutting
Edge. Call 216.241.3343 or the Omnia
dealer in your area. Because this is
where you ‘' ant to go. Just ask Russ.
emnia. The promise of digital...
delivered.

CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE
TEL: Z1 6.241.2 343
*Demo requests must be submitted as a purchase order.

E-MAIL: INFOONOGRUNGE.COM

Tzrms are available from your Omnia dealer listed below.

Audio Broadcast Croup
Bradley Broadcast Soles

WWW.INOGRUNGE.COM

3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd.
12401 TWinbrook Parkway

BSW Broadcast Supply
Crouse-Kimzn, Company

Grand Rapids, M1 49507

Rockville, MD 20852

701 2 27th Street West
P.O. Box 155999

CLEVELAND, OH 4411 4
FAX: 21 6.241.4103

Tacoma, WA 98466

Fort Worth, TX 76155

Radio Communications Unlimited

Tel: 6 6.452.1596

Tel: 800.732.7665
Tel: 800.425.8434
Tel: 800.433 2105

5509 Barrington

Fax: 616.452.1652

Fax: 301.230.6526
Fax: 800.231.7055
Fax: 972.623.2800

Ooltewaf• , TN 37363

www: support@abg.com

www: into@bradleybro.,dcast.com
www: info@bswusa.com
www: sales@proaudio.com

Tel/Fax: 421396.3743

Cirde ( 184) On Reader Service Card
See Us At The ARO Southeast Expo
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Back- Ups Need Not Be Costly
STEEL continued from page 24
station should be able to afford some
consult several local tower firms.
degree of redundancy.
Inquire how soon a small replacement
Not knowing precisely how your
structure could be erected if something
system is configured, Ican't begin to
were to happen. The most invisible
tell you exactly how you should go
part of redundancy is planning.
about making your system more reliEnough doom and gloom for now. I able, but let's look at some fairly obviknow some readers already are tuning
ous places to start. How many spare
out, thinking, "Oh man, he's talking alot
chain links do you have for your
of money!"
chain?
Foremost, you must enter into acerStart somewhere
tain mindset. You must consider the
You can't think that way. You have
audio chain as the ultimate link to the
to look at a project of this magnitude
listening consumer, not just in terms
as a process of budgeting. In the time
of signal quality but also with regard
frame of a couple of years, a typical
to reliability. To me the ideal back-up

system is an independent, stand-alone
affair. Unfortunately, in avast number

Are you prepared for a
tower collapse, blown line or failed antenna?

of cases, complete redundancy simply
isn't economical or even possible.

Eliminate Carts for $5,000
At last!
A " cart" replacement
system that works like carts, but
with digital audio quality that
sounds like compact discs.
It's Scott Studios' new Spot Box.
It's the easiest hard disk digital
system to use!
There are two parts: A tripledeck " cart" player on the left, and
a " Wall of Carts" pick list on the
right.
The triple-deck digital player has
everything you would expect. Big
green Play buttons, bnght red
Stop buttons, VU meters, large
countdown timers, flashing Endof-Message signals, and large
legible "cart" labels.
You can start each spot manually
from the screen, from remote Start
buttons (and run lights) on the
console, or touch the AutoManual button to have Spot Box
smoothly start the next deck itself.
Spot Box is really easy to use.
There's only the one screen, so
jocks never get confused. Even
though Scott Studios uses
Windows 98, 95 or NT, Spot Box
works like carts, not acomputer.
If you use apaper log, load any cut
quickly with the blue number
keys at the bottom of the
touchscreen, or type them in with
a 10-key pad. Or, pick and play
any recording by number or name
from the scrolling " Wall of Carts"
showing all your spots, promos
and jingles in ABC or 123 order.
As an option, Spot Box can import
logs from your traffic computer by
diskette or Local Area Network.
You get detailed printouts showing exactly which spots played
and when. With the traffic import
option, you see at a glance the
comparison of schedule and air
times.
If you have several stations under
one roof, record aspot only once.
There's no limit to the number of
Spot Boxes or hard drives you can
connect by LAN for additional
studios and redundancy. Every
spot can be instantly played in

8:13:24
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Here's the simple and easy Scott Spot Box cart replacement. It sounds great, with three channels of
uncompressed digital audio on three console channels.
rm.

every studios' Spot Box.
Recordings can be locked so they
only play on designated stations,
days and times.
Scott Studios is first with a PCI
digital audio card that plays three
uncompressed stereo channels
with overlap from one card while
recording or playing afourth!

1,750
1,500

1,250
O

T.

E

1,"0

750
500

250

C

Scott Systems are best due to:
• the easiest user interface;
• uncompressed digital audio;
• 3product lines-- Good, Better &
Best.

Scott's non-proprietary 32- bit
audio card is superior to anything
else: > 90db signal-to-noise, ruler
flat frequency response, and your
choice of MPEG II, uncompressed
or both, intermixed at all sample
rates. Others use inferior 8- or 16bit audio cards designed 5-10
years ago.
It's afact: over 1,750 radio stations
have 3,950 Scott digital workstations, including major groups
like CBS, Chancellor, Disney/ABC,
Clear Channel, Emmis, Citadel and
many more.
Cud. (210) Ow Red« Service Card

A back-up transmitter or low-power
exciter is, however, an excellent place
to begin in the quest for the ultimate
redundancy. It doesn't have to be new
or even powerful. Even the most primitive broadcast plant should have an

Scott Studios' digital audio is
affordable.
A triple-deck Spot
Box Pentium recorder- player
with touchscreen starts at $5,000!
Call Scott Studios to see how a
digital system can be tailored to
your needs and budget.

.Seeet Studied

e.fr
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

(972) 620-2211 FAX: (
972) 620-8811
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
8

0 0

7

2

6

8

8

7 7

(800) SCOTT- 77

additional RF power source on hand.
By networking a bit and hunting
through the classifieds in trade magazine, you can good operating equipment. A national computer search of
more powerful stations on your frequency might turn up " pre- tuned"
equipment. Bear in mind that many of
these big players may be running on
third- or fourth- generation equipment,
and thus be willing to part with some
of their surplus equipment — your
treasure!
Ihave been in stations at which the
original transmitter had been replaced
long ago with a larger, more powerful
unit, but no thought had been given to
"plumbing" the smaller, older transmitter into the system so that it might
offer assistance. Isee dusty, disconnected transmitters at many stations.
These devices would require very little
to reconnect to the transmission line
system.
The next thing to look for is a
source of back-up power. Again, hunt
the classifieds, and ye shall be rewarded. Even if you can't afford a new,
high- power, automatic- starting and
source- switching generator, perhaps
you can find a surplus unit that will
enable you to stay on the air at half or
even quarter power.
One bay better than none
For the FM station, the next step is
a back-up antenna. Now hold on. It
doesn't need to be expensive, or new,
or even more than acouple of bays. In
some cases asingle- bay antenna and a
short run of 7/8- inch line are all that
are required to provide redundancy on
the tower.
In fact it doesn't need to even be on
the tower. Even if the back-up system is
still in pieces in the back room of the
transmitter building, you are still way
ahead of the game. You have the parts.
Remember, redundancy is a state of
mind. All of us get caught with our
proverbial pants down at times, but with
a little foresight and by budgeting
accordingly, we can mitigate many emergencies.
Next month Ihope to be able to
provide a few photos detailing the
installation of a small, stand-alone,
FM back-up system. For now Ihave
run out of article, before even really
scratching the surface of the topic.
Phone or fax anytime. Let me know
how your station has implemented
back-up plans, and I'll share your
experiences with our readers.
Troy Conner is the owner of Tower
Maintenance Specialists. Reach him by
phone at ( 704) 837-3526 or via fax at
(704) 837-1015.

'Native
America
Calling'
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The Perks of aCoffee Campaign
silhouetted couple standing on the waterfront, asurreptitious meeting with afilm
noir feel to it.
A man and woman meet on the riverAs soon as he saw that, Ken Bennett,
bank. Their words convey love, but also
the founder of Outer Planet, said he
danger. What are they doing?
Selling coffee, of course.
decided to stress the "intrigue and draOuter Planet, aradio writing and proma" of the coffee and he quickly hit on
the idea of 1930s- and ' 40s- type radio
duction company based on Bainbridge
Island, Wash., and the Seattle studio of
series. He and sound designer Vince
Clatter and Din, recently collaborated an
Werner from Clatter and Din began lisunusual and highly successful radio camtening to old radio shows like The
paign for Seattle's Best Coffee.
Shadow. Bennet said, "The dialogue and
Seattle's Best was introducing a new
pacing and tempo were pretty evident,"
product called Bistro Blend. It had
but recreating that sound was a chalalready come up with the packaging, a lenge.
Bennett said as he listened to the tapes, he
was " able to hear the
dialogue very well and
mimic it. It's kind of
over the top, over-acted
so Idirected the actors
to be melodramatic for
a
tongue-in-cheek
effect."
Werner had to use his
all- digital studio to
reproduce the work of a
Foley Artist.
A Foley Artist is the
person who works instudio to create sound
effects on the air. He
might stomp for footsteps or actually slam a
door. So what Werner
had to do to get this
vintage radio theater
sound was to "find just
the right amount and
flavor of good old
fashioned analog distortion and tonal balance." He also had to
"exercise restraint" in
the use of sound
effects. " Where there
are virtually no limits
This visual inspired the radio campaign
on the precision with
for Seattle's Best Coffee.
which effects can be
John Montone

manipulated to paint the picture," he
said, "Ineeded to keep in mind that the
effects used for these spots had to sound
as though they were only what could be
performed live in a ' 30s radio studio by
aFoley Artist."
Werner was pleased with the effort.
BOTTOM

"The result," he said, "was a convincing piece of audio, but more importantly, asuccessful part of a well- integrated marketing effort."
The client also was pleased.
Charlie Severn, the retail marketing
manager for Seattle's Best Coffee, said
the spots created " quite a buzz" and
boosted awareness of the new blend.
Severn said, "The creative tied in with
the product and the positioning we were
See COFFEE, page 30

LINE

Do You Have aRadio
Business Plan ofAction?
The Purchase of a Radio Station Is a Process
That Demands Care, Planning ... and Money
Frank Montero
So you want to buy aradio station.
You have the smarts and the experience.
Perhaps you cut your teeth as ageneral
manager with alarger group owner, or
you earned your stripes as the top seller
or program director with a station in
town. Now you're
ready to go at it on your
own. You may even
.have astation in mind;

Cahn Capital Corp.
that one in the under-served market with
weak ratings that has largely gone unnoticed, and you know you can turn it into
awinner.
You have selected awinning format
and you have connections with the
local advertisers. Now all you need is
the money. How do you convince the
banks or the venture capital investors
or your rich cousin (whom you haven't
talked to in three years) that your idea
will work? You need aplan — specifically, abusiness plan.
Almost all entrepreneurs who

have been successful in obtaining
early- stage and seed financing credit
their success to one thing: presentation. Many start-up companies have
great and often unique ideas. You
may have a new format idea that
will revolutionize the radio market
or anew marketing scheme that will
reach those ad dollars going to the
local TV station and the town newspaper. You may have put together a
great team with years of experience
that will join you in making your
idea areality. However, only acompany that is able to sell such ideas to
prospective lenders and investors
through its business plan will be
able to raise money with any measure of success.
So what is a business plan?
Basically, it is your pitch in writing.
It is made up of, among other things,
an executive summary of your idea
(that is, the brief outline at the beginning) followed by the details of your
business idea. It should include a
description of the investment, that is
the station you wish to acquire, how
See PLAN, page 34

OWN THE NAME...OWN THE AUDIENCE!

ite

MATHILibie.
"MUSIC of YOUILLIFEr
TM

TONY

BENNETT
BING

•Proven ratings results with branded marquee name for Adult Pop Standards!
•Celebrity air talent and NOW the Patti Page Show!
•Exclusive " New Life Sales Success" advertising sales program!
•20 years of expertise with the mature market audience!
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OFFBEAT RADIO

'Native America Calling' on the Web
Dee McVicker
That's not adrumbeat in the distance.
It's the up-close and personal sound of
Native American programming in
RealAudio.
Radio has long had afoothold into rural Indian territory, but not until the
Internet became widely available have
programmers been able to reach the
streets of Los Angeles, Chicago and San
Francisco — where, according to some
estimates, almost 60 percent of the
Native American population now resides.
The story is one mirrored elsewhere, as
groups and organizations that have strug-

gled to find more outlets for their programming via radio and other media
discover the power of programming online.
"We had to find away to
reach those listeners who are
not served by our current
affiliate members," said
Preston Thomas, the business development director
for Native American Public
Telecommunications, based in
Lincoln, Neb.
NAPT is affiliated with
American Indian Radio On Satellite
(AIROS), which is apublic programming

network aimed at Native American public stations and funded by the
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, among others. The network's programming is distributed
by NPR satellite to
more than 40 affiliate
stations,
most of
which are in remote
areas such as the Black
Hills of South Dakota or
the pueblos of New
Mexico.
Late last year, AIROS signed on
live at www.nativetelecom.org for those

August 5, 1998
Native Americans who live off the reservation and in the cities and towns not
covered by public Native American
radio. The idea was to make AIROS programming such as " Native America
Calling" — what some call the voice of
the Indian Nation — available to everyone.
"Native America Calling," the AIROS
flagship program that is produced at
University of New Mexico station
KUNM(FM) in Albuquerque, is the first
known radio talk show for the Indian
Country — acountry that spreads as far
east as it does west. AIROS estimates
15,000 to 20,000 listeners tune into the
hour-long program each day to hear
about topics ranging from dreams and
gambling to gun control and whether to
teach creationism or evolution in school.
"You talk about talk radio," remarked
Harlan McKosato, the producer and host
for the show, who has just returned to his
desk after hosting a heated debate on
California casinos, a topic important to
the Indian people. Kevin Gover, assistant
secretary for Indian Affairs, U.S.
Department of the Interior, was a featured guest on the show.
"This is the first national show to deal
with Native American issues. It's defi-

Producer and host Harlan McKosato
(right) interviews 1997 Elder of
the Year Sheldon Katchatag.

Starlit* 900311
All-Digital Studio- Transmitter Link ForT1/E1 Lines
The Starlink 9003T1 offers all the features and performance you require to take
advantage of decreasing Ti rates for STL/TSL programming feeds:

•Provides uncompressed 16- bit linear audio
•AES/EBU and analog I/0s on asingle module
•32,44.1 or 48 kHz sample rates
•Intelligent multiplex with drop and insert
•Optional voice, data, ISO Layer Il and apt-Xcards
•Flexible full duplex network configurations
Moseley Associates, Inc.
111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117

The Trusted Name In Communications
Phone 805-968-9621

Cede ( 162) Ow Reeder SIIVICO Cud

Fax 805-685-9638 Website http://www.moseleysb.com

nitely afirst," McKosato said.
Coming up on its third-year anniversary, "Native America Calling" needed
more reach. Even by the most conservative estimates, less than half of the Indian
Country population lives on reservations
covered by public stations. " Native
America Calling" and other shows like it
were underserving the market.
AIROS acquired RealAudio encoding
and a PC server, and went live on the
Internet in October 1997. AIROS started
by streaming audio live from " Native
America Calling," with plans to do the
same with the majority of its Native
American programs, some of which are
produced by AIROS and others which are
produced by independent producers from a
variety of tribal nations: Hopi, Inupiat,
Navajo, Cherokee, Zuni. Shows to be presented live on the Internet are: "Native
Sounds-Native Voices" featuring traditional and contemporary Native American
music; "AlterNative Voices," which features music, news reports and information
relevant to the Indian Nation; and "Oyate
Ta Olowan" (Songs of the People), ashow
featuring a different Native American
musician every week.
When AIROS began broadcasting on
the Web, people started logging on, first a
few at atime, and then at double the rate
every month. In November 1997, AIROS
recorded 167 hits a day to the site. By
April, there were 2,012 hits to the site.
Some were logging in from as far away
See OFFBEAT, page 41
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Summer Season News Snippets
Harry Cole
Because everyone's attention span
tends to shorten up some in the summer,
we'll spare you any detailed analysis of
things and instead provide "USA Today"style snippets suitable for consumption at
the beach or pool.
First, acouple of updates.
EEO
Several issues back, we wrote about
the April decision by the U.S. Court of
Appeals here in Washington, which
found that the FCC's equal employment
rules were unconstitutional. At that point,
the Team Cole's Law Bureau of
Constitutional Affairs thought that the
court's decision on EEO was sound and
was unlikely to be reversed on appeal.
We still think that. However, in the
meantime, the FCC has sought reconsideration from the court. As a technical
matter, that means that the court's decision has not yet taken effect, and will not
take effect until the reconsideration petition ( and any further appeals) are disposed of.
That, in turn, means that the EEO
rules are still on the books. As aresult,
all broadcasters should be sure to maintain all the various records of hirings,
firings and promotions necessary to
demonstrate compliance with the EEO
rules. Additionally, as things now stand,
it appears likely that the EEO rules will
still be in effect in September, when the
next Annual Employment Reports are
due to be filed — which means that you
will probably be expected to prepare
and file those reports as always.
Pirates
Over the last year or so we have
devoted a fair amount of ink to the
question of pirates ( or, as some prefer
to be called, microbroadcasters). The
FCC scored a big win in U.S. District
Court in California in June, when a
judge rejected various arguments concerning the authority ( or lack thereof)
of the FCC to require alicense before a
person can broadcast on the airwaves.
This case — involving Stephen Dunifer,
who used the handle " Free Radio
Berkeley" — had been pending for
some four years, and there had been
some indications that the judge was
leaning in favor of Mr. Dunifer. The
pirate/micro community had hoped that
the judge would endorse Dunifer's
arguments and effectively validate the
notion that low-power broadcasting is
not subject to FCC regulation.
No such luck. The judge issued aruling strongly in favor of the feds, finding
that the FCC regulatory scheme is constitutional. As reported in RW last issue,
Dunifer is appealing. But for the
moment, the constitutional argument
against the commission has been rejected.
With the Dunifer case in the bag, the
FCC then proceeded to shut down another unlicensed station in Philadelphia in
late June. And ajudge in North Dakota
permanently enjoined another unlicensed
operator from continuing to operate his
station.
Cole's Law operatives have heard
that the head of the FCC's Compliance
and Information Bureau ( the enforce-

ment folks) has a map showing all
unlicensed operations known to the

down. If you are aware of an unlicensed operation which you believe

Despite the recent fines, don't
look for any new challenge to FCC
indecency standards.

FCC, and that there may even be a
schedule for shutting all of them

should be shut down, you may want to
advise the CIB. You should do it in

writing, registered- return receipt
requested, so that everyone will have a
record that you put the word in.
Meanwhile, the FCC inquiry into the
possible creation of a microbroadcasting
service proceeds apace.
Indecency
Perhaps it was just coincidence, but
in the last two weeks of June, the commission issued three decisions fining
licensees for the broadcast of indecency. Each of the three decisions raises
interesting points.
One case involved a simple ( maybe
even sophomoric) gag — one announcer uses the word " crap," the second
announcer assures the first that such use
is permitted, the first announcer then
says "crap" six times, and the second
See COLE, page 33
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Seattle Coffee Spots Clean Up
COFFEE, continued from page 27

trying to get out to the consumer. We were
trying to position it (Bistro Blend) as darkroasted with asmooth aftertaste. Between
the packaging and the radio spots it created
romance."
The term "radio spots" generally is used
to mean the same spot ran many times. But
in this case there really were "radio spots,"
three of them.

Bennett stayed true to the old-time radio
format by writing athree-act drama. In the
first act, which ran for one week, he established the characters of the man and
woman and their romantic yearnings,
while interjecting asense that something
was terribly wrong. A car pulled up, thugs
got out and hauled the man away. An
announcer, in classic cliffhanger style, then
told the listening audience to stay tuned for

the second episode of Seattle's Best
Coffee's Bistro Blend Theater. Naturally,
within the drama there were several references to the product in the form of memories of that first meeting at abistro sipping
coffee.

fling entry was professionally produced
and aired on both stations.
Finally, Act Three. It is revealed that the
leading man was kidnapped by a master
criminal named Mr. Big, who is looking
for the secret to richer, darker, smoother
coffee.
The punch line is that Mr. Big is too
late. The coffee he dreams of making is
already on the market.
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For complete info NOW qo to web site:
http://radiernall.com or Email: merliamall@aol.com or

Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at: 1-888-852-4747
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Business Boosters from Grace Broadcast Sales

1998 BACK-TO-SCHOOL
SAFETY CAMPAIGN
Order Yours Today!

•Local Business Will gladly
"chip in" to be associated with
this community- minded
campaign on your station!
•Run features throughout
the first month of school
for maximum return!

e

Business Boosters from Grace Broadcast Sales

ejOle "Salute to
7iir1 the American
Farmer"

40 : 30-Second Features - $ 135 Complete
Our Annual Tribute to America's
Hard- Working Farm Families
Fully Produced,
Ready to Sell,
Ready to Alr
Demo line 509-229-1427

888-47 2-2 388

ORDER TOLL-FREE 888- GRACE88

rzyza Radio
SatEllitE DElivErEd
Radio Programming

888-472-2388
ORDER TOLL- FREE

888- GRACE-88

re you rea
someone else's
copy of Radio World?
If so why not apply for your
personal free subscription?
Simply complete the

TEI: 954-735-4070
Fax: 954-735-0370

subscription card

Seattle's Best Coffee
In week two there was anew spot. With
her secret lover gone, the woman is talking
to an older man who predicts she will never
see him again, that their entire relationship
was aplot to rob her of her inheritance.
Even before the third act ran, there were
many possible endings. That's because two
of the six radio stations running the commercials tied into the campaign by airing a
"Bistro Blend Thriller Contest." People listening to KMMT(AM) and KPLZ(FM)
were invited to write their own conclusion
to the radio drama. Many did, and the win-

FINALLY—REAL QUALITY—REAL FURNITURE—REAL
SPRCEWISE0 "DELUXE"

ereturn

VALUE!

SPACEWISE. "
DELUXE RADIAL"

QUALITY

it to us! You'll never have

SATISFACTION

to risk missing an issue of

Radio World

•11,, ,, THICK TOP COUNTERS!
• OAK OR MAPLE WOOD & KICKERBOARDS!
•CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR SPECS!
• STURDY CONSTRUCTION & EASY INSTALLATION!

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio WorldS 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045,
extension 154.

Severn described the campaign and the
response "fantastic."
"It's definitely adeparture from the typical talking-head announcer campaign. We
think that's why these spots stand out as
impressively as they do."
Nothing like keeping your clients happy
unless it's impressing your peers. Another
Bennet and Werner collaboration for a
Washington- based brewery called,
won the prestigious $ 20,000
Radio Mercury Award in the Music and
Sound Design category.

Delux basic frame systems start at $ 1555... IT'S TODAYS BEST VALUE!

CALL

SPACEWISE.

TOLL FREE

TODAY FOR A GREAT STUDIO FURNITURE SYSTEM!

800 775 -3660 "the Broadcasters Furniture Store"
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from MARTI®- The Remote Experts
Today's telephone remotes demand
asmart solut.on, and that solution is
SMARTITm - the family of field proven,
adjustable bandwidth telephone
codecs from the MARTÍ line of
remote products.
Is your telephone codec frequently

e

renegotiating the modem connection
as the phone line changes? SMARTI's

,
,

hFL 2

e

33.6kbps internal modem auto
a[tusts to these changing conditions
and its MPFri compression and DSP

CHANNEL 3

technology provides superior audio
c_uality. Including an array of easyto-use controls, the 51b. SMARTI
out-features and out-performs all

a lee
ease

other telephone remote products.
SMART! is available in field portable
or rack mount models.

SMARTI
RKS-411

For complete specifications, or to
order yours for next day shipment,
contact your favorite MARTÍ
dStrïbutor or visit us on the
Internet al www.bdcast.com.

SMARTI RKS-111

MARTÍ

field Portable/Rack Mount

CALL km FOR SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
Guaranteed Next Day Shipment
Need Solutions?
www.bdcasLcom

Solutions fur
Tomorrow's Radia

or (8M 845-9183
,
i1998

r' ,

Broadcast Erectenrcs. Inc

BE emblem and MARTI are regrstered trademarks of Broadcast Eiectronrcs inc

Frrerment guarenteed on rn•stock items Specter summer prrcrnrg good through October 31. 1998

SMARTI rs a trademark

or Broadcast

Electronrcs Inc
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Products Si Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

VACUUM CAPACITORS

R

Silicon Valley
PO W E R

Automating Programs? No Problem!

IOW

AMPLIFIERS

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers

The NEW SUB-03a Subaudible Tone Decoder

Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

You can use the Sub-03a to
automate your network feeds or
take the guess work out of when
to cut away from networks. The
decoder listens to your audio
source and gives you thy contact
closures from any service that
sends subaudible tones, including
satellite recievers, RPUs and
POTS frequency extenders. The
decoder's relay contacts interface
easily with your automation
system. The Sub-03a is areliable
and inexpensive problem solver.
The Sub-03a can be ordered set
for 50/75Hz operation. Rack
mount option ( as shown)
available. List Price only S329.00
Check our website formore info
orto download thelatestmanuaLs.

•Variable or Fixed Types
• Capacitance Ranges from 3pF to 6600pF
• Peak Test Voltages to 100kV
• Current Ratings to 1000 Amperes
Ideal for Semiconductor Fabrication, Broadcasting, RF
Heating/Drying, Medical ( MRI), Avionics, Scientific,

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW

and other RF power applications.

(

Solid state.
VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

North •‘ ineri(d,

Phone ( 203) 852-1231

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy installation.
Modular construction.

1-800-986-9700

89 Taylor Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06854 USA
Fax ( 201)838-3827

www.svpa.com e-mail: salesaisvpa.com

Fax 1408-988-1438
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FREE
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•Werkes ••

The RF People

The Sub-03a's features include:
)Interlocked, dry relay closure
outputs for 25,35 & combo.
>Balanced or unbal. audio input.
)Provides filtered, balanced out.
>Indicators for all three tones,
audio level setting & power.
)Enable input lets you (or your
automation) prevent closures.
>Uses standard 1/4" 1RS (head
phone style) jacks for all audio.
>Db-9 and screw terminal outs.

CircuitWerkes
3716 sw 3131Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 332-6555 / fax 331-6999
http://www.cimuitwerkes.com
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A Perfect AUTOGRAM Combination

SUMMER SPECIAL!

Pacemaker

Buy any

Mini Mix

RTV

PACEMAKER Console
and receive FREE

Solution 20

Pacemaker 1032

-1Solution- 20 Main Frame
& 1DA3Card

Console Accesories Align ONE Package:

($400 Value!)

Distribution Amp Card • 10 Watt Stereo Amp Card

*Offer valid thru 9/1/98

Relay Card • Microphone Processor Card
Plano Texas
1-800-327-6901 FAX (972) 423-6334

411T9G1tÁlttt

E Mail: info@autogramcorp.com
C3401 JEC.1="e4C0 Mt. _Ek_"X'

www.autogramcorp.com
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Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

¡
Í

Delivered and
installed by

ECHI1OLOGY
TEL: 800-676-0216
FAX: 610-296-3402
32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

email: vfiola@chesco.com

READER SERVICE NO. 102

AttentionL D
Advertisers!
Reach 18,000+
broadcasting professionals!

RADIO WORLD's Product
Showcase provides a perfect
medium for test marketing
your products and services.

r

It's an efficient, effective &
affordable advertising option!
For more information, including
rates and deadlines, fax

Christopher Rucas at
415-922-5597
or call

415-922-5595
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Enforcement Costs Radio Stations
COLE, continued from page 29

chimes in "just can't say s—t." That's
it. The whole gag took, maybe, 15 seconds in all. The cost? Two thousand
dollars, reduced from the original fine
of $ 3,750. The fine went out to
WYBB(FM), Folly Beach, S.C., the
licensee
of
which
is
L.M.
Communications of South Carolina Inc.
The second case, which was first sent
out to the licensee last August but wasn't released to the general public until
June, involved the one-time broadcast
in 1996 of asong by Prince. To be sure,
the song was "Erotic City," which features repeated use of the "F-" word and
which had already been the subject of a
1990 FCC decision finding that the
song was indecent. The cost? Seven
thousand five hundred dollars. The station was KBZR(FM), Gilbert, Ariz..
The licensee is NPR Phoenix L.L.C.

Fees are due

far cry from the "context" of the most
recent decisions by the FCC.
Still, in view of the relatively low
amounts of the fines, don't look for any
new challenge to FCC indecency standards. It will probably be cheaper for all
the stations concerned simply to pay the
fines as acost of doing business and not
bother to mount a years- long First
Amendment challenge likely to cost in
the six figures.
In other news, the commission is proposing to automate the process of changing
call signs. Under the proposal, which is out
for comment, licensees could reserve the
call signs of their choice over the Internet.
This could mark the beginning of online

broadcast applications. While anumber of
practical aspects still have to be worked
out, look for some form of online call sign
reservations to be ready to roll by early to
mid- 1999.
Finally, not to dampen your spirits or
anything, but in June the commission
also announced its 1998 Regulatory Fee
schedule. Fees are due to be paid
between September 14 and 18 of this
year ( if you want to avoid a25-percent
late penalty). You should check with
your communications counsel to figure
out exactly how much you are supposed
to send in, but rest assured that it will
almost certainly be more than last year.
In fact, the highest radio fee ( for Class

B, C, Cl and C2 stations serving more
than 1,000,000 people) has doubled to
$4,000. Since these fees are supposed to
be "cost-based fees for services" which
are limited to recovering "the costs of
enforcement, policy and rulemaking,"
Team Cole's Law has atad of difficulty
comprehending exactly how a 100-percent increase in any fee can be justified,
but we doubt that our slowness in that
regard will change things between now
and September.
If you have any questions about any of
these items, you should be sure to contact
your communications counsel.
Harry Cole is a principal in the
Washington-based law firm of Bechtel &
Cole, Chartered. He can be reached at
(202) 833-4190 or on the Internet at
coleslaw@erols.com

•
•
yeu re seeing itilibutille

to be paid
between Sept. 14
and 18.

You say that you are seeing
only only ONE Rane DA 216? Look closer.
Every DA 216 gives you double the distribution

The third case involved various portions of several days' worth of Howard
Stern material concerning various sexual
matters, including references to bestiality.
The price tag? Six thousand dollars. The
fine went to station KKND(FM), Port
Sulphur, La., whose licensee is Clear
Channel Radio Licenses Inc.
We don't know whether the timing of
these decisions is coincidental, or
whether it indicates areturn to indecency enforcement. In recent years, indecency questions had quieted down considerably, following an effective
settlement between the commission and
Stern's employer. The terms of that settlement seemed to let everyone save
face and put the issue behind them, and
the expectation on the part of many has
been that the commission would not
engage in any aggressive anti- indecency enforcement activities as long as
broadcasters reined in their " outrageous" programming to some degree.
The recent decisions may be aberrations, but they certainly could raise concerns. After all, the first example
(involving the one-time use of the word
"s—t") can hardly be deemed a gross
and excessive affront to most sensibilities. While the Prince song may be farther down the line in terms of the language used and the extent of repetition,
it at least is a song by a respected and
well- established popular artist whose
material has long been in the mainstream.
Rightly or wrongly, 20 years ago the
Supreme Court authorized the commission
to regulate "indecency," but with the very
strong admonition that any such regulation
would have to focus on the "context" of
the broadcast. In that case, involving the
famous George Carlin "seven dirty words"
monologue, the court seemed swayed by
the fact that the broadcast featured rapidfire repetition of the dirty words over a
period of 10 to 15 minutes. That seems a

power of its predecessor — the FDA 28 — running circles
around it. And it doesn't cost a penny more! The DA 216 can
be configured in an amazing number of ways. You want 1 input to
16 outputs? No problem! 1 stereo input to 8 stereo outputs? You've
got it! 2 mixed inputs to 16 outputs? It's yours! 2 independent inputs to
dual 8 mono outputs? Whatever you want! The DA 216 features two pre-

distribution screwdriver-adjustable master level controls, with 16 screwdriver -adjustable output level controls. Terminal strips on the rear handle the connections, with balanced line level outputs while

,
INSTREURON AMPUFER

inputs are switchable between mic and line. 15 volt phantom
power is switchable when the mic inputs are selected.
Whenever you need a distribution amp, get twice
as much with the Rafle DA 216. Give us a
call. We'll tell you all about it.

Bradley
BROADCAST & PRO AUDIO

Oeta Setoice

3e2eoce

7313-G Grove Road, Frederick MD 21704 • Toll Free: 800-732-7665
Tel: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377
http://www.bradleybroadcast.com • E-Mall: info@bradleybroadcast.com
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Strategy Pitching: Ideas, Details
PLAN, continued from page 27

much money you will need for the acquisition and for working capital to get your
ideas in motion.
You should include an analysis of the
market, adescription of your management
team and financial projections, with an
explanation of why your ideas will make
money and when. Lenders and investors
want to know what their money will be
used for, how long it will take you to "turn
the corner" and start maldng money, and
what are the risks. They may also want to
know your "exit strategy." How do you
plan to get out if things turn sour?
A business plan often is acompany's
first and only introduction to apotential

investor. Likewise, the executive summary frequently is the only introduction to
your business plan. Therefore, when
preparing your plan, don't ignore the
executive summary. It is the hook that
catches the fish. As aresult, asummary
that is both sweet and short is critical to
piquing interest. Typically, when preparing the executive summary, acompany
remembers to be short but sometimes forgets to be sweet. By giving aclear, concise description of the company's product
or service, showing the company's target
market, and highlighting the management
team's accomplishments to date, acompany can give a prospective lender or
investor an opportunity to review the

To grow in
broadcasting
you need time,
money, guts,
and Infraplex.

Your new acquisition is finally signed,
now you need to operate profitably.
Consolidate your program audio, LAN/
WAN network, phones, faxes, traffic and
billing on one single high quality digital
line. The Intraplex STL PLUS gives you
integrated two-way transmission over any
distance, over any terrain at afraction of

The STL PLUS
Ti System transmits
program audio for
S7'Ls, TSLs and intercity links, data for
remote control and
LANs, and voice for
off-premise extensions
and intercom.

the cost of individual communications
links. It's bi-directional, so you can receive
audio backhaul at the same time. What's
more, you can stay in touch without running up the long distance phone bill. That's
why more groups choose Intraplex than
any other digital transmission solution.
Call us at 1-877-INTRAPLEX or visit
our web site at www.intraplex.com.

Circle (107)On Reeder Service Card

Intraplex
Intraplex, Inc.
3 teeny Way
Westford, MA 01886
978.692.9000
978.692.2200 fax
http:/hvww.intraplex.com

basics of the business plan.
Stewart Cahn, an investment banker
with Cahn Capital Corp. in New York
City, has considerable experience preparing and reviewing company business
plans in the communications industry. He
advises, "A good business plan should be
correct and factual and not redundant. A
book that is long and repetitive," he said,
"turns off readers."
An executive summary also should
include a description of the economic
strength of the company's target market,
show current and evolving consumer
trends, and explain why the company's
vision and structure is ideal for achieving
its objectives better than the competition.
Such a summary can sweeten the business plan for prospective investors.
Cahn said, " A good business plan
memorandum should include full disclosure of all information, both good and
bad. It should include adetailed listing of
assumptions to the financial projections
followed by sophisticated projections for
aperiod of time to cover the full payment
of debt from cash flow." Such disclosure
and thoughtful analysis can encourage
investors to delve into the detailed substance of the plan where the company
describes the means through which it will
get its product or service to market,
explains how the company will spend the
investors' money and how and when the
investors will get their money back.
Know your audience
Due in large part to the strong U.S. economy and the exceptionally high returns that
have been seen in the radio industry, the
number of investors (institutional lenders,
private individual investors and venture
capital groups) have increased in recent
years, and these investors appear more willing to back higher-risk broadcast ventures
than was once the case in the radio industry.
Anyone who unsuccessfully tried to get
aloan for aradio station acquisition in the
early 1990s will attest to that. But how
times have changed. Today, the issue is not
whether there is money out there, but rather
how to find it. As aresult, astart-up company in search of financing must consider
retaining an investment banking firm with a
strong background in the radio industry to
help raise the capital required, or do its own
due diligence on fund sources. Companies
should not simply cold-call banks and venture capital or other investment groups with
abusiness plan. Instead, early-stage companies should begin by researching their
regional funding networks and determining
what kind of capital is available to companies with your profile.
Once the field is narrowed, acompany
must determine which funding sources
best fit its priorities and goals. Use your
connections and then get in your plane,
train or automobile to meet with them
directly. Let them see you, and at the same
time you can see them. Never underestimate the power of the "smell test."
In much the same way that agood radio
station's programming constantly evolves
to keep up with the interests of its listeners,
keep in mind that agood business plan is
not a static document. Chances are you
will not succeed the first time out of the
box. However, use those early failures to
your advantage. When aprospective lender
or investor turns you down, don't just walk
away disappointed. Find out what they
thought of the plan. A business plan should
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evolve with feedback from each prospective lender or investor.
In fact, the company should ask everyone who reviews its business plan to discuss what they liked and disliked,
regardless of whether they are going to
invest, and make changes to the plan
accordingly. On-going analysis, evaluation and revision of the business plan
will likely improve acompany's presentation throughout the process of raising
early-stage capital and increase a company's chances of actually raising capital from its target investors.
In the end, the best advice is to not
be too discouraged by the early failures,
and don't be too inflexible. Be persistent, but also be open to criticism, and
take that knowledge with you.

Meet Frank
Montero
Frank Montero is apartner at the
Washington communications firm
of Fisher Wayland Cooper Leader
and Zaragoza, where he specializes
in representing broadcasting and
telecommunications clients in the
areas of FCC regulatory counseling,
corporate finance, asset and securities acquisitions, and real estate and
commercial transactions.

Frank Montero
He has represented radio and television broadcasters in connection
with FCC regulatory compliance,
license renewals and the negotiation
of acquisition and financing agreements. Frank is co-chair of the
Communications Bar Association's
transactional practice committee, and
afrequent speaker at NAB and state
broadcaster conventions, including
the NAB's license renewal seminar
series. He began writing the column
Bottom Line on radio station finance
for Radio World in 1994. The column appeared in sister publication
Tuned In from 1996 to 1998, and
now returns to RW.
Frank was born and raised in
Brooklyn, N.Y., where his parents
still run Montero's Bar & Grill on
the Brooklyn waterfront and where
he once was abartender. As to his
experience, he said, "If you think
the radio business is cutthroat, try
working the night shift at a longshoreman's bar."
Frank received his Bachelor of
Arts degree with Honors from the
University of Michigan and his Juris
Doctor degree from the George
Washington University Law School.
There, he served on the George
Washington Law Review. It was in
law school that Frank met his wife
Patty. They live in Washington with
their daughter Anita.
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Mike Siluersteln, Rssignerrent Editor,
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Cost Efficiency
Whether you are alarge or small market station, Dalet
offers acompletely integrated suite of software which
allows the entire staff to work together. All departments
- traffic, production, programming, news and on- air have simultaneous access to all audio, copy and logs.
With modular software options, the Dalet system can
meet your specific budget requirements - growing with
your business needs.
Standard hardware also means cost savings. The system
is not proprietary, and will grow with the industry.
Finally, with Dalet's easy-to-use interface your staff will
be operational in no time.

'Reliability
Dalet has the proven expertise to assure that your
station stays on the air. Choose from awide range of
security options (RAID array, mirrored servers, local
backup) to meet your specific requirements.
Dalet's digital audio system has been running on
Windows and networks for eight years, at hundreds of
sites - from stand -alones to hundred- plus workstation
networks. It works for them, it can work foi you.

Unprecedented Support
Dalet is aservice-driven company. With mote than 70
engineers, we assure that your station stays on the air.
Dalet's support experts are on call, 24 hours aday.
Clients have on-line support over the Internet.
We can also provide on-site visits to upgrade an existing
system.
"It's almost like the Maytag repairman, we don't really
call them that much. But when we do have problems,
they respond right away."
Steve Densmore

Manager 3f Operatirs for
RBC lado Hetworks Washington DC411

OPEN
SOU11011s

Group Connectivity
Consolidation can generate huge productivity gains,
provided groups have the right tools. Dalet is
continuously developing new solutions to meet the
evolving needs of our clients. With TeamRadio - Dalet's
traffic and billing software - the business of over 1000
radio stations can be linked together. Intranet
applications allow stations within agroup to access each
other's orders and audio remotely.
The production work done by one station can be used
by another, only minutes later.
Ord* (185) Ow Reeder Simko Card

Call [211) 825-3322
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www.dalet.com
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Streaming Meemies on the Web
Choices Multiply for Streaming Your Signal and
Other Material Over the Internet
Kim Komando
Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates recently speculated that some time between the
next three to 10 years, the number of
devices such as cameras connected to the
Internet would be more prevalent than
personal computers. He's probably right,
but you don't have to wait to see the
influence of broadcast media taking place
on the Internet. A technology called
"streaming media" is changing our
broadcasting and our listener's Internet
usage habits right now.
all in the name
As the name implies, streaming
media flows onto your computer system as you are listening to it, much
like you watch television programming. In other words, there's no wait
for the media file to download,
because you experience the media as it
is transferred from the host or station
site to your personal computer.
To take advantage of streaming media,
listeners need a browser player plug-in
— a program that translates the media
into a format that is accessible using a
browser. Player plug-ins are free to consumers. The software companies make
their money by selling the development
tools to the companies who stream the
media.
There are different competing
streaming media formats, and choosing
the right one for your site is important.
You want to service your listeners as
well not be stuck with a Web site that
because of some new technology,
requires extensive redevelopment and
programming.
The most popular streaming media
format today is the RealSystem format
(a.k.a., RealAudio format) from Real
Networks (
www.real.com). To experience RealSystem audio or video content, listeners first must download the
RealPlayer browser plug-in, which is

available on the company's Web site.
The current version is RealPlayer 5.0,
but Real Networks is now testing
RealPlayer G2 (as in second generation),
which will offer some great new features.
For example, RealPlayer G2 provides
both asound and agraphic equalizer so
you can tweak sounds to your liking as
well as adjust brightness, contrast, and
hue.

There are
different competing

it

format to present movie clips to online
viewers.
While it's not intended as an audio format or for displaying full-motion video,
Macromedia's Flash (www.macro
media.com) is useful for streaming somewhat simple animations. The Flash file
format is compact, meaning that Flash
animations play fairly well even over
slower modem connections, or those at
14.4 kbps.
Choices
To view Flash animations, you have
two choices. You can download and
install the Flash plug-in from the
Macromedia Web site, or you can
download the full Shockwave plug-in,

L.A. Jock

streaming media
formats, and choosing

Launches Into

the right one for your

Success

site is important.

If you want to see RealSystem media
in action, visit The Daily Briefing
(www.dailybriefing.com). This showcase site for RealSystem media provides news content from some 60 different sources including ABC News, Air
Force Radio News, ESPN, FOX News
and National Public Radio. Remember,
before you can use the site, you need to
download and install the RealPlayer
browser plug-in.
Another increasingly popular streaming media format is VivoActive, from
Vivo Software (
www.vivo.com). This format also requires aspecial browser plugin — in this case, VivoActive player —
which is available for download on the
company Web site.
The VivoActive format seems especially popular with Hollywood. The official Web sites for both " Titanic"
(www.titanicmovie.com) and "Godzilla"
(www.godzilla.com) use the VivoActive

Los Angeles radio personality Chris
Leary chose an original way to celebrate
the success of the nationally syndicated
radio show " Fox Kids Countdown"
when he allowed himself to be launched
out of the World-Famous Thrill Sport
Bungee Rocket Launcher Arch.

ABG

which includes support for Flash, from
the same site. There's not much point in
downloading only the Flash plug-in
when you can support for both Flash
and Shockwave (aformat for presenting
Macromedia Director content online) in
a single plug-in. Guaranteed, you will
find the Shockwave plug-in valuable if
you regularly surf the Web because
many sites are using it.
There is also NetShow, Microsoft's
entry in the field of streaming Internet
content (
www.microsoft.comintserver/
netshow/). Microsoft designed NetShow
as more of adevelopment platform than
anything else. By that, Imean that other
companies can design enhancements for
the core NetShow technology. For
example, Real Networks and Vivo
Software both make development tools
for the NetShow environment.
NetShow has two shortcomings that I
See STREAMING, page 39

The host of the popular radio program was celebrating its 200th broadcast, which aired July 7. The "Top of
the Hour Launcher" event was staged
at the 106th Orange County Fair in
Costa Mesa two days later.
Leary was propelled 100 feet in the
air at 60 miles per hour at 3.5 Gs to
zero gravity. The " Fox Kids
Countdown" host is preparing for the
show's TV debut this fall.
— Stephanie Muller

Chris Leary's launch as seen on TV
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STREAMING, continued from page 38

think will keep it from becoming the
streaming standard for home users. First
and foremost, Microsoft Media Player,
the software required to view NetShow
content, runs only under Internet
Explorer. While Internet Explorer continues to gain market share, NetShow
still leaves the majority of Web surfers
who use Netscape out in the cold. Sorry.
Also, at this writing, Media Player 5.2
(the current version) is only available for
Windows 95, with UNIX and Mac versions promised. By providing aproduct
that can only be used by Windows 95
users that also run Internet Explorer,
Microsoft has severely limited the market
for this otherwise impressive product.
And if you choose NetShow as the
streaming media standard for your site,
so will you.
The thing to remember is that listeners
don't really have much of achoice of which
streaming technology they use. If you want
to view asite that requires RealPlayer, you
have to use RealPlayer. Likewise, if asite
uses the VivoActive format, you're forced
to use VivoActive Player. This is why Web
surfers are likely to end up with ahard drive
full of browser plug-ins to can handle every
streaming media format out there. Talk
about ahassle.
One possible alternative is offered by
GEO Software through its Emblaze line
of products (
www.emblaze.com). Like
the other companies mentioned here,
GEO sells development tools that let
Web content creators produce streaming
Internet media. The difference is that all
multimedia created with Emblaze
Creator is Java-based. This means that
as long as you have aJava-enabled Web
browser (any one released in the last
year or so) you don't have to worry
about any plug-ins. All Emblaze multimedia plays as aJava applet within the
browser window. This makes good
sense.
Good old radio ...
Frankly, 1doubt very seriously that
streaming Internet media will ever
replace the good old radio or television.
It reminds me of when CB radios were
hot, before the rush to purchase cellular
phones. Considering Ican tune aradio
station or find a television program in
about 30-seconds, it's not all that convenient to turn on your computer, log onto
the Internet, locate the site, and find the
programming desired. Furthermore, if
Internet traffic is high, the program that
you want to hear using the Web may
have more snaps, crackles and pops than
abowl of cereal.
Streaming media will continue, however, to be an influence and a niche
application for many years to come,
offering important access solutions in
certain situations. For example, the
Internet can reach places that standard
radio waves cannot — such as the heart
of big office buildings located in congested downtown areas. Since many
radio stations are beginning to Webcast,
or broadcast over the Internet using
streaming audio, people in these big
buildings don't have to miss their
favorite radio programming.
o
Copyright 1998, The Komando
Corporation. All rights reserved. Kim
Komando is a national talk radio host,
TV host, Los Angeles Times Syndicated
Columnist and the computer editor for
"Popular Mechanics." Reach her via her
Web page at www.komando.com
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Five
Years Ago
Well, it' sbeen about three months
at the new gig in Harrisburg, and I
sure am being kept busy.
Between games with the WINK Wackos
volleyball team, softball squad and occasional forays onto the lanes with the WINK
bowling team, not to mention my activities

with music and local theater in the Capitol
City, Isometimes forte myself to bang out a
dub or two during the day....
Actually. Iused the time to generate a
fiendish document, one shamelessly packed
full of demented lies, flowery embellishments, arrogant half-truths and just plain old
cow flop. Iupdated my résumé.
Alan R. Peterson
(Now RW Technical Editor)
The Long and Winding Road
to Harrisburg, Pa."
Aug. 25, 1993

address the "trend" permitting "mounting interference and other farms of technical degradation to the public's overthe-air broadcast service."
News Item
Sept. I, 1988

Fifteen Years Ago
Approximately 60 stations using the
Harris AM stereo exciter were forced to
switch back to monaural broadcasting when
the FCC ordered that the marketing and use
of the STX-1 exciter cease by Sept. 1,
1983. The directive came after the Office of
Science and Technology determined that the
STX-1 differed from the exciter described
in Harris' application for type acceptance.
News Item
Sept. 15, 1983

Ten Years Ago
Six broadcast organizations have written to the FCC about what they see as
the commission's relaxed attitude toward
interference. The groups pleaded that it
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When you're rushing oF to. your rext re-nose you
don't want to lug around alot of aquipner t
RoadRunner from MUSICAM USA gives pu.
A 3—:hannel mixer
Built-in ISDN Term,na Adapter with
integrated NT- 1
MU9CAMe MPEG Layer 11,, Layer II, and
G.722 for total compatibiliy
Intenal power supply or external buttery
All in one box.

See Us at AES
San Francisco

MMICAM USA
67C North Beers Street, Building 4, Holmdel, NEW .; ersey C7733 U$4,
Tel: 32/ 7 39-5 60 0
Fax: 732/739-1818 • Fax On Demand 732/935-2777
7

MUSICAM USA

Eric I: soles@musicamusa.com
Inter-let: http://www.musicamusc.com

Prices shown = re publisned manufacturer's list prices
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See Us 4i The ABG Southeast Expo
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SSL Promotes Wershba
Solid State Logic has announced the
promotion of Don Wershba to the posi-

tion of vice president of music, Eastern
region.
Wershba's new responsibilities include
expanding the company's leadership
position in the music recording market,
with a specific focus on SSL's premier
analogue consoles and the new AxionMT all-digital mixing system.
Wershba has been with SSL since
1991. He is based at the company's New
York office.

programs for local and national advertisers across Chancellor's portfolio of five
New York FM stations, including
WLTVV(FM) , WKTU(FM), WHTZ(FM),
WAXQ(FM), AND WEIX(FM).
Karnedy previously served as vice
president/national sales manager with
Knight Quality Stations.
Chancellor Media owns and operates
108 radio stations in 22 of the nation's
largest markets with stations in each of
the nations top-ten markets.

Chancellor Appoints Karnedy
Maki Named to VP/GM Position
D. Scott Karnedy has been named to
the newly created Chancellor Media
Corp. position of vice president/director
of sales and marketing for New York.
Karnedy is now responsible for developing value-added sales and marketing

Don Wershba

Emmis Broadcasting Corporation
has named Val Maki as vice president
and general manager of KPWR(FM),
Power 106 in Los Angeles.

DON'T MISS THE
ENGINEERING
CERTIFICATION
W ORKSHOPS!

Val Maki
Maki, who previously served as vice
president and general sales manager of
WKQX(FM) in Chicago, replaces
Marie Kordus, who was recently named
director of sales for the new Emmis
Television Division..

Mana ement
r7tr_el':& .
17Mting

International Datacasting
Hires Foster
C.J. Foster has stepped in to a new
International Datacasting
Corp. as sales manager. Foster is now
responsible for all U.S. Sales west of the
Mississippi.
Foster is now based in Phoenix and
previously served as a sales representative of DVB products with Radyne Corp.
International Datacasting is aCanadabased corporation specializing in the
design, manufacture, installation and support of advanced products for the satellite
broadcasting industry.
position at

Seattle, Was

For more information
on attending...
www.nab.org/conventions/
Call 800.342.2460
Call Fax-On-Demand at
732.544.2888
Want to exhibit?
Call 800.NAILEXPO oi
202.775.4988
GREAT RADIO! HOT TOPICS! INEED TO BE THERE! Send me more info right away!

Pucher Promoted at DMX
Martin Pucher has anew title at DMX
— he has been promoted to senior vice
president in charge of technology, including
network operations, information/communication services and DMX engineering.
DMX, asubsidiary of ICI Music, Inc.,
programs, markets and distributes worldwide its digital music service, Digital
Music Express.

Fax this completed form to 202.429.5343

Lambert Joins Otani

Name

Title

Company

Call Letters I

Octob•r
Seattle, Washington
0

0

0

AM

J FM

0

RW

Address

Country

City

Email

State

Phone

Zip

Fax

Radio industry veteran Mel Lambert
has been appointed to the staff at Otan
Corporation of America. Lambert will
serve in the newly created position of
international marketing director.
Lambert will be responsible for directing
See SOUNDWAVES, page 41
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Voce of
The Indian
Nation

SOUNDWAVES, continued from page 40

all marketing activities for Otari's worldwide subsidiaries, as well as determining
new product opportunities and direction.

Arbitron Taps Verdino
Greg Verdino has been appointed to
vice president and general manager,
Internet information services, Arbitron
NewMedia.
In this newly created position, Verdino
is responsible for establishing new information services for media and marketing
companies that are using the Internet as a
tool for marketing and commerce.
Verdino previously worked at Blau
Marketing Technologies, a subsidiary of
Snyder Communications as vice president and media director.
Arbitron is an international media and

II> OFFBEAT. continued from page 28

as Norway, Australia, England,
Italy, Ornan and Switzerland.
The site's success was a vision
realized by many at NAF'T, which, a
decade earlier, had seen the usefulness of uniting adiverse, scattered
group of people through an electronic bulletin board service. The
BBS planted the seed for the
AIROS Web site.
Growing communications
AIROS plans to grow Web communications as technology permis.
Currently, the biggest challenge facing it is a common one: with its
Web site such abig hit, the bottleneck is access. The local Internet
Service Provider has started to overload under the weight of too many
people logging onto the site. The
immediate solution will be to install
more TI lines, either at a stationsponsored ISP or the local ISP. For
the future, AIROS, like other
Webcasters, is counting on multicasting to alleviate congestion.
Thomas, for one, is holding out
hope that someday soon the Internet
will use multicasting to deliver
sound clips.
Multicasting sends a single data
stream, which is forwarded to each
person, and therefore the data file is
sent only once from the server.
Compared to the unicasting system
done on the Internet now, which
sends asingle data stream for each
person accessing the server, multicasting will go along way to solve
the bandwidth problems typical of
live,. online access programming.
Meanwhile, AMOS is striking out
into new territory regulation-wise.
Because the Internet is not dictated
by the same rules as the broadcast
bands, for example, AIROS is considering Webcasting commercials
between live data streams of shows.
But because some affiliate stations
will be taking the AIROS feed directly off the Web site and feeding it
through the station board, there's
some tincertainty as to whether or not
the Web site now falls under the
jurisdiction of the FCC and thus, the
rules of the commission.
All of the above hardly diminishes Thomas' enthusiasm for what's
just over the horizon.
He sees the Web as an important
new frontier for the Indian Nation,
with boundless opportunities for ondemand Webcasts of archived
shows, Webcasting live from conferences or government hearings,
and live audio streams from AIROS
affiliates with their own programs
to distribute.
in
Dee McVieker is a regular contributor to- Radio World. She can be
reached at (602) 545 - 7363 or via email at roots@primenet.com
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Greg Verdino
marketing research firm serving broadcasters, advertisers and advertising agencies in the United States and Europe.
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NOW,THE ONLY THING EASIER
THAN I
I
1M
AN AUDITRONICS CONSOLE
IS ORDERING ONE.
Discerning engineers across America
and Canada have always knawn an
Auditronics console delivered premium
audio and worry-free technology at an
affordable price. Now, get any
Auditronics console delivered just
as reliably from over 21 Auditronics
distributors in the U.S. and Canada.
Don't worry. An Auditronics console
distributor is nearby. Call one today
and relax.

OUDITRONICS
Auditronics NuSt*r Digital Console
The first and only digital console you'll ever buy.

Auditronics Comet Console
Completely re-engineered and better than ever.

Auditronics

2500 Series Console

Itill\ Judi mud modular design at avalue price.

Auditronics 2111 Series Console
For ini-air or production. Il iis work horse works.
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Need Solutions'?
www.bdcastcom

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio

or Mg 362-13511
r1998 Broadcast Electronics Inc

BE emblem la a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics. Ir

AUITITRIINICS CTINSIllf DISTRIBUTORS
MIDWEST
Audio Broadcast Group
Grand Rapids, MI
(616) 452-1596
Broadcast Richmond
Richmond, IN
(317) 966-6468
RF Specialties
of Missouri
Kearney, MO
(816) 628-5959

SOI THEAST
Broadcasters
General Store
Ocala, FL
(352) 622-7700
RF Specialties of Florida
Valparaiso, FL
(904)678-S43
SCMS
Pineville, NC
(704) 889-4508
Audio Broadcast Group
North Carolina Office
(800) 3697623

SOUTH CENTRAL
Audiomedia Associates
Covington, LA
(800) 544-2636
Crouse-Kimzey Company
Grand Prairie, TX
(972) 660-6100
Continental Electronics
Dallas, TX
(214) 381-7161
Giesler Broadcasting
Supply, Inc.
Houston, TX
(713) 774-3314

RF Specialties of Texas
Amarillo, TX
(806) 372-4518
SOUTHWEST
RF Specialties
of California
Santa Barbara, CA
(805) 682-9429
Caughill-Palitz, Inc
Honolulu, HI
(808) 941-3618
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NORTHEAST
RF Specialties of
Pennsylvania, Inc.
Pittsburgh, PA
(412) 733-1994
Steve Vanni
Associates, Inc.
Auburn, NH
(603) 483-5365
NORTHWEST
RF Specialties
of Washington
Seattle, WA
(206) 546-6546

CANADA
AVE Communications Ltd.
Calgary, Alberta
(403) 251-0707
AVE Communications Ud.
Scarborough, Ontaria
(416) 297-9377
Caveco Equipment Ltd.
Scarborough, Ontario
(416) 438-6230
Marketing Marc VaDee
Quebec, Ontario
(514) 227-1828
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You can own the studio!
Imagine having the mixing power of the acclaimed Yamaha 02R and 16 tracks of tape- less recording inside your computer. Under the
control of popular recording software, the DS2416 digital mixing card—the star component of Yamahas' DSP Factory—gives you 24
mixing channels, more than 100 bands of parametric eq, 26 dynamics processors and two effect processors operating simultaneously with no strain on your computers' CPU.* Plus 16 tracks of tape- less recording. All for less than youd pay for aday in
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These companies have announced support for DSP Factory in their Windows® products. Macintosh software coming soon.
Visit our Web site @ www.yamaha.co.jp/product/proaudio or call us at 8G0-937-7171 ext. 683 • ©1998 Yamaha Corporation • Yamaha. DSP and DS2416 are registered trademarks of Yamaha Corporation. * Not all software supports all of DS2416's features.
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Audix Monitors Used in Webcast Costly
Alan R. Peterson
Back in March, we had the opportunity to check out a set of Audix PH- 15
Power House self-powered monitors here
in our editorial offices.
Normally, products such as these are
sent along to professional studios and
recording facilities for review in these
pages. But because one of the suggested
uses for the PH- 15 monitors was multimedia production on computers, we
decided to put the speakers to work right
here to help create our "RW Online"
audio Webcast (in conjunction with Telos
Systems) for the Las Vegas NAB show
this past April.
The project was documented in the
May 13 RW ("Roll the Tape and Hold
the Mayo," page 78), so arecap of the
events is unnecessary. This time, the
Audix PH- 15 monitors are the stars of
the show; specifically, the Audix PH- 15-

VS, designating a vented and shielded
enclosure.
The PH- 15 monitors are part of aproduct
line intended for use in small studios, post-

Audix PH- 15 Power House

PRODUCT EVALUATION

Meek Name Lives on
In Mic Compressor
Flip Michaels
"If it sounds right, it is right,"
said British audio producer-pioneer
Robert George "Joe" Meek back in
1964. Some 35 years later, Meek's
name has come to represent a vin-

Tragically, Meek's professional
success was followed by selfdestruction, as he took his own life
after murdering his landlord in 1967.
Ted Fletcher, a former colleague
of Meek, has preserved the Joe
Meek sound and has made it avail-

JoeMeek VC3 Pro Channel: A lot of squeeze' in a little green box.

tage standard of fat, rich, full sound
to popular artists like Robert Plant,
The Rolling Stones, Rod Stewart
and Brian May.
Meek developed this experimental
technique while producing acts like
The Blue Men, Ford & The
Checkmates, and The Tornados —
the group that topped the Billboard
charts in 1962 with its single,
"Telstar."

able to professionals on this side of
the mighty Atlantic with a series of
high-quality "JoeMeek" audio components in bright green rackmount
cases. For us radio production types,
the VC3 Pro Channel is one such
product worthy of alook.
The VC3 combines three separate
types of equipment into aone-half rackwidth package: amic preamplifier, an
See MEEK, page 47

production, personal recording and desktop
computer production. These speakers can
be used as nearfield or midfield monitors in
radio production and air studios.
The speaker cabinets are
a black-finished wood
composite material. A
polymer tweeter and 5inch rubber- surround
woofer are mounted on
the face of the cabinet.
A half- inch- tall bass
port runs along the
entire bottom edge. For
a decidedly serious
high-tech look, the fabric grille can be
detached, exposing the
speakers and composite
surface of the cabinet.
The PH- 15 monitors
come as an " A" and
Monitors
"B" set. The " A"
speaker contains the power supply,
amplifier and volume pot. Two RCA
jacks handle the input to the "A" speaker
and aquarter-inch phone jack connects
the passive "B" speaker to the stereo
amplifier. It is likely the volume pot will
be set only once on the initial room tuneup, then forgotten. Most level adjustments will be done from the monitor level pot on the console.
Magnetic shielding is anecessity, as a
speaker magnet placed too close to a
computer CRT can warp or otherwise
distort the image on the screen. The
shielding on the PH- 15 monitors worked
fine. No induced hum was picked up in
the monitors from the CRT either.
No wall warts to be found here. Fullstrength AC power drives the PH- 15 on a
standard IEC three- prong cord into a
safety fused socket. Because the entire
computer industry uses these power
cords, replacements can be obtained
nearly anywhere.
Why a set of RCA jacks to feed the
speakers? Professional broadcast studio
monitors normally have screw terminal
strips or 5-way banana posts on the back.
One would see this as arather tinkertoy approach for astudio speaker, until it
is remembered that these speakers are
intended for smaller studios and multimedia use. These venues are likely to use
a " small" mixer, most of which are
equipped with RCA Tape Out jacks that
can feed the PH- 15 speakers. And for
better or worse, soundcards in all price
ranges have eighth- inch I/O jacks and
stereo mini-to-RCA plug cables also can
be found nearly anywhere. It is not what
we are used to in broadcast studios, but
given today's hardware, it makes sense.
In the room
You may remember from the May 13
article that our studio was actually a
See AUDIX, page 46

Standards,
Galaxy Gags

Should International
Digital Standards,
Administered by World
Bodies, Be Made
Available Without Cost?
Rich Rarey
Apologies right up front for not
accounting for our absence earlier,
but we have been very distracted
lately, training the newest addition to
the Public Domain editorial staff.
Adam Burton Rarey joined our
operation April 4, and we have been
simply beaming ever since. Adam
arrived at 7 pounds, 14 ounces, and
has become the most robust member

PUBLIC
DOMAIN
of the staff, nearly doubling his weight
in the successive months. Still, he
manages to look handsome with that
weight gain. We offer a peek at
his progress at www.serve.com/
thompsonrarey
Oh yeah?
We read with interest an e-mail
from one John Cone. Cone took
issue with the position stated here
that international standards, as
administered by world bodies,
should be available without cost.
Our complaint was that it seemed
impossible to decipher the bit structure of ISO MPEG Layer II data
without spending over $ 100 for a
copy of ISO 11172-3, known as
"Coding of Moving Pictures and
Associated Audio for Digital Storage
Media at Up to About 1,5 Mbit/s —
Part 3: Audio 11993-081."
Cone administered agentle admonition for our "flame" (funny, it didn't feel like aflame).
"Yes," he said, "standards cost an
arm and a leg, if you are pricing
them by the page. The price of the
standard, however, covers part of the
price of our country's admission to
the whole standardization process."
Quoting the Introduction to
ANSI/American National Standards
See DOMAIN, page 46
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Now you can get digital technology and PR8E reliability in the same console. Integrity. It's the first digital on-air board that also speaks fluent analog. All 16 inputs can handle analog
signals. Ten can also accept digital inputs at any sample rate. So you can deal with the hodgepodge of equipment in real-world studios. A unique architecture also guarantees alevel of reliability other digital consoles can't match. So you can rest assured your signal will stay on the air.
What's more, you get on-board DSP voice processing, remote or local configuration controls,
and channel-specific remote control connections. And you can set, save and recall each board
configuration at the touch of abutton for seamless transitions from show to show.
For abrochure, call us at 760-438-3911, visit www.pre.com or e-mail sales@pre.com

Integrity's difference is more than just digital.
It also offers four eecialpurpose buses to
provide automated mix-minus for telephone
and remote feeds, each with IFB.
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The LCD disolays audio levels, time-of-day
clocks, session status and event timers with a
Windows' interface to powerful configuration
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Iiitcrity uses an array of state-of-the-art
floating-point digital signal processors» perform its miring, routing and otherfunctions.
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Each fader has a 10-character alphanumeric
display. The display changes when another
audio source is assigned, which can happen
either manually or at apreassigned time.
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Blood on the Lines: An ISDN Story

The operator came back and said the
techs would very much like to see the
documentation. Ifaxed it and the next
day Icould connect locally ... but could
not make long-distance connections.

time period the rate is one cent per minute
per bearer channel. Having two phone
ISDN, some will quip, stands for "I lines for less than you would pay for two
Still Don't Know," adig targeted at local
analog lines (plus the ISDN capability) is
phone companies and their record for not
good bang for the buck.
always getting it right the first time. In
ISDN modems do not have fax capamy experience, the description still fits.
bility yet, so Iuse my analog fax modem
You can contract with some companies
connected to one of the analog ports of
to handle the setup for you, but if you are
my ISDN modem. Now when Iwant to
determined to do it yourself, the followconnect with my Internet service
ing may be helpful.
provider, my ISDN modem makes adata
Ihad two reasons for switching to
connection.
ISDN: faster Internet access and audio
Pushing my voice through acodec and
connectivity to recording studios, radio
and TV stations for whom Iprovide
voice tracks and audio production. That
meant getting an ISDN modem for the
computer and acodec for the audio.

Agin, again
Another call to Agin sent me on a
round of calls to MCI, Sprint and AT&T.
He said they were the only long-distance
carriers that could do reliable ISDN long
distance. Sprint offered a $ 15/month
charge and 24 cents a minute per bearer
channel. AT&T offered no monthly
charge at 35 cents a minute per bearer
channel.
Based on my immediate needs ( and
stock holdings), Iwent with AT&T.
Those last calls were on aFriday.
The following Monday Irang up an
associate in Boston and began working
with the MUSICAM Roadrunner. But I'll
save that story for next time.

PRODUCER'S FILE

Ty Ford

the charges were removed.
Ihad chosen to convert my existing
fax/data line to ISDN. The local carrier
warned that Imight be without service
for up to 48 hours during the changeover.
The first day, nothing worked. Some said
they saw no work orders for the line.
Others said work had begun, but had not
been completed.
On the middle of the second day, the
phone technician came into the house and
tested the jacks. Inow had connectivity,
but the ISDN modem was still not con-

The PAC algorithm may help

Pony up the cash
Even before the challenges of ISDN,
you must first decide which codec to buy
or lease. The $4,000 or $5,000 or more
purchase price for each box is significant,
and remember, you need one on each end
of the phone line.
The broadcast community leans
toward MPEG-based codecs. The production studio community prefers APTbased codecs. The divide is breaking
down, however, as the two exclusive
communities find reasons to do business
with each other.
DolbyFax is yet another exclusive
standard, mostly used by film studios on
the west coast. If you have one flavor of
MPEG codec, you will most likely be
able to connect to another MPEG-based
box, but you cannot connect directly to
the APT or Dolby boxes.
EdNET offers bridging services, but
that gets expensive. You call the bridge, it
receives your audio, then squirts it over
to the other codec and connects with the
other site.
Although it has been suggested that
cross-compatibility across MPEG and APT
codecs (the two most prevalent platforms)
would open up the marketplace — resulting in aboom for codec manufacturers and
ISDN service — the owners of the patents
have yet to see the big picture.
As they continue to "tough it out,"
they expose their flanks to companies
like Lucent Technology. Its PAC algorithm and deep pockets may possibly
help it own the ISDN codec marketplace
by coming in with a good- sounding
$2,000 to $2,500 solution that could turn
today's codecs into door stops.
The big "if' in that scenario is whether
or not the 96 kbps algorithm currently
used in the PAC algorithm would need to
survive further cascading algorithms, or
whether aless-compressed version would
need to be created.

Lucent produce a solution that could turn
today's codecs into door stops.

down the ISDN line is also adata connection, because the codec turns my
voice into data.
If you are planing on using the ISDN
line for Internet connectivity, contact
your ISP. You may find, as Idid, that
while your ISP offers ISDN connectivity,
it does so with one bearer channel instead
of two. That means connecting at 56 or
maybe 64 kbps instead of afull 128 kbps.
For e-mail and surfing, 56k is fine, but
if you're planning on sending audio or
video clips, 128k is aminimum.

For more on getting the most out of
your ISDN service, see the Guest
Commentary on page 21.
Ty Ford's commercial and narration
demos are available at www.jagunet.
com/-tford where you will also find an
upgraded list of preamp reviews, production music and SFX library companies.

necting. The configuration screens looked
right. During acall to the modem support
line, we tried the "power-down/power-up"
trick, which reset the modem. Ihad 56K
connectivity to my ISP.
Codec connectivity brought more
challenges. Icould only get one line up
and no long distance. After many frusGreg Lukens at Washington
trating attempts Icalled CCS/MUSICAM
Professional Systems tells an intertechnical advisor Sam Agin.
esting ISDN tale.
He has been through the ISDN wringer
It seemed the company kept losing
many times. It turned out that the Si capatheir ISDN line. After numerous outbility package Ihad been given was for
ages, they found local telephone
voice on one channel and data on the
company linespeople had been
Your friendly phone company
other. What Iexplained to the ISDN office
searching for unused pairs by listenThe local phone company is next. It
was Ineeded voice and data on both. That
ing for dial tone.
took me three calls, aseries of frustrating
was an "R" capability package.
Their rationale: If there was no
navigations through phone mail and long
Agin also referred me to several setup
dial tone, it must be an open pair,
on-hold times to reach an ISDN represenpages in the MUSICAM manual that are
right?
tative.
designed to be faxed to the ISDN carriers.
Bzzzt! Wrong! ISDN does not
Iexplained that Ineeded aline proviWhen Icalled the ISDN center to fax these
have adial tone. That's progress for
sioned to handle voice and data on both
pages to their technicians, Iwas told they
you.
bearer channels, and that the codec I did not need them. Iconvinced the opera— Ty Ford
would be using would be mux'ing (multitor that he should go check with them.
plexing) the two bearer channels together
to carry one stream of audio as data. I
also explained that Iwould be connecting
my " not quite 56k" analog modem
through one of the ISDN computer
modem analog ports so that Icould continue to send and receive faxes.
Iwas told that could be done with the
FM MODMINDER
"Si" connectivity package. Idid not have
an ISDN modem at the time and the price
•
TURN- KEY PROCESSING
for the 3Com Impact IQ modem sold by
FOR THE NEW RADIO
the phone company was good, so Iasked
PROBLEM: How to get the competitive edge and maintain your format's quality sound in an
that to be sent to me. Iwas given adate
ever- consolidating radio market.
about three weeks away for installation.
SOLUTION: FM Modminder from Modulation Sciences,The Processing Authority
Three days before that date Ireceived
acall from the local carrier confirming
Radio consolidation doesn't have to add confusion
Modminder means one more tool for success in
my service would be available two weeks
when it comes time to equip those new or
the new radio and one less headache in afrantic
after the original quote. Iasked her to
revamped studios.The FM ModMinder from MSI
industry where things change overnight.
look into it and on asubsequent call was
gives you just the edge you need. It's truly arevoAt atime when the newest mega- deal is just
ISDN 101
told that they had discovered that Ineedlution in modulation monitoring, not only allowing
around the corner, you can rely on Modulation
your station reach its full power but maintaining
The two bearer channels that comprise
ed a repeater installed somewhere
Sciences to pull your stations' processing together.
your
superior
sound
quality
at
the
same
time.
a standard ISDN line can be configured
between the central office and my house.
to handle voice and/or data. Last time I
Ialso asked when Iwould receive the
ModMinder ignores brief peaks to give you every
I
2A World's Fair Drive
MinduintiOn
checked, ISDN telephones were still abit
ISDN computer modem. The representabit of modulation your station can legally use. It
mcienCen
Somerset, NJ 08873
pricey, but a lot of ISDN modems and
tive said there was no modem on the
draws out your format's dynamics, whether the
Voice ( 732) 302-3090
CALL
sound is jazz, country, soft rock or anything incodecs come with analog phone jacks,
order. During that time Ialso received
NOW for
(800) 826-2603
between.
allowing you to plug in and use regular
two unrequested CDs from the local carinformation
Fax (
732) 302phones and fax machines on either ISDN
rier containing connectivity software to
about FM
FM ModMinder features Modulation Sciences'
0206
ModMinder,
bearer channel.
their ISP service. Itossed the first one,
quality design, meticulous engineering and just the
StereoMaxx,
right approach to meet the challenges of the real
The ISDN rates offered by Bell Atlantic
but noticed that Ihad been charged a
the CP-803 Conipostite
world of radio. It's simple to set-up and easy to
are apretty good deal; my plan, which
shipping fee on the second one that
Processor or any of our
operate. And you needn't worry that it's abudget
costs $40 per month, provides an hour of
would be added to my phone bill.
rock- solid radio line.
breaker
when
your
group
is
set
for
multiple
buys
one bearer channel (or 30 minutes of two
After another chat with the ISDN
bearer channel use per month). Over that
office, preceded by along wait on hold,

Hello? Hello?

GET YOUR SOUND

TOGETHER

Circle ( 160) On Reader Service Card
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Standards Available for aPrice
DOMAIN, continued from page 43

Institute pages on the ANSI Web site,
web.ansi.org/public/about.html, Cone
wrote to us, "ANSI is aprivate, nonprofit
membership organization supported by a
diverse constituency of private and public sector organizations."
Feeling a little ANSI
He continued, "It is not agovernment
agency, although some government agencies are members. Their support comes
from membership fees, and sales of standards. One of the major sources of
income for country standards organizations — ANSI in the USA, BSI in the
UK, DIN in Germany, AFNOR in France
and OeN in Austria — is the sale of standards. That is what keeps the organizations alive, so they can organize creation
and revision of country standards and
participation in standardization at the
international level."
Cone went on to say that ANSI does
not itself develop American National
Standards, or ANSs, but rather it facilitates development by establishing consensus among qualified groups. This
includes obvious high-level organizational activities. It also gets down to
the money-consuming nitty-gritty, like
designating and recording delegates to
standards organizations, keeping official minutes of meetings, distribution
of the minutes, registry and distribution of official working documents,
conduct of voting processes for acceptance of new standards, and publication of standards.
Even for international standardization
activities, many of the practical details
are delegated to country standards organizations, rather than handled directly by
ISO/IEC.
"Because all of the country standards organizations depend on sale of
standards for support," Cone said,
"they are mutually quite protective of
their copyrights. You won't find official or unofficial copies of very many
national and international standards
posted on the Net, because one posted
copy would kill all the sales of that
standard in every country where that
language is used."
To back up his point, John offered
us this clincher: "For what it's worth, I
did write an international standard. I
was editor of ISO 9241 Part 7for most
of its development and was a part of
an ANSI working group as well. Even
the people who write astandard do not
get free copies when it is officially
published."
We searched the online ANSI catalog
for John's work and found it was titled
"Ergonomic Requirements for Office
Work With Visual Display Terminals
(VDTs) — Part 7: Requirements for
Display With Reflections."
The price? $72.
Bird humor
On the lighter side of the Galaxy IV
failure, Chief Engineer Bill Fawcett of
WMRA(FM), Harrisonburg, Va., distributed aPanAmSat "Theme Song Contest"
on the PubRadio listserver shortly after
the failure.
The idea was to submit song titles
appropriate or thematic to the satellite
failure. Entries were received from the
entire public radio system. As it turned

out, a few were contributed by Al
Peterson of RW as well.
Included on the list was "Telstar"
(Tornados), "Wipe Out" (Surfaris), "This
Could Be the Last Time" ( Rolling
Stones), " Not Fade Away" ( Buddy
Holly), "I'll Tumble For Ya" (Culture
Club), "No Reply" (Beatles), "Bits &
Pieces" (Dave Clark 5), "Brealcin" (011ie
& Jerry) and "Make Me Lose Control"
(Eric Carmen), among ahealthy number
of others.
More? Okay, there was "Recovering
the Satellite" ( Counting Crows),

the contest would be named on May 27,
but as he told us recently, "Icouldn't
get anyone's attention to judge the
entries." Apparently, the winner
remains undecided.
Smile for the camera
Thinking that there would be a ton
of activity around the system, we
solicited images from public radio stations, illustrating their activities during the outage. The response was
immediate.
To showcase these efforts, we created

Special kudos go to
nine individuals for their work after Galaxy IV
failed. Many others will go unsung.

"Sleeping Satellite" (Tasmin Archer),
"Bye Bye Birdie" ( Broadway soundtrack), "Come Down" (Bush), "You Spin
Me ' Round Like a Record" (Dead Or
Alive), "Straighten Up and Fly Right"
(Nat King Cole) and "IKnow You're Out
There Somewhere" (Moody Blues).
Bill had promised that a winner of

a Web photo gallery within the NPR
"Engineering Update" site El'online. The
gallery will remain open to the public for
the remainder of the summer. Some
images we received, were, shall we say,
unexpected. Do see for yourself at
www.nprorg/euonline/
Until next month, Iremain,

Satellite
Heroes
It has been widely reported, in this
newspaper and elsewhere, about a
certain satellite failure that caused
certain problems for public radio stations. In debriefing meetings (held
standing up, in the hallways) a special acknowledgment seemed in
order for individuals in our industry
who made it possible for public radio
to stay connected.
The list we came up with, in alphabetical order, includes: Phil Avnet, AP
Radio; Jeffery Blair, PBS; Bob
Donnelly, ABC; Eric Hoehn, WETAFM; Peter Chin, Chuck Jutras, Mike
Danschyshyn, and John Hollinger,
CBC; and Ralph Scheutz, PBS.
Many, many other engineers and
managers worked very hard during
the outage to get public radio programs to the listeners.
To all those otherwise unsung
heroes, the folks behind the scenes at
Public Domain say a big "thank
you."

Your ob'n't eng'r.
Rich Rarey is technical director for the
NPR program " Talk of the Nation." He
can be reached at rrarey@npr.org

In Session With Audix PH-15s
AUDIX, continued from page 43

converted lunchroom annex. The lack of acoustic treatment
on the walls was sure to affect the overall mix.
Hearing it right
Producing Internet audio is alot like producing aradio
commercial, inasmuch as accurate monitoring is a necessity no matter the environment where the project was
actually authored. Without the time to properly tune the
room and tack up some absorption material, we just had to
depend on the nearfield performance of the Audix monitors to come through for us.
And come through they did, even inside our ersatz studio. The short throw of the woofer and shallow cabinet
volume could not move huge volumes of air, and in so
doing, limiting the monitor's bass response. Still, the low
frequencies coming from the ported cabinets provided
plenty of up-close beef for the mix. No problems with the
mids or highs, either. All recorded speech was clear and
punchy.
Like lots of radio production folks, we love laser zaps
and audio punctuators too, and our project contained lots
of them. The Audix PH- 15 monitors never clipped or fizzled when encountering them.
The specifications show the Audix PH- 15 monitors can
handle amaximum power output of 45 W per channel, and
can reproduce 55 Hz to 18 kHz, ± 3 dB. The robust 45 W
power rating filled the lunchroom with sound when it
came time to play back the works- in-progress to management.
Speakers in slumberland
The PH- l5 shifts into a Sleep mode after detecting no
audio on the inputs for several minutes, turning the green
LED power indicator red. If you are not used to this, you
might think your speakers died on you ... or at least got
bored from the lack of activity.
When the sleeping PH- 15s sense incoming audio, the
speakers come back on with a soft "thump." Many larger
amplifiers and powered monitors have non- thumping
power-ups when turned on, so this might surprise you if,

again, you are not used to this.
The combined weight of both speaker enclosures is 18
pounds, most of which comes from a compact but hefty
toroidal power transformer inside the "A" speaker. The
amplifier circuit card is mounted so the back panel functions as a heat sink, and all heat- generating components
are generously greased with silicone for effective heat
transfer.
Thermal- sensing components are securely mounted
between the power transistors on the back plate. Because
nearfield monitors are run at relatively low levels with
respect to their larger counterparts, thermal runaway is not
agreat concern. But Audix thought it important enough to
put in there, so enjoy it; you may someday be happy it is
there.
Springback jack
Iwas quite pleased with the performance of the PH- 15s
in our humble little room. The only snag Iencountered
was a loose quarter- inch jack connection on the passive
"B" speaker, which caused an intermittent connection on
that one channel. This was easily remedied by me by
bending the spring metal contact inside the jack to hold
the tip of the plug more securely — alot easier than sending the whole package back to Audix.
Whether you are producing an Internet audio project or
a spot for actual on- air play, it is impossible to predict
what kind of system is going to be in use at the receiving
end. Accurate monitoring of your work is essential. The
Audix PH- 15 Power House monitors are clean and capable. These are good monitors for mixing speech with
music and effects. Users in smaller studios may appreciate
the compactness and the power offered by the Audix PH15 monitors, especially radio users creating audio content
for astation Web site.
in
For information, contact Audix Corporation in Oregon
at (503) 682-6933 or circle Reader Service 88.
Special thanks to RW's sister publication Pro Audio
Review for help in procuring the Audix PH- 15 units used
for review.
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Meek Makes Mark With Mics
le> MEEK, continued from page 45
the fastest attack, which is ideal for
optoisolated compressor and an enhancer.
instrument compression, such as on
The mic preamp is used simply to
drums. In my test drive, Ifound that the
increase the mic gain. The VC3 does
slower attack gave my voice aless-obvithis with ease while lowering noise
ous compressed sound, keeping it both
and distortion. What has always been my
fat and warm.
concern using mic preamps has been the
level of hiss that seems to creep in and
Please release me
take over the microphone.
Next is to set the Release time, during
Idecided to hook-up my Neumann U which the path gain returns to normal
87 for the test, knowing that this model is a after compression. The longer the release
hypersensitive, great-sounding studio mic.
time, the less it will sound like you are
After setting up the processing chain,
using compression.
the sound from the mic actually had less
The salt of this unit is the enhancer,
noise than normal. That in itself is such
or exciter. When cooking with salt, you
great news, Iwill say it again: The sound
could ruin a meal by overusing the
from the mic actually had less noise than
stuff. The same applies with the VC3.
normal.
Add just the right amount of enhanceWhich leads me to the compressor.
ment and mmm, what a sound. Bright
Every production pro wants to add alittle
and clear.
punch to their voice-overs. The JoeMeek
The enhancer works by skimming the
VC3 Pro Channel hits high marks there too.
higher frequencies out of the sound,
Say your studio is equipped with nearcompressing and dynamically altering
ly everything digital. You are struggling
them, then mixing them back with the
to find a means to create some kind of
original signal. The Drive knob controls
warne60s- or ' 70s-era compressor sound.
the source of the enhancement signal,
You might be able to pull it off with
while the Enhance control sets the
some esoteric software plug-in, but
amount of skimmed highs that gets
instead, try out the JoeMeek.
mixed back into the main signal path.
The compressor in the Pro Channel is
"Q" is an extra control feature which
unique, as it is are-creation of an early
will give you alittle resonant-enhanced
photoelectric compressor in use from the
effect, if desired.
mid- 1960s. It pulls voices forward, conHooking up the unit required only locattrols recording levels, helps with internal
ing my studio mic cords and awall outlet.
mix balance and adds presence.
For compression control, set the ratio up
The other side
with the Compression knob, then decide
The back panel of the VC 3 includes
whether you would like to use fast or
two quarter-inch balanced TRS output
slow mode compression. For this there is
jacks connected in parallel. Also back
the "Attack FIS" control. By the way,
there is an input for line level unbalanced
there is aBypass switch for this feature
signals from instruments or other equipon the front of the unit.
ment. This is not normally used for mics,
Pushing in the F/S button gives you
except maybe battery-powered electret

types capable of line-level outputs.
A great little afterthought is aquarterinch mix input which mixes with the normal mic or line. This could be used possibly for stacking up other Pro Channels
when overdubbing voices, or maybe as a
mixed second input for musical instruments. Either way, you have options, and
that is what really matters.
Summary
The JoeMeek Pro Channel VC3 is an
exceptional piece of gear for producing.
Priced at $399, the unit has captured the
Meek sounds of yesteryear, and has the
capability to inexpensively equip everyone from a station intern to the general

Preamp/Compressor/Enhancer

4Thumbs Up
7—•
Easy to use
—

Have you noticed your production
room console is weak in one channel?
Even though the meters say everything
is balanced, you know the right channel
is definitely louder than the left one.
Maybe your monitoring amp is soft
on the left side, so you tweak the control alittle bit to compensate. Then you
notice the left channel is going bad on
your home stereo as well.
"What is wrong with manufacturing
techniques today?," you wonder. "Why
are left-channel amplifiers all over the
place going bad?"
It's not the gear — it's your ear.
The human left ear is at an unfair disadvantage in today's world. Drivers
with their windows rolled down experience high dB levels for prolonged periods without even realizing it. Office
telephones and automobile cellular units
tend to get tucked into the left side of
the head when in use.
Iendured a droning air conditioner
on the left side of the room at one job.
One station Iworked in the mid-' 80s
had a tape-based live-assist system in
the air studio: The constant whine of
capstan motors and ventilation fans
from the left side of the room was
fatiguing. When Irode backseat on a
friend's Honda cycle, Iwas obligated to

wear a communications headset optimized for — you guessed it — the left
ear cutout inSide the helmet.
One exception: many dance- club
jocks that use vinyl discs cup their single earpiece headset on the right ear,
freeing up their left hand to scratch and
slip-cue their records.

No amount of
dial-twiddling will
put back the highs.

The loss of sensitivity in one ear (or
both) adds up along the way, and often
in away not noticed until that volume
pot creeps higher or more highs get
mixed in. Maybe the EQ trick worked
well back in analog tape days when
heads would wear down or cheap tape
formulations sounded bad to begin with.
Today's hard drives do not lose highs —
your ears do.
What can you do about it? Begin by
doing mixes at lower volumes. A lot of listeners will not have their receivers turned

Flip Michaels is the production director for WGMS(FM), the classical radio
station in Washington, D.C. He can be
reached at fmichaels@wgms.com

Save Your Issues
of Radio World in

Small/compact
./ Inexpensive
./ Ideal for basic mic processing
and studio applications

=

Thumbs Down
Use caution on enhancer
controls

For information, contact PMI in
California at ( 310) 373-9129 or circle
Reader Service 36.

up to the levels experienced in most production rooms. Commercial mixes sound
good at moderate levels, too.
Headphone strips on many consoles
come with two-band EQ controls. Try
rolling off the highs when using cans. The
general purpose of headphones is to get a
feel for the levels in the mix, not to experience the "Oh-don't-I-sound-just-wonderful-in-these" phenomenon. Do it now, for
someday well into your career, those highs
will roll off forever and no amount of dialtwiddling will put them back.
It is the American way to roll down
your car windows and have the wind
blasting across your head at high speed,
but the hearing damage done is subtle
and very real. A soft cotton ball placed
(not stuffed) into the ear before along
drive will offer some protection.
Irealize how grandmotherly that
sounds. Cotton in your ears is like rubber
slip-ons for your shoes when it rains.
Think of it as employment insurance: just
as bowlers wear wrist protection and
police officers doff earcups on the firing
range, protecting your ears is every bit as
important as protecting your voice.
Being aware of loud sounds and the
directions they come from means your
ears will not conflict with what the
meters say.
o
Gowan Gray can be reached c/o RW.
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manager with a simplified technique for
achieving total vocal bliss.
The vivid green face panel may clash
with the studio design scheme, but that is
really getting picky.
JoeMeek products range from rackmountable stereo compressors, tube channel mic amplifiers and line tracking
devices to enhancers and 2-channel line
level equalizers. Any professional looking
to achieve afat, warm, rich and full sound
should test drive the JoeMeek VC3.
JoeMeek products are distributed by
PMI, 23773 Madison St., Torrance, CA
90505. Find the company on the Internet
at wwwjoemeek.corn

Product Capsule:
JoeMeek VC3 Pro Chann

Ear vs. Gear and the Damage Done
Gowan Gray
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Now there's an easy way
to organize and protect your
copies of Radio World, the
industry's best read newspaper,
keeping issues readily available
for future reference.
Designed exclusively for
Radio World, these custom-made
titled cases provide the luxury
look that makes them attractive
additions to your bookshelf. Each
case is sized to hold ayear's
issues (may vary with issue
sizes), and is made of
reinforced board covered with
durable leather-like material in
blue, with the title hot-stamped
in gold. Cases are V-notched
for easy access and free
personalization foil is included
for indexing the year.
ewumbelle,

Cases
1-$8.95

3-524.95

6-545.95

Call Toll Free
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-825-6690
Charge Orders ( Minimum $ 15):
AmEx, Visa, MC, DC accepted.
Jesse Jones Industries,
Dept. 95RW
499 East Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Allow 4106 weeks for delivery
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

"
y•

,y

Add 51.50 per case for postage 8. handling.
Outside U.S. ( including AK 8. HI) $ 3.50 per case
(U.S. funds only).
PA residents add 7% sales tax

HARRIS

DRC

2000

DIGITAL

RADIO

CONSOLE

Future-Proof Your Operation.
Take your radio operation to the next
level with the Harris DRC 2000 Digital
Radio Console. It delivers the next
generation in state-of-the-art
capabilities.
The DRC is famous for not only
meeting, but exceeding the expectations of broadcasters everywhere. It
offers the world's best 5 band
parametric equalizer per channel as a
standard feature. Assignable per
channel, the filters include: low shelf,
notch, bandpass, peak and high shelf.
You can even use one or all five EQs

The console surface has afamiliar
design so that talent can learn to use it
quickly. But, don't let its familiar controls fool you, the DRC provides the
high level of sonic quality expected

• Linking allows expansion of the console or
multiple studios to be linked together
• Reverb ( optional)
Dedicated " dump" button for use with
delay option
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User- definable fader layout which allows any
input to be assigned to any fader
• EQ, gating, pan and compression functions that
can be assigned by channel and set-up

The Harris DRC 2000 Digital Radio Console
now includes linking and reverb. ( optional)

simultaneously on any input.
With the Harris DRC 2000, you get

from today's broadcasters. Power
comes from 32- bit internal precision

versatility beyond compare. Don't
spend time reconfiguring hardware. It's

floating DSP technology.
No matter what the future of your
broadcast facility holds, the DRC 2000
will keep you " future- proofed" with its
exceptional capabilities— all in an
easy-to- use and install package.

completely user- configurable. With the
DRC's powerful software, you can
change the console to match your
needs in literally seconds.

Unique Harris DRC 2000 Benefits

• Built-in mix- minus
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
TEL:

1-800-622-0022

FAX: 765-966-0623
http://www.broadcast.harris.com
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Studio Furniture
See Page 60
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control unit can be powered down without affecting the audio path. If you have
to work on a module or change a DIP
switch setting, you can power down the
control unit, remove the module, change
kept most of the wiring out of the studio.
The NuSt*r has four mix busses
the switches, and power back up without
The NuSt*r can mix and match analog
instead of the usual two or three. This
changing the state of the console. This
and digital inputs. For our application, anamakes it easy to set up multiple feeds. I has come in very handy when Iwanted to
log inputs were used for the microphones,
use one bus to feed a tape recorder for
change something in the middle of the
telephone, and line selector. CD players, a the jocks to use, and another bus feeds a day. The listeners never knew what hapDAT deck, and our BE AudioVAULT went
phone hybrid so jocks can feed bits and
pened!
in on AES/EBU inputs.
other audio to callers on the phone.
Ihave had two minor failures in the
The console digital output feeds our
In addition, the console has four DIP
consoles. One console was shipped with
Mosley DSP-6000 SU encoder directly.
switch- selectable mix- minus busses for
adefective power supply. Another console lost a main DSP board to infant
mortality after the first few weeks of
service. Ireplaced it with the spare and
it has been running perfectly ever since.
Through it all, the Auditronics service
department was excellent. They
replaced the defective parts quickly and
both consoles have been flawless since
that time.
My only complaint with the console is
the cheesy control room Monitor pot.
The part used is not up to the constant
abuse that jocks dish out. Consequently, I
must replace it about every 4 months.
According to BE, the company has
addressed this problem, adding a more
Auditronics NuStar, Now Handled by BE
robust pot to the console's newest incarThe console also provides analog outputs
telephone use. These can be either pre- or
nation, the NuSt*r 3001 model.
that we use to feed the Sage EAS unit —
post-fader on a per-module basis. PostOverall, Iam very pleased with the
and someday Ihope all EAS manufacturfader feeds are independent of the conproduct. It is very flexible, very serviceers switch over to AES/EBU.
sole on/off buttons, so the jocks can
able, and the consoles have given no probselect which of the four mix- minus
lems. The jocks love them. Iwould defibusses feed the phone. The telephone
nitely recommend the Auditronics NuSt*r
module in the NuSt*r is very flexible,
by Broadcast Electronics, to others.
providing both the send and receive funcFor information, contact Broadcast
tions in asingle module.
Electronics in Illinois at (217) 224-9625;
The console is very serviceable. The
or circle Reader Service 62.

SFX Picks the NuSt*r 3000 System
by James L. Reese
Chief Engineer
KODA(FW1),KKRWIF111),
KOUE(ANI)
Houston
When my corporate engineer suggested I purchase the then- brand new
Auditronics NuSt*r 3000, Iwas skeptical. This was anew design, with hot-offthe- press software, and Iwas going to
trust the No.1 station in Houston to this?
Well, this turned out to be agood decision. The 3000 fit our application like a
glove.
The NuSt*r 3000 is an all-digital console, now handled by Broadcast
Electronics. The control surface and the
audio circuitry are in separate racks that
can be up to 500 feet apart. An RS-422
data connection sends control signals from
the control surface to the audio rack.
Ipurchased three identical NuSt*r
3000 consoles for use in the new studio
facility built to consolidate SFX
Broadcasting's four Houston stations.
Our facility was designed around acentral engineering plant, and the design of
the NuSt*r allowed us to locate the electronics unit in the engineering plant. This

REPORT

Peach State Public Radio
Taps Harris Digital Mixer
by Al Korn
Director of Engineering
Georgia Public Broadcasting
Atlanta
On Aug. 18, 1997, Peach State
Publ-c Radio moved from acramped
analog control room to its new digital
faciFty. The network is comprised of
13 (soon to be 14) transmitters and one
translator. The outbound digital signal
is delivered via satellite.
The new digital facility has four control rooms: Air, Talk, Production/
Recording and News. The design concept for this new facility was simple:
each digital control room would be identical in the placement and complement of
equipment layout, and only control surfaces would located in these areas. The
active electronics would be located in a
tech core within the complex. The radio
unit also had to be interfaced with the TV
facilities and share digital routing,
switching and transmission.
The Harris DRC-1000 digital mixing console was selected by the design
team for the three active control rooms.
Each console has a 10- channel base

unit and a 10- fader control extender.
Each console is supported with an RC100 input router to extend the input
complement beyond the 20 inputs. This
gives the operator the options to assign
any input available in the radio or TV
plant to any input on the console.
With the ability to assign the inputs,
each operator can customize the board
to his or her liking, then take a snapshot of the setup for restoration on a
later shift.
Carry that weight
The uniformity of all control rooms
has abenefit when maintenance needs
to work on one of the areas. A board
operator is able to carry the setup to
any of the three outbound control
rooms and have, the custom configuration available with the recall of the
snapshot.
Each control room output is available on the digital router, so setting up
in the talk studio will allow the program to originate from that control, or
it can be routed into an input of the air
console and delivered to transmission
See PEACH, page 53

Message-Board Controller:
The MBC-1 Message-Board Controller, combined
with a locally-purchased off-the-shelf electronic
message-board, results in aversatile and attractive
studio display system. The MBC-1 monitors up to
15 control- room devices and can display a
unique, prioritized message for each one. It's a
great way to improve the appearance and
efficiency of your broadcast and production studios.
•
••

••
••
••••••

STEWeiNSTEGI
Innovative Solutions

Voice: 615-228-3500
Fax: 615-227-2367
Fax-On- Demand: 615-227-2393
Web: www.sinesys.com
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channel paths and monitor paths, setting up
configurations most suitable to the particular application. For example, selecting the
Broadcast mode sets up mic inputs as channel sources through the EQ and dynamics
modules to the large fader. Channel outputs
8000GB on-air production and multitrack
echo returns are also located.
can be sent to any or all of the multitrack
console. Engineer Al Dahlhausen and I
Any channel main fader can be used
independently or switched to any one of
busses, the stereo subgroups and the main
performed the installation.
Stereo 1or Stereo 2outputs. The 24 multiTwenty type 611GB I/0 modules for
eight VCA group faders in the center sectrack busses or stereo sub-groups can be
tion. For example, adrum kit mic setup
mic or line inputs and four 611SB stereo
conveniently configured for numerous
input modules comprise our SSL desk.
might include eight microphones. Once
mono or stereo mix-minus outputs.
Each channel includes afour-band para- balanced, these faders can be switched to
Complex internal switching occurs by
selecting the other modes. In Remix, the
large- and small- channel faders are
reversed and the multitrack returns
appear on the large faders. Additional
permutations are permitted by activating
the fader reverse and bounce functions.
A particularly nice feature of the desk is
the status lock. In the broadcast mode, the
status lock inhibits functions of the console
that would be unfortunate should they be
activated in an on-air situation. Mode
changes are prevented, as well as subgroups to Main Outputs, Solo-in-Place and
Oscillator-to-Main outputs, to name afew.
We have had few problems with the
SSL 8000GB thus far. The only failure
has been the stereo compressor in the
center section which is intermittent and
SSL will correct. Ifeel the operational
Al Dahlhausen and Jim Young use the SL 8000GB at VVCPN(FM). Cleveland.
documentation provided could be
metric EQ plus high- and low-pass filone VCA control group where just one
improved. As supplied, there is compreters,
a compressor/limiter
and
fader will adjust the entire kit. Any multihensive information on the G-series conmic input setup that would benefit from a soles, but one must constantly refer to a
expander/gate in the dynamics section.
supplementary booklet that details the
single fader control can be set up this way.
Auxiliary sends include one stereo and
The 12-fader center section comprises
GB (broadcast) variant. This is confusing
four mono sends with mode switching;
and could be substantially improved for
individual aux bus equalizers are includa651 master module with astereo comthose not familiar with the G-series.
pressor, four stereo subgroup faders and
ed in the 651 master module where the
the eight VCA control group faders. At
The console is provided with dual
the right end is acomprehensive jack- redundant power supplies and a
field. The meter bridge is fitted with
switchover panel located in an adjacent
room for noise and heat containment.
complete analog channel metering and
six stereo plasma bar graphs, presenting a Ancillary equipment in our studio
includes Tannoy System II mid- field
VU or PPM display. Additional meters
are provided for phase, subgroups, Aux
monitors driven by McIntosh 2002 amps,
multiple Alesis M20 ADAT decks proSends and studio monitors.
viding 24 tracks and SAME digital editThe internal architecture of the 8000GB
ing. The analog tapes are Studer 810s
series is uniquely suited to amultiple use
with Dolby SR noise reduction.
application. Three modes of operation are
For information, contact SSL in New
provided for: Record, Remix and
York at (516) 784-7865; or circle Reader
Broadcast. Each conveniently and instantly
Service 188.
makes switching changes to the internal

SSL Successful for WCPN(FM)
by Jim Young
Director of Engineering
WCPNWARI
Cleveland
Although Cleveland's National Public
Radio station is only 14 years old,
WCPN(FM) has distributed locally
recorded jazz programs via the Public
Radio Satellite System to many noncommercial stations across the country.
Recordings of area concerts have been
recorded directly to two-track, in spite of
the fact that our remote truck is fitted
with an eight-track console. We have
never had amixer with the inherent flexibility to easily accommodate multitrack
recording, mixdowns and live- to- air
broadcasts. We needed a Solid State
Logic SL 8000GB series mixing desk.
We started planning amultitrack studio
two years ago. Ihad seen mixing desks
from SSL and called, expressing our
interest in their product to Don Wershba.
Over the next year, Don helped us refine
our requirements, including the capacity
for multitrack recording, live-to-air mixing or both simultaneously.
We required a state-of-the-art mixing
desk and studio with the capability of
recording and remixing, but we also had
to easily go direct to air live with multiple mix-minuses, lFBs, telephone, ISDN
and two-track record/play.
Last winter, we received our SSL SL
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adio World advertising has helped us to
build oustanding affiliate line-ups for our
syndicated radio shows. Every time
our ads run in Radio World,

by Donald Boggs, GM
and Gary Brummitt,
Station Manager
WOME(FM)
Anderson, Ind.

our phone rings with stations
ilk

requesting more information

Ire

on our shows.

PR&E AirWaves Are
Board Warriors

adio really responds to
Radio World. I've got astack
of leads on my desk to prove it."
David West
Dick Brescia Associates

RAdio Woald cAlls you: N1ARkET TO ACTiON!
GET YOUR phoNE ainctiNce plAcE AN Ad iN RAdi0 WORM NOW cAll YOUR SALES REpRESENTATiVE OR 1-800-»6-3045.

In 24 years of operation, we have
signed off on purchase orders for millions
of dollars of broadcast equipment and
facilities. A recent decision to purchase
three Pacific Research & Engineering
AirWave boards for WQME(FM) has
turned out to be one of the best calls we
believe we have ever made.
WQME is a commercial FM radio
station owned by Anderson University,
providing top-notch programming to
the Indianapolis market and educating
students in the profession of radio
broadcasting. These two goals often
come into conflict and present difficult
situations to management.

One such challenge came a few
months ago when we began the process
of renovating one air and two production studios. As with any station, our
requirements for selection included
reliability, operator-ease, serviceability
and value.
However, because students are the
primary personnel at the station and
also utilize production studios for
broadcasting class assignments, we had
to place extra emphasis on ease of use
and "survivability" under the extreme
use of 50 to 60 rookies each semester.
Budget constraints precluded buying
in at the top tier of consoles. However,
we discovered a second tier in the
PR&E AirWave, with specifications
that were clearly top tier: frequency
response of +0dB/-0.5 dB from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz and -95 dB line input noise.
See WARRIOR, page 51
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PR&E Units Sensible, Versatile
WARRIOR, continued from page 50

We immediately took acloser look.
The AirWave comes in a 12- or 20input mainframe. We selected 20 inputs
for air and production A and 12 inputs for
production B. In some sense the numbers
are misleading, as each board comes with
amonitor, timer control, output amplifier,
microphone preamp and remote- line
selector.
Room for more
This means there is room for 12 or 20
inputs and two accessories (inputs, telco
or custom) in addition to these included
modules. The effective number of total
sources is doubled with each input module able to handle one of two sources.
The AirWave has two independent stereo
outputs plus Cue and aMono Out, and all
modules are interchangeable.
The layout of the board is clean and
simple with no clutter and all controls in
sensible and convenient positions. The
console can be surface- mounted or
dropped into furniture. One of the nicest

The AirWave Console in use at the WOMEiAM) Studios
features from our engineer's perspective
is the " hood," which can easily be
opened to access the logic switches and
wiring for each module. It is not immediately obvious how to do this, but it is
simple. The ease of access for mainte-

USER REPORT

The Positive Effects of
The Yamaha 02R
by Gary Alan Kline
Chief Engineer
VVAZY-AM-FM, VVGBD(FM)
Lafayette, Ind.
Even though CD players, DAT decks,
digital satellite links and other digital
sources have supplanted their analog
forerunners, stations have been slower
to upgrade to digital recording consoles.
This is not much of asurprise given
the cost and complexity of digital consoles until recently. The Yamaha 02R
is an excellent representative of the
newer generation digital consoles that
offer the audio quality, flexibility, and
features only possible with digital.

of aYamaha 02R digital console for
our older analog mixer.
This not only made sense technically, but also economically: A new analog console configured to meet our
needs was more expensive than the
Yamaha 02R. Considering the superior
audio quality of digital, the compatibility with today's digital equipment, and
the avoidance of the sound degradation
associated with converting back and
forth between analog and digital, the
choice was easy.
When making the transition to the
Yamaha 02R, it was necessary to look at
each piece of equipment which would
be connected to it and calculate the

nance and protection from rookie students is atremendous asset.
Another attraction is the presence of
remote line selectors ( RLS). These
enable us to select at the board what will
feed the various recording devices in the
studio. For example, in production, two
RLS modules allow the individual selection of seven different feeds to cart, cassette, MD and reel decks. External patch-

51

ing and routing is athing of the past.
All of these items add up to aversatile
board
with
tremendous
value.
Experienced professionals can sit down
and make things happen immediately
without any instruction or orientation,
and students take to it easily.
After 6p.m., the doors open to student
class productions. The AirWave boards
take slightly more abuse in these sessions
but have come through fine.
There are always features that could
be added and would inevitably raise the
price. We would prefer independent
selection of headphone and speaker monitoring, as the digital processing delays
the off-air sound a bit too much for the
announcer's comfort.
A switchable talkback would also be
desirable, but on the other hand, our engineer accurately describes the telco interface as "idiot-resistant," and it truly is.
One of our units came with abad VU
meter lamp which Pacific quickly replaced
with anew one and several spares. Pacific
was clear and accurate about shipping
dates, which we appreciated agreat deal.
The decision to buy these units was a
"no-brainer." We wish the calls we made
each day were all this easy.
For more information, contact Pacific
Research & Engineering in California at
(760) 438-3911; fax ( 760) 438-9277; or
circle Reader Service 214.
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Broadcasters around-the-world are discovering our
easy-to- use WaveStation automation.
Install our
software on your PC and you have apowerful, versatile
music-on- hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation, voice track or live assist. Win 3.1 or 95.

VVGBD(FM) afternoon jock Steve Clark uses the Yamaha 02R.
At Artistic Media Partners in
Lafayette, Ind. —WGBD(FM) and
WAZY AM & FM — we recognized
the desirability of an entirely digital
audio chain. When we renovated our
facility recently, we were able to make
it entirely digital with the substitution

number and type of inputs and outputs
needed. The console comes standard
with 24 analog and 16 digital inputs.
Cards are available to configure the
02R to accept or output different types
of digital signals, such as AES/EBU,
See YAMAHA, page 54
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LEX-25 FMR: 25W,
Frequency agile in/out.
Excellent audio quality
in a no frills package.

•Superior Engineering

1.!

•Multi- Station Solutions
•Filters & Combiners

Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!

•-•^-

•Translators

- - - sr"

•Reliable Pattern Studies

•B-LINE Coax

HPT series: 20,40.60W,
Best signal quality in the
industry. Most features,
BEXT's top of the tine.

•NEW Lindenblad Antenna

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because...
it pays to be heard!

You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Please circle our bingo number for adata sheet and adealer list

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327
FAX: (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
An Employee- Owned Company -

READER SERVICE NO. 49

READER SERVICE NO. 75

From entry level to the top of the line, when you buy
BEXT you always get precision crafted equipment from
quality- minded people. Translator prices start at $2495
Call for your BEXT catalog with FM Antennas. Exciters, Amplifiers
Transmitters, Translators, Boosters

STL's or view it on-line!

416
-

The Low Power Leader
619239.8462 • fax .619.239.8474
www.bext.com • mail@bext.com
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HIT THE ROAD, JOCK!
Produce and run your show
On Location EXACTLY the way
you would from your studio!

ECONCI

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

THE MITS ROADSHOVV SYSTEM

5

and complex problems (INCLUDING
REPAIRS).
Fully integrated copper coils, steel cutting,
sheet metal and painting - all done in
house.
We can make any dry type transformer
auto or double wound from 10 VA to 600
KVA. UL recognized components, 5 year
guarantee & 3 to 5 day on time delivery.
Experienced & dedicated work force.

your multi- line phone system
from your remote broadcast
location. Includes full status
and control of up to 15 lines,
LCD "screener" call-data
display, 5ACTION KEYS
for remote control functions

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

and much more!

Take control of your phones! CALL:

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

Broadcast Telephone Systems
web: www.innovadev.com

RING

We custom engineer to meet your needs

The first and only system
that lets you use and control

email: info@innovadev.com

C7J

Call for Our Price List

1-888-890-7424

89 Madison Street

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841

Innovative Devices, Inc.
READER SERVICE NO. 48

A C TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
Newark, New Jersey 07105
TEL 973-589-8574
FAX 973-589-3155
READER SERVICE NO. 21
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The Perfect Digital Console Interface

T

he AD2004 A- to- D converter is the cleanest, quietest, most neutral sounding converter available!

It ‘‘ as

designed for the 20- bit multichannel user who insists on the very finest performance. This device introduces

ground breaking improvements in A to D conversion. Analog preprocessing significantly reduces distortion
products, while acustom phase lock loop IC all but eliminates jitter induced sidebands, under all operating

Attention
Advertisers
Reach 18,000+ broadcast equipment

conditions. The graph shows an FFT analysis with virtually no jitter

buying prospects at AM, FM and AM/FM

induced sidebands. Best of all. the AD2004 comes in at the most afford-

radio stations, networks and groups,

able price of $ 2200 for four channels.

And now the eight channel

AD2008, housed in afull width 1RU chassis, is available for $ 3950.
Protect your investment: get next generation performance today with
the BENCHMARK converter series. Call Rory Rail today!

recording studios, engineering and

consulting

firms every month.

Products & Services Showcase
appears in every issue of Radio World.
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BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
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Autogram Survives Trial by Fire
by Grady Bingham
Consultant
Eden, N.C.
Ihave been in radio about 40 years,
following in my dad's footsteps. He was
in radio long before me.
Irecently looked over some records of
a50,000 W station Ihave been involved
with for the last seven or eight years. We
began with used equipment for a short
time and then converted it all into new
equipment. The only exceptions were the
boards in the main production room and
the main studio.
Everything seemed to be going smoothly once we got on the air. The equipment
was working well. Shortly after the station
was launched, a board broke down. We
began to broadcast from the main studio
into the production room, then go from the
production room back to the studio to
avoid any downtime. We finally sat down,
took inventory of the board, and determined it ought to be replaced.
We had alimited amount of room and
alot of equipment. After much consideration, we decided we could only spare
exactly 24 inches for anew board. That
would give us extra room on the end for
CD players and some other equipment
we wanted to install.
Looking over all the options we had, we
came up with the Pacemaker by
Autogram. The Pacemaker had alot of
versatility we could really use and it had
enough channels to cover what we needed
without doubling up on the inputs. It also
gave us room for adding additional equip-

ment as well as the capability to add stereo.
After installing the board and getting it
up and running, we monitored it carefully
and noticed our signals increased to a
higher degree of clarity. The board also
had a lot of RF protection built into it.
We began to look down the road and
decided to go stereo.
When we did so, we conferred with the
engineers at Autogram to find out if it was
feasible and permissible to install some

the studio and burned nearly the entire
building to the ground. The only things
that remained were acouple of pieces of
equipment in the rack that were scorched
alittle, but not burned.
The new Pacemaker board had gotten
blown against the wall from the concussion and it was black from one end to the
other. Looking at the board, we thought it
was totally inoperable.
We moved into our transmitter build-

The Pacemaker Console From Autogram
switches to alternate between mono and
stereo — alot of cassettes and taped church
programs were still in mono. We installed a
couple of SPDT switches in the end of the
board so the operator could throw them in
one position for spoken mono programs and
another position for stereo music. We now
had the best of both worlds.
Just as Ithought everything was in
good shape, Igot acall about 5:30 one
morning. A gas explosion had blown up

Harris DRC-1000:
Proof Is in the Sound

ing as atemporary location. Icleaned the
Pacemaker up with some non-damaging
solvents and applied infrared heat to dry
it out for three or four days. Ithen
checked it out, put some signals through
it, gave it afew days burn-in, then put it
back in the main studio at the transmitter

from there. News control, being an
identical complement to the air and
talk rooms, allows prepackaged pieces

The Pacemaker
board was blown
against the wall
and was blackened
all over.

to an automation system meant the board
was no longer needed, so it was donated
to a tape ministry for their production
room. Last month Ilooked in at the
board, and it was still running and performing very well.
This goes back to the saying, "You get
what you pay for," especially when you
buy equipment. Too many times, we
jump the gun and buy something because
we can get it quick or because it is cheaper or prettier, but the end result is sometimes devastating. Buying good equipment, obtaining good service and proper
installation make for good radio and
good listening when you have them all in
perfect harmony and perfect sync.
For more information, contact
Autogram in Texas (972) 424-8585; fax
(972)423-6334; or circle Reader Service 7.

FM TRANSMITTERS
Engineered for

elm;
PEACH, continued from page 49

room and went back on the air.
That board ran for another four years
without any problems.
In atransaction, the studio was eventually moved to another town. An upgrade

ARMISTIFICING
BM BD Ill

Reliability

varies from this format is converted in
the console or externally prior to mixing.
The learning curve was steep, even
though the concept of mics, faders and

Power Levels from I
kW to 30kW
High Efficiency, Grounded Grid
Single Tube Design
Wideband Quarter Wave Cavity
for Lowest Synchronous AM
Solid State Driver with Patch
Around Capability
Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Foldback
Motorized Tuning Controls
Advanced Overload &
Protection Circuitry

1L-.,4001

#

The Harris DRC-1000 is shown in use at Peach State Public Radio.
to be prepared with all the digital
resources available in the house and
captured on the ENCO DAD network
for use on workstations in all control
rooms. This versatility is becoming
more and more useful as the workload
volume increases.
The proof is in the sound. Both radio
and TV are standardized at 48 kHz
AES/EBU digital, and any input that

busses was the same. Overall, the flexibility of the features and the configuration versatility of the DRC-1000
opened up anew and better way of creating the network digital sound. Our
listeners agree.
For more information, contact
Harris in Indiana at (800) 622-0022;
fax ( 765) 966-0623; or circle Reader
Service 33.
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Automatic Re- start After
Power Failure
INEXPENSIVE!

A
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ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4835 N. Street Road • Marcellus, NY 13108 • ( 315) 673-1269 • Fax ( 315) 673-9972
www.armstronm.com
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Arrakis 12K Console Strikes Gold
by Bill Spitzer
Contract Engineer
VVLS Communications
Rapid City, S.D.
Ihave been installing Arrakis consoles from the early days. Let me start out
by stating that for the small- and mediummarket station, Ifeel there is no better
console for the dollar than the Arrakis
12,000, or as Ilike to refer to it, the A12K. In fact, Iwould install the 12K in
any size market. It has the important bells
and whistles for high-powered operations,
as well as low-maintenance dependability
for the seldom-engineered facility.
The 12K's flexibility, along with its
elimination of the ' 80s-style motherboard
configurations and fixed bus mainframes
(still hyped as "new" by several manufacturers today) are what sold me on the
system.
Specifications
The Arrakis 12,000 comes in three
mainframe sizes: eight, 18 and 28 channels. There are four types of input modules with two inputs and three stereo outputs on each.
Mic modules can be had with or without pan pots, and line modules come with
or without mode select. There are also
option modules for turrets, DAs and
remote selects as well.
All input modules feature VCA control, P&G faders, ITT Schadow switches,
and a set of DIP switches that allow
assignment of mix- minus, in control
room and studio muting, setting start and
stop relays to momentary or sustained
closures and allowing the console's 10minute timer to be reset by that channel.
Calibration pots on each input channel
allow input levels from - 12 to +8dB. The
factory sends out the 12K calibrated to
+4 dB in and out.
The three stereo outputs are metered
individually along with the capability to

monitor external inputs and check for
phasing. There also are balanced outputs
for program and audition, along with
unbalanced mix-minus outputs for both.
Each module has all innards attached, so
servicing is simple: remove two screws
and pop out the module even while hot.
All chips are socketed and the pots are
plug-in types. Lights can also be replaced
while on air, and for a $5fee, Arrakis will
engrave those lens covers — slightly
more expensive if you get overly fancy.
Call the factory or your equipment supplier for abrochure on the Arrakis 12,000.
Sharing the wealth
Because 1have installed afew dozen
12Ks, Ithought Iwould pass along some
ideas and observations. The initial
cabling is somewhat time consuming, but
having the flexibility of the Molex-type
patch panel is worth it.
Iuse three-pair shielded cable for the
stereo inputs with remote start, and twopair shielded for the rest. All balanced
outputs are brought out to four dB pads,
then to Type 66 blocks so everything has
aconstant load.
The stereo program outputs feed the
airchain to the transmitter. Ifrequently
use the stereo utility bus as abackup to
the transmitter. The mono program output is fed to a skimmer recorder and to
the program director's office.
The stereo audition outputs are fed to
recorders. Audition mix-minus is fed to
the phone hybrid through amatrix system
Idesigned that energizes with the mic
switch.
In the de-energized mode, the hybrid
is fed by amic mixer. This allows the air
talent to operate the phone system handsfree while off the air, and the listener can
hear anything that might be sent from the
console while on the air. The operators
seem to enjoy this system better than
holding the handset up to the speaker as
we did back when Iwas jocking.

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

I

E

IR

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
Circle ( 57) On Reader Service Cord

Rather than configure my I2Ks with
mic-level input channels, Iuse all linelevel input modules with an external mic
mixer, so my home-brew phone hybrid
interface is needed. Plus, it allows all
mics of aMorning Animal-type show to
operate through one channel.
Confessions of an engineer
Now for the tell-all part of the article
where Ipoint out everything wrong. Well,
sorry; other than routine bulb and pot
replacements, the 12K keeps on ticking.
Sure, we have had jocks mash selector
switches. We even had apart-timer skate
across the carpet in patent leather shoes and
fue off six cart decks, three CDs, two mics
and the phone simultaneously with astatic
electricity discharge from his fingertips.
When he called to explain that everything was "locked up," Itold him to push
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the red button on the power supply, count
to five and push it again. Iasked if everything was back to normal, but he said he
was still counting.
Ithen told him to push the red button,
take off his shoes and unlock the back
door, as his replacement was on his way.
Imust mention the cue system. Talkback
goes into the cue circuit, and the circuit
includes a monitor override. Any pot
dropped into the cue-detent position dims
the monitor audio — adjustable to 20 db —
and allows the cue to override it in the monitor speakers as well as the headset
Some words of caution to this end: do
not get caught with your headset on,
thinking something went wrong with the
monitor system. You will crank it up,
then find you have apot in cue. Should
you take it out of cue without first
removing your headset or lowering the
level, you will end up with your own
Freddie Fender hairdo.
For more information, contact Arrakis
in Colorado at (970)224-2248; fax (970)
493-1076; or circle Reader Service 59.

Yamaha Transition a
Success for WAZY
YAMAHA. continued from page 51

S/PDIF consumer digital, ADAT, TDIF
and others. Inputs and outputs are configured in groups, which in most cases
means that users will wind up with
some capacity which is at first unused.
This simplifies future expansion.
Our studio has the following key
pieces of equipment, which heavily influenced the configuration of our console:
Panasonic SV-4100 DAT ( AES/EBU,
48 kHz); Denon DN-650F CD player
(S/PDIF 44.1 kHz); aDOS commercial
system (AES/EBU, 48 kHz); a DCI
commercial system (AES/EBU, 44.1
and 48 kHz); Spectral Prisma
Workstation (TDIF, eight channels bidirectional, 48 kHz); Tascam 122MKIII cassette ( balanced analog);
OtaniMX-5050 reel (balanced analog);
and Arrakis DL4 hard drive storage
system (AES/EBU, 32 kHz).
Obviously, our production room
includes several other pieces of analog
gear, but these are easily connected to
the generous number of single-channel
analog inputs and outputs.
Purchasers of the 02R need to realize that the console does not have an
on- board sample rate converter. If
devices with different sample rates are
to be connected and mixed at the same
time, an external sample rate converter
may be necessary for those devices not
locked to the master clock frequency.
The Yamaha 02R includes the features users are accustomed to in analog
boards, but adds atremendous amount
of additional flexibility and capability.
For instance, each channel on the
board has its own compressor, expander,
gate/ducking, and soft and hard compander. This is in addition to separate
EQ, phase and attenuation, delay, pan,
routing, and meters for each channel.
While some of these features were
also available on better analog mixers,
one huge advantage of digital is memory: Settings and all adjustable parameters
on the board can be stored in memory
for later recall and use. Yamaha calls
each memory storage position a "scene."

One use of these "scenes" would
allow different announcers to store a
preferred set of microphone EQ and
compression settings. Even more useful is the ability to set up acomplicated
mix on the console, store it, and recall
it any time in the future. The Yamaha
02R uses motorized faders, recalls the
dynamics and EQ settings and resets
the level of each channel to the position where it was left. This makes it a
snap for our production staff to pick up
where they left off on amajor project
Through the use of scene memories
in our studio, our ad clients who frequently update or change spots can be
assured that new versions will have the
same sound as previous ones.
One of the most important operational differences between the Yamaha
02R and analog boards is the functions
displayed on an LCD monitor similar
to that of a notebook computer. This
drastically reduces the overall size of
the mixer, since control duplication is
minimized. However, users must select
which parameters to view on the monitor, as they are not all visible at once.
Users accustomed to having instant
visual access to all the settings of an
analog board may need to learn to
review each setting more carefully to
avoid overlooking a setting someone
else may have changed.
One major advantage of the 02R is the
incorporation of two separate audio effect
processors, eliminating the need to purchase this equipment separately. Reverbs,
delays, flanging, chorus and many others
are part of the built-in capabilities of the
02R. Additional effect processors can be
patched into the system using the available inputs and outputs.
Considering the cost of the Yamaha
02R, its features, and its capabilities,
the mixer is an excellent choice for a
station in need of anew recording console and desiring the enhanced performance and power of digital control.
For more information, contact
Yamaha in California at ( 714) 5229011; or circle Reader Service 85.

Studer On-Air 2000
Digit Broadcast Console
The Art of Simplicity.
Your Show • Your Set-Up • Your PCMC1A Card.

Easy-To-Learn "Touch n' Action2" user interface allows simple
Touch-Sensitive-Screen for program changes, interuptions, stop
watch function, level, balance and equalization.
Your personal PC card ( PCMCIA)allows you to carry with you
and plug in your own show; snapshots and configurations
programmed on your card.
The familar ergonomic convenience of an analog console
combined with the reliability and proven track record of Studer
digital console technology.

Studer DigiMedia
Broadcast Automation System

Window95/Windows NT 4
operating system
Fully intergrated editing tool
-Intelligent Automated Playlist
Scheduling
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•Universal audio player/recorder
with full library access
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32-bit programmed software
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•CD management for up to 4000 CD's

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT
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II A Harman International Company

•Dynamic RDS for instant messages and topics
Studer U.S., Telephone: ( 615)360-0465 • Fax: ( 615)360-0274 • Web site: www.studer.ch
Studer Professional Audio AG-Zurich, Switzerland, Tel: 011 41 1870 75 11 • Fax: 011 41 1840 47 37 • Canada: Tel: (416)510-1347
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serves an entire control surface setting.
This is advantageous for talent when first
stepping into the control room, as personal setups can be retrieved instantly.
The new D-500 digital audio console
from Wheatstone has the power of 40 - Multiple settings for different segments
bit floating-point DSP processors to of one particular show can also be saved
and recalled with this function.
handle the jobs it performs.
The D-500 can accept both analog and
The D-500 has amaster RS-232 control port that allows modem transfers
digital input signals, process them in the
digital domain and then provide output between Wheatstone and the console for
software upgrades, machine control
signals from the console in both digital
and analog formats. Any pre-existing
revisions and diagnostics. This master
port can also be used to control the conanalog equipment can still be used and
sole from outside the facilities,
and it allows acommunication
link directly to management
and traffic.
Talk segments are well-suited
to the capabilities of the D-500:
microcontrollers and DSPs are
applied to the console for this
type of broadcast. The D-500
can automatically generate a
digital, error- free mix- minus
signal from a selected bus and
feed it up to two telephone callers. The
the D-500 can accommodate future digital equipment as acquired, making for a console can be preset so specific inputs
are selected when aphone module bus
smooth transition to digital.
select is in use. These inputs automatiThe control surface of the D-500 is
cally signal their status so the operator
familiar to air talent, avoiding disastrous QWERTY keyboard "accidents." knows which channels are busy.
All direct digital inputs have sample
Four stereo program busses, input
rate converters, eliminating rate conversource channel selection, machine
sion issues. Output sample rates are
sequencing functions, individual chanselectable between 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz.
nel faders ( digital level control) and
For more information, contact
channel/machine On-Off switches are
Wheatstone in North Carolina at (252)
all included on the D-500 console.
A more advanced feature is a Save 638-7000; fax (252) 637-1285; or circle
button on the master module that pre- Reader Service 111.

Wheatstone

The BC-300 console from AEQ has apractical and modern design to ensure easy
operation and aquick learning period.
The console has atelephone hybrid with ring capability, as well as on-hook and offhook function. The BC-300 is switchable to permit the use of an external hybrid. A
built-in buzzer and LED indicators
alert the user to incoming calls.
VU meters for Program/PFL monitoring and a headphone connector are
included.
The console comes in two standard
configurations: BC306 and BC-312.
Both can be used in AM (Mono) and
FM (Stereo) applications.
Also included is aStereo Master output, three recording outputs and two auxiliary mono outputs.
For more information, contact AEQ in Florida at (954) 424-0203; or circle Reader
Service 137.

Tyros Trade
The BTM22 console from Tyros
Trade integrates the features of the
Tyros BTM21 console while adding
other elements such as an automation
control system.
air

The BTM22 includes a36-command
key ensemble and high- resolution
mouse. The mixer can then replace both

keyboard and mouse during live operation, freeing the work area and making
the operator's tasks easier to accomplish. Other characteristics of the new
console include XLR output and input
connectors and remote control of outboard source equipment such as CD,
MD and DAT decks.
The integrated compact design
has sophisticated control electronics developed on top of a microprocessor, so the BTM22 can be
connected to the keyboard port of
a PC, either replacing the keyboard entirely or placing it in
series between the standard keyboard and the PC.
For more information, contact Tyros
Trade in Argentina at 011-541-796-0339;
or circle Reader Service 163.

www.broadcast-richmond.com
HOME
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Welcome to Broadcast Richmond!
1821 W. Main Street, P.O. Box 1423
Richmond, Indiana 47375 USA
Telephone 765-966-6468
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E-mail broadcasteinfocom.com
This site is best viewed at 800 x600 resolution.
Copyright @ Broadcast Richmond 1998. All rights reserved.
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Klotz Digital Audio

intuitive central control for console
setup.
The console layout of the Paradigm
can be configured, saved and retrieved

New from Klotz Digital Audio is
the Paradigm digital audio console for
on-air radio broadcast use, awinner of
aCool Stuff Award from Radio World
at NAB'98.
Features of the Paradigm include
voice processing and high-pass filtering on all mic inputs, sample rate converters on all digital line inputs,
machine control on all line inputs,
mode, pan and phase reverse on all
inputs and two faders with six
analog,/digital source selectors.
An LCD flat-panel screen displays a
large clock and an event timer, and the
screen doubles as apassword-protected

rugged Hall-effect on/off switches lit by
LEDs. A low meter bridge aids studio
line of sight. Faders, on/off buttons and
meters are on ribbon cable and the entire
control surface can be replaced without
affecting what is being broadcast.
The Change section controls infrequently modified mixer functions,

such as input sources or mode. Fader
functions can be altered by pressing
one of several buttons and turning
the Select knob. When the desired
setting is displayed on the LCD
screen, press the Take button to make
it permanent. Sources and devices
can be added, deleted, re-labeled or
restricted to a fader or faders with
special software provided by
Logitek. Mode and Auxiliary can be
modified in this same
manner.
Bus Assign buttons control whether the mixer
connects to the program or
audition channels. The
PGM and AUD busses are
defined, though the system can have as many
buried busses as it has
outputs.
The Cue Bus control is
independent of the slide
pot, though the control system can be
set to turn off cue when the slider is
brought up or go into cue when
brought down.
For more information, contact
Logitek in Texas at (713)782-4592; fax
(713) 782-7597; or circle Reader
Service 215.

Low Power Transmitters

Solid- State
and
Single Tube Transmitters
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Digital STL / TSL Systems

ATI
The Vanguard Series of stereo broadcast consoles from ATI features four models:
the BC6DSL with six linear faders and 10 stereo inputs; the BC6DSR with six rotary
faders and 10 stereo inputs; the BC8DSL with eight linear faders and 12 stereo
Iinputs; and the BC12DSL with 12 linear faders and 24 stereo inputs.
The end result of arigorous re-evaluation of the traditional on- air console
design, Vanguard consoles
offer alighted, quiet, snapaction panel switch array
sealed from all contaminants. They digitally select
all mixer inputs, outputs and
monitoring functions.
Vanguard consoles feature DC-operated VCAs on
all level controls which
completely eliminate fader
noise and tracking errors.
They also reduce the need for costly premium audio faders. Effective RF protection,
punchblock-type connections and jumper plug gain-matching of input and output
levels make for quick, easy and foolproof installation.
Modular plug-in cards provide fast board substitution for non-technical personnel.
A mono-sum, post-fader cue output is available from all mixers.
For more information, contact AT! in Pennsylvania at (215) 443-0330; fax (215)
443-0394; or circle Reader Service 8.

by each user.
The console boasts familiar " inhand" controls and a transparent mixminus operation. Busses are PGM,
REC, TEL and PFL ( cue) with cue
speakers as well as headphone, CR and
studio monitor outputs.
Rather than meter audio levels on
the flat display screen, the Paradigm
uses a separate unit. This way, operators can monitor air levels while
accessing other console capabilities.
Options for the Paradigm include a
dual fail-safe power supply, profanity
delay and additional faders.
For more information, contact Klotz
Digital Audio in Germany at 011-49-89462-3380; fax 011-49-89-462-3318; Visit
the Web site at www.klotzdigital.com or
circle Reader Service 189.

And You Thought
You Knew Us

Logitek
The ROC-5 compact digital console
from Logitek is afive-fader, assignable
control surface for the Logitek Audio
Engine.
The small size of the ROC- 5
makes the console ideal for satellite/automated stations, production,
talk booths and newsroom environments. Only one cable is needed to
link the ROC-5to the Audio Engine.
Features of the ROC-5 include quiet,
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Modulation Monitors

Pre- Built Modular Transmitter Sites

For More Information Call Us Toll- Free At (800) 334-9154
DEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

Toll- free Sales ( 800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751
Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com
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sensitive screen.
The console is available in 6 to 24
channel configurations. Each can be
The Studer On-Air 2000 digital on- equipped with analog or digital input
air console, now in 100 installations
cards. Both analog and digital outputs
worldwide, incorporates anew "Touch
are available. Personal PCMCIA memn' Action" concept, simplifying program
ory cards allow individual talents to
store console snapshots and configurations optimized for specific shows.
The Studer DigiMedia software
package works with the On-Air 2000
to automate playlists and schedule
event playback. Management of up to
4,000 CDs is possible and an editing
tool is also in the program. DigiMedia
functions, levels, balance and EQ. The
works under Windows 95 and NT 4.0
operator is able to reach most of the
For information, contact Studer in
functions from the "sweet spot" in the
the U.S. at (615) 360-0465; or circle
center position, in front of the touch- Reader Service 34.

Studer

The compressors offer full -function
threshold adjustments, variable attack
time from 0 to 100 ms, variable release
time from 0.03 to 3 seconds and gain
boost to 24 dB. Each channel also has
independent audio gates with adjustable
threshold, attack and release times.
Special on-air provisions such as pow-

Shure

The AMS8100 automatic mixer
from Shure merges the directional
microphone activation attributes of the
company's AMS
mixers
with
, IntelliMix, the automatic mixing sysI_
tern employed by their SCM810 and
FP410 mixers.

er-down audio bypass and redundant power options are available, and the included
audio processor provides plug-in circuit
cards for access to active components.
For more information, contact
Zaxcom in California at ( 201) 6527878; fax (201) 652-7776; or circle
Reader Service 112.

circuitry, the AMS8100 has the capabilities of automatically gating only
one microphone per sound source, or
multiple microphones when multiple
sound sources are in use.
This feature, along with a defeatable last-mic lock-on function, guarantees seamless automatic mixing
performance with nearly no instances '

AMS Neve
The Libra Live from AMS Neve is afull-featured broadcast production console, providing standard broadcast capabilities and operational benefits inherent in
acompletely digital architecture.
Libra Live has comprehensive routing and networking capabilities, plus the ability
to store and reset setups quickly. Acomponent system comprising acontrol surface
with separate processor and interface racks, Libra Live allows mono and stereo channels to be configured in any position on the control surface from session to session.
This combination resulted in the
of false activation.
Shure "Directional InternMix" direcOccupying only asingle rack space,
tion- sensitive microphone activation
the AMS8100 requires the use of the
technology, which serves as the operaShure AMS microphones for proper
tional backbone of the new AMS8100
operation.
Automatic Mixer.
The AMS8100 can be expanded for
This technology allows the
installations requiring up to 400 input
AMS8100 to activate microphones
channels and can be linked with the
only when sounds originate within a FP410, SCM810 and SCM800 mixers
120-degree "acceptance angle," elimifrom Shure.
nating false triggering from off- axis
For more information, contact Shure
sources.
in Illinois at (847) 866-2200; fax (847)
With the aid of proprietary MaxBus
866-2279; or circle Reader Service 60.

Calrec
The unit also enables the processor to be used as arouter, connecting any system
input to any channel, virtually eliminating the need for apatch panel.
Audio interface racks connect to the processor rack via MADI (Multichannel
Audio Digital Interface). This allows direct connection to thirdparty MADI equipment such as tape machines and station routers. MADI is particularly powerful when
several studios must be interconnected to share resources or for redundancy.
Libra Live includes arelay and optoisolator package for providing mappable fader starts and ink light tally systems. The unit allows the storage of console setups and
configurations to hard disk or removable media. Libra Live features full and selective
snapshot automation of control settings with thousands of memory locations.
For more information, contact AMS Neve in England at 011-44-1282-457011;
fax 011-44-1282-417282; Visit the Web site at www.ams-neve.com or circle
Reader Service 86.

The X Series all-digital radio console from Calrec features a simple
control surface allowing use by nontechnical operators while providing
complex functions for technical users.
Processing is distributed to allow
hot- swapping of modules without first
having to take the console off-air and
powering down.
The control system is based on pre-

available in multiples of six faders to a
maximum of 24. Any available input
source can be routed to any fader to
create a preferred layout. These layouts and related settings can be stored
to memory.
Bidirectional communication to
external scheduling and sequencing
systems is provided to allow the console to be remotely controlled, permit-

vious Calrec assignable desks that
have proved reliable over 15 years.
Should the control system shut down,
the program output is not affected, and
acontrol surface reboot takes less than
10 seconds.
The X Series control surface is

ting unattended or remote- site working.
For more information, contact
Calrec in England at 011-44-1422842159; fax 011-44-1422-845244;
Visit the Web site at www.calrec.com
or circle Reader Service 138.

Zaxcom
The Arria digital audio mixer from
Zaxcom is mechanically and electroni-

cally designed to fit into arange of environments, including radio applications,
and is converted easily to each use by
different software packages.

Arria moves beyond traditional program/preset operation with its TIMELINE
capability. Tied directly to the editor interface,
TIMELINE
allows pre-programming of up to 10 different audio events
within one edit. It executes crossfades on
any combination of
fader channels. An onboard graphic display
shows the TIMELINE
points for asingle edit,
and edits can be individually adjusted and
edited.
A digital compressor/limiter is
included on each channel of the Arria.
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Dan Dugan Sound Design

TECHNOLOGY UPDATES

Soundcraft
The B400 broadcast console from
Sourukraft closely resembles the company's B800 console, but is mare closely
designed for radio productora. This console also can be used as an on-air mixer.
The B400 comes in five frame sizes

The Model D Automatic Mixing Controller from Dan Dugan Sound Design is
ideal for recording or live broadcast of multiple mic talk situations.
The eight-channel rackmount controller patches into the user's audio console
for smooth automatic mixing of multiple live mics. Because the Model D frees the
user to focus on balance and sound quality, faders are unnecessary. Late fade-ups
are eliminated without choppy- sounding gate effects.
Model D incorporates three
Dugan- patented technologies to offer quality mixing
capabilities: Dugan Speech
System, Dugan Music
System and Dugan Gain
Limiting System. The
Dugan Speech System automatically manages any number of live mics in talk situations while the Dugan Music System offers automatic soft muting to reduce feedback
and noise pick-up. The Dugan Gain Limiting System provides acontinuous, stepless
number of open microphones master gain adjusting system to prevent feedback and
ambient noise build-up in the Music System.
All eight inputs and outputs are located on the back panel of the unit, along with the
music system threshold input. Connections are provided for an upcoming Dugan automatic level control product that will further extend the capabilities of the Model D.
For more information, contact Dan Dugan Sound Design in California at (415)

the power supply status and boasts an
on-air button to disable certain features.
Four Aux master level controls, an insert
point, and a simple limiter with threshold frequencies are some of the features
in this module. The Monitor module has
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that match the number of modules it
holds (anywhere from 24 to 56). The
console offers a selection of mono,
stereo and stereo telco input modules,
and either mono or stereo groups, all of
which are just asingle module in width.
The B400 features three important
modules: Stereo Master, Monitor and
Communications. These modules complete the console bus structure of eight
audio groups, separate stereo and mono
outputs, three mono Aux and one
stereo Aux.
The Stereo Master module denotes

e:

JI

s

s

the ability to tiring in eight external
sources, and can pick up any of six
jumper- selected internal sources.
Headphone levels and splits fur monitor
and cue are set with this module.
The Communications Module houses
the oscillator features. including slate
and oscillator muting. ft covers the talkback section with gain and muting, level
controls for studio and guest headphones, and feeds to the studio monitor.
For more information, contact
Soundcraft in Tennessee as (615) 3992199; or circle Reader Service 164.
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821-9776; fax (415) 826-7699; or circle Reader Service 221.

Audio Technica
SmartMixer automatic mixers from
Audio-Technica offer precision automatic input mixing with a digital
microprocessor control.
There are two SmartMixers on the
market: the AT-MX341 four-channel
automatic mixer and the AT-MX351
five- channel automatic mixer. Both

deliver fast, quiet and " smart" performance for a variety of applications.
By keeping the number of open
microphone channels to a minimum,
background noise and other distractions are reduced. Both mixers provide
See SMARTMIXER, page 60
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OF THE SAW

For over 18 years Broadcasters
nationwide have come to Mager
Systems for our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our
unique construction, along
with solid wood and quality
materials, means your
furniture is built to last. In
fact, we've made the design
and construction of studio
furniture as much an art
form as it is abusiness.
Every installation is backed by
a 10 year warranty. Our
quality is affordable and can
accommodate every budget from
N,
economy to shcwplace. Call today
and discover why Mager Systems is the best
in Sound Furniture.

ÁVONITE
Mager Systems is very proud to offer Avonite Solid Surface. Avonite is a
non-porous solid surface material with depth and richness of stone in an
easy-to-care for composite surface. Anon ire is available in over 60 natural
looking colors. Highly stain and scratch resistant, ît boasts durability with
confidence of aMI 10 year warranty.
Circle ( 161) On Reader Service Care
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Radio World
SMARTMIXER„ continued from

page

A single channel set to priority "on" will
override all the others, useful for moderators and chairpersons. If all channels are
priority "on," any number of people can
speak at once. SmartMixers also have a
switchable manual mode that allows them
to function as conventional mixers.
For more information, contact
Audio-Technica in Ohio at (330) 6862600; fax ( 330) 686-0719; or circle
Reader Service 216.
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instant, transparent switching between
channels.
SmartMixers feature priority pre-select
switches for each channel. If all channels
are "priority off," no single mic has priority and the system opens just one
microphone at a time, switching to the
next one only after the controlling channel falls quiet. The operation is fast and
silent.

Radio Systems
The new Millenium consoles from
Radio Systems are available in 6,
12, 18 and 24 channel sizes. All sizes
feature three output busses, remote
control and metering, a monitor section with a standard eight position
selector and a clock/timer. The softtouch rubber keypads offer high

dependability and feature highbrightness LEDs that will not burn
out.
Millenium consoles make extensive
use of VCA technology and electronic

L1TY

(

Model
MP- 1
MP-2
MP-3
MP-4
MP-2-4
MP-3-5

switching, which means there is no
audio path through any switch or fader. As these controls collect dirt over
time, the quality of audio will never be
affected. Minimal internal audio
wiring and long cable runs assures
high RFI immunity and overall low
noise levels. Remote control is accessible on a 15-pin "D" connector for
each channel. There is no need for
external interface boxes to
gain access to all channel
remote outputs and logic
inputs such as channel on/off
control and lamp control.
A rugged, external rackmount power supply provides
all operating voltages. Each
supply is fused separately
and has its own LED indicator as well as a separate
ground return to minimize
crosstalk and RFI.
For more information, contact
Radio Systems in New Jersey at (609)
467-8000; fax ( 609) 467-3044; or
circle Reader Service 9.
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by Ken Cardosa
Chief Engineer
WWMX(F1141), WOSR(FM)
Baltimore
When American Radio Systems (now
CBS)
decided
to
consolidate
WWMX(FM),
WQSR(FM)
and
WOCT(FM) in the same building, management wanted the air studios built
around the lobby and visible through
large glass windows.
WWMX and WOCT were already in
the building. This meant the construction
of six new studios and the conversion of
the old air studios into production rooms.
Ineeded a company who could handle
building and installing top-of- the- line
custom furniture for the lobby studios as
well as revamping the old air studio furniture for production rooms.
Ichose Studio Technology, mainly
because they had done the work on the

els. The valances have cutouts for custom
headphone panels.
Mic risers were achallenge as Ineeded as much clear counter space as possible. We came up with triangular shaped
risers that held three mic arms in aminimal space. In one studio, the riser comes
down from the ceiling.
Kenny Campbell from WWMX produces songs while on-air. Ineeded away
to house all his gear in a very small
space. Vince designed a unit that fit
everything in and was very convenient to
use.
Iwanted plenty of wood accents. We
chose cherry as the accent trim. The
counter tops have rounded bullnoses. The
mic risers are wood as well as the
valance, rack fronts, and the kick plates.
Vince suggested that Ihave the consoles sent with unfinished wood sides so
he could stain them with the rest of the
studio wood. Ihad my monitor speakers

$680
$980
$1,280
$1,820
$2,270
$2,79)

Price
$350
$1,350
$1,900
$2,600
$3,150
$3,709

MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES
Model
SGP-1

Studio Technology
Setup Is Eye Catching

Price
$ 250

(LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES
Bays

USER REPORT

TH, LIFEVIE WARRANTY

EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model
GP-1
GP-2
GP-3
GP-4
GP-5
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Price
$690
$2,690
$3,595
$4,500
$5,300
$6,191

Studio Technology Furniture is prominent at
VVVVMX(FM)-VVOSR(FM) in Towson, Md.
existing studios and Inew they could
handle the new ones.
The first step was design. Imet with
Vince Fiola from Studio Technology to
discuss the needs of our studios and what
Iwanted to accomplish. The studios are
the first thing seen when entering the lobby, so they needed to jump out with a
"wow-cool" effect, while maintaining a
successful major-market radio image.
Iwanted these studios to have avery
open feeling with lots of counter space
and no hard 90-degree edges. It had to
incorporate multiple computer monitors
in an exceptionally clean fashion. Iwanted the rack layout to provide easy user
access and accent certain pieces of equipment while hiding others. Studio
Technology's design provided all of this
with amulti-level countertop design.
Studio Technology only builds furniture for the broadcast industry. The company understands all the considerations
needed for studio furniture. The access
panels are removable without tools, and
the base cabinets are very open and
accessible. All of the racks are vented.
In our studios, Ineeded large punch
block areas and places to hide multiple
computers and other less-attractive gear.
We decided to have the racks above the
counters open with the equipment visible
and the lower racks recessed behind pan-

shipped to Studio Technology to install
cherry speaker mounts. The company
built wooden reel-to-reel racks, copy
stands, and mic risers all to match. CD
racks were constructed that angle the
CDs upward to make labels easier to
read. A tabletop stand was also constructed to hold an Ensoniq musical keyboard.
The best time to start furniture design
is before the studio walls are constructed.
This allows you to slightly alter room
sizes if necessary. After reviewing my
equipment list and layout needs, Vince
discovered a problem. Two air studios
were too narrow to use the layout Iliked
best because of the large console Ineeded
to use.
Angling the console about 45 degrees
toward the lobby windows made up some
of the difference. Idid some slight rearranging on the blueprints to make up the
rest. Iwould not have been able to use
the best layout if the walls had already
been built.
It does not matter how well furniture is
designed, how it looks or how well its
made if it is installed poorly. The last
thing Iwanted to do was damage this
beautiful furniture by trying to install it
myself or hire alocal contractor. Luckily,
Studio Technology includes installation
in the price.
See STUDIO, page 61
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College Picks Advanced Furniture
by Michael D. Dawahare
Alsistant General Manager
ard Ned Keller
Chief Engineer
Georgetown College Public Radio
Georgetown, Ky.
Georgetown College received FCC
permission to upgrade its 140 W student
station to 50 kW in 1997.
Early in the planning process for the
station upgrade, college officials also
decided to syndicate programming on
the Public Radio Satellite System in an
effort to pursue underwriting on both
the local and national levels. With these
general goals established, a modest
budget of about one million dollars was
set in place to build both the station and
the uplink facility.

budget made that choice cost- prohibitive. Custom-built furniture was an
option, but a relative new studio furniture vendor, Advanced Furniture
Systems (AFS), caught our eye. After
examining costs and the various design
options offered by AFS, we decided on
the young company.
For just a little less than $9,900, we
purchased a short-U, long- U and unbalanced- U shape configuration in gray
(AFS also offers a beige version of the
same furniture) for our three studios. We
also ordered copy stands and news desk
attachments for the booths.
Looks are very important to the overall morale and comfort of the folks that
spend time in- studio. A good idea from
an engineering standpoint might be a
disaster for the end user. A good rule of

AFS Studio Furniture is in use at Georgetown College Public Radio.
Working within the parameters of such
alimited budget, Ned Keller and Michael
Dawahare began arigorous search for the
right equipment at the right cost. Our
approach centered on a design that was
both engineering and on- air friendly. In
short, Keller was the engineer and
Dawahare the architect.
Near the end of the project, we realized they had neglected the studio furniture. We explored Wheatstone, but our

thumb is to find a product with plenty
of knock-out doors, rack space, and
places to hide things.
AFS comes equipped with ample
knock-outs, floor openings and front
and rear access panels. Another feature
that will save you even more dollars is
the " scaleable" rack covers. A simple
piece of lamented board that matches
your furniture can be easily cut with a
circular saw to give continuity to the

Studio Technology's
Attention to Detail
STUDIO, continued from page 60
The guys that build the stuff install
it. When they build it, they plan for
slight room size changes and come
prepared to handle it. They cut holes
and set the console and cut feedthroughs in the countertop. They pay
attention to all the little details, and
even make modifications to compensate for oversights on my part.
This holds true whenever Ibuy furniture from Studio Technology, not just
the high-end custom stuff. Ihave purchased 10 rooms of furniture from
Studio Technology ranging widely in
price. They do offer a modular line
although Ihave found that their custom products rivals the price of most
companies' modular furniture.
After the lobby studios were completed, it was time to rework the back
studios. Idid not have the budget Idid
up front, so we needed to be creative in

the reworking of this furniture. What I
like most about Studio Technology is
their versatility. They came up with
some very creative and cost-effective
reworks to these rooms.
Studio Technology builds very solid, well- made furniture. Any style and
manufacture of laminate can be
obtained, including Conan. The company will work with all varieties of
wood. The crew's construction techniques are of the highest quality and
their installation is top-notch. If something is not right, they come back out
and make it right.
As our needs have changed, Studio
Technology has come back to make
changes to meet our needs, no matter
how minor.
For more information, contact
Studio Technology in Pennsylvania at
(610) 640-1229; fax (610) 296-3402;
or circle Reader Service 61.

places set aside for expansion.
Make sure you have ample room to
add 17- inch-plus monitors. Leave extra
counter space for those pesky mice and
keyboards. And don't forget to take a
look at the newly designed copy stand.
AFS has streamlined the look since last
year, and it can easily be removed to
access the meter bridge of your console.
Take plenty of time to design your
cable runs and plan in advance where
you will place your power outlets. AFS
will custom cut and mount a cable tray
under your console for easy wiring and

61

assembly. This brings me to what actually arrives on your doorstep.
Plan the day of delivery ahead of
time. The furniture is modular and
comes just as you pick them out of the
catalog. This means that some of the
units will be rather large and we would
not recommend trying to move them
alone. Make sure you have several people ready to help put the pieces of furniture in place.
Our three studios arrived with some
assembly required. If you don't already
own a screw gun, now would be agood
time to invest in one. With a cordless
drill we were able to assemble each room
in about two hours.
For more information contact AFS in
Colorado at ( 970) 663-4123; fax ( 970)
663-6338; or circle Reader Service 35.

Arrakis
Studio Furniture
systems are #1
with over 1,000 sold!
The Master
Control
Studio, shown
right, is one of
seven Arrakis
studios in
Sony's
Manhattan
network
origination
center for SW
Networks.

Arrakis furniture is #1 ...
•Off the shelf -or- Custom
•Easy to design & assemble
• Very fast delivery
call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
from Moscow, to Tokyo,
to Manhattan...

(303) 224-2248
or (970) 224-2248
1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Circle (213) On Render Service Card
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Mager Systems' Very KOOL Studio
by Gary Blau
Chief Engineer
KOOL-FM, KISO(AM)
Chancellor Media
Phoenix
When faced with building the new
KOOL-FM home for the next millennium, we wanted something that would
stand out from the crowd. We hoped to
offer a thrill to our talent that would
result in their having infectious fun on
the air by simply working in such a
"KOOL" studio.
The key was involving Mager Kizziah
of Mager Systems in the design of our
five studio layouts and cabinetry before
the floor plan was devised. This way, we
built the rooms around our needs instead
of trying to fit our operation into an arbitrary box after the fact.
In our main FM air studio, we created
something not only very different, but
very exciting. Instead of the typical boxy,
boring, square room with angular furniture, we designed a sensuously rounded
and curved work environment, with no
square corners on the cabinetry. Thermalformed compound curves were incorporated to add to the organic feel of the furniture.
To fully complement this bold style,
we even modified the audio console by
removing the modules from the mainframe and arranging them into asweeping arc in front of the operator, built
directly into the solid-surface countertop. This not only presents a striking
visual appearance, but it also enhances
the ergonomics for the operator by
placing the console controls within a
natural and easy- reach radius. It also
never fails to put asmile on avisitor's
face.
The uncluttered, low-profile layout
presents a sweeping, open view to the
operator, out through the ample studio
windows to the city beyond. There is also
plenty of room for our four-person morning show, plus guests.
The solid- surface countertops are
extremely durable and easy to maintain.
Any scratches that occur from abuse can
be easily and completely buffed out with
Scotchbrite, restoring the factory-new
appearance. You cannot do that with plastic laminate; one scratch and it is there
forever.
Although this raw material is initially
more expensive than wood and laminate,
it actually takes less labor to produce
highly stylized and unusual curved
shapes in the final design of custom layouts like ours. Contrary to common misconceptions, it can actually cost less to
produce the end result compared to a
wood and laminate design. It is very costcompetitive.
However, working with these materials requires special skills and great experience in design and fabrication. Mager
Systems is the industry leader in using
these and other exotic materials, with an
I8- year track record to its credit. My
advice is to be very wary of other fabricators who claim to be able to build studios with these materials.
Mager also uses advanced engineered
lumber, high- temperature glues and
construction techniques to build the
most structurally solid cabinets in the
business. De-lamination is never awor-

KOOL-FM in Phoenix employs Mager Systems furniture.
and there are no knock-down particleboard shortcuts. This is how the

company can offer a 10-year warranty
on materials and workmanship.

Mager Systems also includes full onsite custom installation of each studio it
builds. Every engineer who has faced the
false economy of do-it-yourself, boltthem- together bargain cabinets can
appreciate the value of installation in a
large studio project. There are simply too
many other technical things for you to
accomplish.
Finally, buying direct from the manufacturer also gives you more purchasing
power. There are no distributors or salesmen taking acut out of your hard-foughtfor furniture dollar.
Our experience with Mager Systems
was a big success, and our jocks
undoubtedly have the KOOLest studio
in the country worthy of our name.
Maybe that is why we went to number
one in the 25-54 category after moving
in ... ?
For more information, contact Mager
Systems in Arizona at (602) 780-0045;
fax (602) 780-9860; or circle Reader
Service 87.
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Custom and Unique Studio Furniture
by Robert Eller, NISKER
Audio Director
Sola Scriptura
Grand Haven, Mich.
Compared to reviews of the latest "gee-whiz" audio and
radio gear, studio furniture may seem abit ho-hum. However,
anyone about to equip a studio or who has already done so
knows furniture is asubstantial budget item that deserves
careful consideration.

table. The second was the control room furniture. The 10-by7-foot control room area would need to accommodate adigital recording console, near-field monitors, multiple cassette
and DAT recorders, aDAW and duplication equipment for
cassettes and CDs. Obviously, we needed to maximize the
available space.
While ABG was developing the design, Ivisited an area
installation to see how their finished product actually performed and also checked the prices of competitors. Satisfied
that we had the right company for the job, we chose alaminated surface we liked and placed the order. Surface laminate
material can be selected from alarge selection of high-grade
Pionite products.
The furniture was delivered and set up in less than one day.
Mic and headphone jacks in the interview table and mic arm
cables were wired and tested onsite. The control room features two 28inchhigh rackmount turrets, angled for easy
access and viewing of outboard gear, with a third rack
installed underneath.

The Air Studio at Sola Scriptura features Audio
Broadcast Group furniture.
Having worked for 17 years as an information systems manager, Ihave seen the difference in productivity that proper furniture can make. When Imade acareer change and was given
the responsibility of equipping aprivate recording studio, I
knew furniture would be an important element of the design.
This part of western Michigan arguably is the contract furniture capital of the world. Among the office furniture giants
like Steelcase, Haworth and Herman Miller, there is acompany that specializes in furniture and equipment for studios —
Audio Broadcast Group.
ABG was recommended highly to us by associates in the
Christian radio field. ABG looked at our studio site, offered
many helpful suggestions above and beyond furniture considerations, and then customdesigned afurniture plan to fulfill
our requirements.
Particular needs
Sola Scriptura is aChristian ministry devoted to the affirmation of the authenticity, accuracy and authority of the
Bible. Because of this, our studio had to be designed primarily to record Christian radio programs in various formats. We
needed to accommodate a single talent, one-on-one interviews, and aone-host, four-guest roundtable discussion.
The first of two key items was awell-designed interview

The Control Room at the Sola Scriptura's
Studios in Grand Haven, Mich.
A monitor riser and adjustable swing/tilt keyboard surface
comfortably accommodates the DAW. Rollout shelves provide convenient access to the PowerMac and cassette duplicator. Wiring is accessible but hidden by access panels, and all
furniture features solid oak trim, which protects the laminate
edges.
Ihave found this furniture to be attractive and durable, providing asignificantly higher level of functionality and space
utilization than would have been possible with pre-fabricated
products. The only disadvantages are the higher cost and the
need to plan ahead, since custom furniture can take more than
two months to design and build.
For information, contact Audio Broadcast Group in
Michigan at (616) 452-1596 or circle Reader Service 113.
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Wright Line
Wright Line offers a wide
range of furniture solutions for
technical and broadcast environments.
The international company
designs, manufactures, markets
and installs a complete line of
technical furniture that fits well
into studio and production areas.
Information technology product
offerings also include KVM
switches and uninterruptible power supplies.
One line of furniture desirable

Broadcast
Electronics
Broadcast Electronics offers an
extensive new line of modular studio
furniture for the radio industry.
The furniture line features finished
interiors, sustaining asleek look inside
all cabinets and eliminating exposed
rough wood. The solid- wood trim features a contoured bull- nosed corner
design, and is available in white oak,
red oak or maple.
Stand-up and sit-down studios are
designed with the needs of radio operators in mind. Cabinets feature built-in
rack rails for convenient rack- mounting of equipment, as well as pre-cut
wire chaseways providing a path for
routing and concealing wires and

cables. Highdensity fiberboard cabinet
panels require
no additional
structural support, thereby
increasing air
flow and internal space.
Broadcasters
can create individual
styles
through multiple
color schemes
for
laminate
panels, counter
tops and trim.
Additionally, interiors are finished with
the user's specified laminate.
For more information, contact

Broadcast Electronics in Illinois at
(217) 224-9600; fax ( 217) 224-9607;
or circle Reader Service 10.

Audio VAULT
for radio is LINX, a modular
computer support furniture system
that combines ergonomics with
high product quality to match a
wide range of user needs. A full
complement of storage, seating
and panel options are available to
provide a technical workstation
solution.
Also from Wright Line are
Optimedia storage cabinets for
secure storage of double and single CD jewel cases, cassette
tapes, diskettes and DAT tapes, as
well as supporting documentation
and files. The Optimedia line features more than 50 interchangeable components to meet the
needs of astudio setting.
All systems are built- to- order
under strict quality and safety
standards. Skilled CAD engineers
and architectural designers bring
free design and layout capabilities
into the workplace. All Wright
Line manufactured products are
guaranteed for the length of ownership.
For more information, contact
Wright Line in Massachusetts at
(508) 852-4300; fax ( 508) 8538904; or circle Reader Service 139.
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PR&E
PrimeLine studio cabinetry from
PR&E features total modular design
flexibility.
Available in sit-down or stand-up
configurations, 21 inches of rack space

are present in the pedestal units of the
sit-down versions, and 28 inches in the
pedestals of the stand-up versions.
Combinations of basic building blocks
(center section, returns and turrets)
plus custom components are available
for each room.
Clean lines and one-piece working
surfaces characterize PrimeLine cabinetry. Hand-rubbed hardwood at all
corners eliminates chipping caused
by laminate-to- laminate joints, and
the radiused upper edge on the horizontal trim adds softness to the
appearance of the furniture.
Integrated "Unibody" guest wings
can take the abuse of aggressive
users.
Large cable access holes and vertical cableways make wiring simple.
Top-accessed leveling feet keep the

Quality
Selection
Service
Price „

user from lifting, guessing, turning and
dropping. Euro Clip hinges allow silent
operation, positive closure without
latches and along service life.

For more information, contact
PR&E in California at ( 619) 4383911; fax ( 619) 438-9277: or circle
Reader Service 191.

Anthro Corp.
The Model D Automatic Mixing
Controller from Dan Dugan Sound
Design is ideal for recording or live
broadcast of multiple mic talk situations.
The eight-channel rackmount controller patches into the user's audio console for smooth automatic mixing of

multiple live mics. Because the Model D
frees the user to focus on balance and
sound quality, faders are unnecessary.
Late fade- ups are eliminated without
choppy-sounding gate effects.
Model D incorporates three Duganpatented technologies to offer quality
mixing capabilities: Dugan Speech

System, Dugan Music System and Dugan
Gain Limiting System. The Dugan
Speech System automatically manages
any number of live mics in talk situations
while the Dugan Music System offers
automatic soft muting to reduce feedback
and noise pick-up. The Dugan Gain
Limiting System
provides acontinuous,
stepless
number of open
microphones master gain adjusting
system to prevent
feedback
and
ambient noise
build-up in the
Music System.
All eight inputs
and outputs are
located on the
back panel of the
unit, along with
the music system
threshold input.
Connections are
provided for an
upcoming Dugan
automatic level control product that
will further extend the capabilities of
the Model D.
For more information, contact
Dan Dugan Sound Design in
California at (415) 821-9776; fax
(415) 826-7699; or circle Reader
Service 190.

Nigel B.

Buying. Selling or Trading
When you call
Harris used
equipment
department, you
get the same great
service that you've
come to expect
from the nation's
leading supplier of
broadcast
equipment.

The modular design and construction of the Steel Furniture System from
Nigel B. makes use of surrounding
space, allowing the user to configure
his or her layout more efficiently.

equipment ensure ease of assembly.
High-grade steel is used in the manufacture of the furniture and is welded
and reinforced at key areas. Proper
wheels are astandard feature for mov-

Extensive cable management systems are utilized throughout Nigel
B. furniture. Cable grommets are
mounted in work surfaces; raceways
and cable- access ports neatly conceal signal and power cables.
Attention at the design stage and
computer-controlled manufacturing

ing furniture as needed, and different
wheels can be fitted. Adjustable rack
rails can be moved to fit the depth of
installed equipment.
For more information, contact
Nigel B. in California at (818) 7699824; fax (888) 4 NIGEL B: or circk Reader Service 217.

with awarranty to insure your
complete satisfaction.
And with Harris' low
prices, you can be
sure to get the most
value for your money.
Whether you're
buying, trading, or
selling, call Harris for
quality, selection,
service and price.

Mike Smith,
Used Equipment Specialist
Over 10 years of audio
experience.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
Each piece of used equipment is
TEL: 800-300-0733
thoroughly inspected by Harris'
FAX: 765-962-8961
See acomplete listing of our used equipment at
knowledgeable, factory-trained
http://www.broadcast.harris.com/
service staff (who have a
usedeq/index.html
combined experience of over 30
years) to insure that it meets
factory specifications.
Harris has the
largest
inventory of used
equipment
worldwide.

And, of course, all used
equipment from Harris comes

A

new world of broadcast solutions.
199% I
larris Corporation

Circle (32) On Reader Service Card

Products di Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

UNIVERSAL XE -1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

Take Control
Via Telephone

e
e

List $399.00

DC -8A Dial-up Remote Control
•Control, monitonng and programming via touch-tone' telephone
•Control 8relays and monitor 8status/pager alert inputs

AN AFFORDABLE
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER

•Activate up to 3pagers with the pager alert function
•Relays retain prior state on power loss and restoration
•Configure relays for latching, interlocking or sustained closure as
long as the associated key is pressed
•Auto answer with programmable access code, number of rings and
def eatable CPC control (unit hangs up when calter hangs up)
• "Busy input disables auto answer feature
•Buill-in audio hybrid with front panel audio level controls
allows you to send and receive audio while controlling the unit
•LEDs for DTMF detection, Off-hook status, ring signal and power

REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

UtétreAl..

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS

Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

ELECTRONICS, INC.

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135

BROADCAST
RICHMOND

•All input and output connections via screw terminals

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION
Fax: (614) 866-1201

Audio Processing,
Consoles, STL...
FOR NEW & EXPERIENCED

•Beep tones for input and relay status

New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver. direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio.
Every needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the
industry).

Phone: (614) 866-4605

SAVE $ ON THE
BEST LINES OF

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax. 360 . 428 . 6719
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

BROADCAST
t

o

o

bebroadcastlools.com

E-mail: broadcast@infocom.com

www.broadcast-richmond.com

READER SERVICE NO. 73

READER SERVICE NO. 47

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
QUALITY ANTENNAS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES

Gila-Stat

The
is designed to

reduce lightning
damage by
lowering the
likelihood of a
direct lightning
strike to:
Buildings

9 Power Levels from 500W to 50 kW
» Multi Station Antennas
» Circular or Vertical Polarization

SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

SPECIALIZING IN

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's
• Exciters • Optimods

EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti
• Moseley
• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

» Directional Artennas

Ameara--0.
yie,
Ticpy:/e,

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola goad
2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676
E-mail: psiba@surishop.net

(541) 471-2262

READER SERVICE NO. 20

READER SERVICE NO. 72

FM TRANSMITTERS 10W $ 950....25W $ 1,100

LEASING

Composite Input, Type N Output, Frequency Agile

START UPS

TURNAROUNDS
$100,000
TO
$1,500 /000

REDUCTION
PRICE

CALL

FO
C A
R
LD
L
ETAILS
ILS

free) 888-411-5174

READER SERVICE NO. 100

ToDAY..617-267-2900

BOSTON FINANCIAL & EQUITY CORP.
20 OVERLAND STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02215
READER SERVICE NO. 97

Rode WrId®

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUTOMATION

Want to Sell

EQUIPMENT

ACOUSTIC FOAM
Broadband Absorbers

Modular Systems • Sound Barrier

Oithasors • lass Traps & Mere!

cAurale

We can solve any sound problem 8 we're the hands

down value leader! That's why so many famous users
trust Auralex....so should you! Our line is available
through major broadcast suppliers, so pick up the phone
& call toda for our free sam.le & info kit!

acoustics
317-842-2600
Fax 317-842-2760
www aural. corn

Circle ( 234) On Reader Service Card

AcousticsFirst"
888-765-2900

eee
T
l

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell

Want to Buy
6 bay low or medium power
circ on or near 96.7 MHz. R
Murphy, 520-453-8823.
High power FM antenna on
or near 105.5 and one on or
near 97.3. R Kelly, 915-5201549.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION

Crown DC300A Series II,
$300. IBIS Productions, 301879-9396.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
ERI CPOL 3 bay antenna
w/deice, 97-99 MHz, KY
pick-up, $ 300. C Scott, 502745-3834.
ERI 1100, 12- bay FM, high
pwr, in warehouse, at 99.5
MHz, BO; custom made AM
phaser unit; (2) ATUs for directional AM, on 1410 kHz, $3500.
JGoggan, 314-239-0401.
S.W.R.FMAntennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

HMI
18041 984-4255
dectronict
ERI 3 bay medium pwr, up
to 9 kW per bay, tuned to
98.7,
excel cond,
BO;
Cablewave coaxial 400' 15/8" cable w/hardware, excel
cond, BO. C Phillips, 423457-2697.
13" HEL1AX STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLE
5(X)hm, unused, cut to length. Priced
below market. Shipped instantly.
Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292
FAX: 773-539-3500
Phelps- Dodge 2- bay tuned
to 94.5, $ 1500; Shively 2- bay
w/radomes tuned to 96.1,
used 3 months, $ 4009. D
Magnum, 608-372-9600.
1000' guyed TV tower with
10' face & solid legs, dismantled, Excellent Condition.
Can re- engineer to meet your
requirements and install turnkey. Structural Systems
Technology, 1-800-9976555.

Want to Sell

THE NEW YORK STUDIO
*Vie Care

Have aguest In Manhattan'? •
can be sour remote studic,
•SON 2- WAYS

(Tees Zephyr)
• TAPE SYNO-Ls (lelos 100's)

• SON FEEDS (deted by
messerper within the hour)

Want to Sell
Digital
DJ
System,
w/switcher, audio cards,
manuals, BO. R Monino,
802-362-9500.
Comstream ARD 200 digital audio rcvr, like new,
$2000/130. J Lalino, 315-8913110.
TM Century/Sony Jukebox
automation system, TMC
386SX16, ( 2) TMV controllers, ( 4)
Sony
CD
Jukeboxes, $ 4500.
D
Magnum, 608-372-98600.
Want to Buy
Media Touch 8 chnl switcher, for older system. J Hart,
501-846-0949.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
ITC Delta stereo P/B ( 3),
new heads, great cond, $875
ea. C Guglielmetti, 650-5893313.

ProTools. DAT, R - F1 (Dolby ''`al
assette, Neumann U87's &
great sounding space, Ccn ,.• •
Location/
reasonable rate:I/great or I•

,1 •
(212)595.1 M.31 • la ,,
AMAN radoart ex ,
J

Tascam M320 board, $ 500;
Alesis Midiverb II, $ 50. IBIS
Productions, 301-879-9396.
Altec 1592B mixer w/all
plug ins, 5x1 VU meter, very
clean, $ 250; 1607A 5 mic
inputs & 70 W pwr amp,
$250; 1589B 2x1 mixer w/on
mic pre, $ 100. E Davison,
217-793-0400.
Audiometrics preamps ( 3):
Harris mono preamp. C
Zimmerschied, 660-8261050.
Sennheiser HD- 414 light
weight, open- ear design
stereo headphones, new
pair, $ 50, used pair, $ 30. J
Roper, 812-877-2663.
UREI 541 parametric EQ,
working cond, $ 500; Dolby
363 SR/A stereo, $ 1500;
Dolby 361 SR mono, $400. L
Josephson, 212-595-1837 or
larry@radioartorg.
Want to Buy
Eventide, UREI or Lexicon
effect or compressor. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.
Neve, API, Gates, Langevin,
Collins, Lexicon & others,
mic preamps, EQs, reverbs,
delays. T Coffman, 619-5715031.

Audicord DLPM, mono,
rebuilt, $ 650 + shpg. M
Butzner, 510-885-3588.

ch mono, $ 400. J Lalino,
315-891-3110.
MCl/Sony 618, 24x24,
$6.5K; Quantum 24x24,
$4.5K; Soundcraft 600,
32x16, $ 5.5K, like new;
Model 30, $ 295; 512, $ 950;
520, $ 1450. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

Mackie 1604 (
2) excellent
cond w/manuals, $ 500 ea. L
Josephson, 212-595-1837 or
larry@radioartorg.
CONSOLES
Want to Sell
ADM ST Series II, 1982 2
mic, 12 line, 2 blank, 16 preselects, pgm, aud, mono, provision for aux, original & new
faders ( 28), BO. B O'Neal,
518-785-9061

1-

D Flexible Payment Plans

Down Payment, No Payments

For 90- Days Available

LIMITERS

techeholls . corn 9

Want to Sell
11111111

O Flexible Credit Criteria

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

www. halls coin

MISCELLANEOUS

O We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment

To apply or request
additional information
call Jeff Wetter.

cruet

Grcle ( 233) On Reader Service Card
& any other old tube cornRCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
pressor/limiters, call after
KU-3A's
On- Air
lights,
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
recording lights. Top price
paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro
MICROPHONES
Rd, G12, Nashville TN 37212.
615-269-6131, FAX: 615-292Want to Sell
3434.

LOANS BY PHONE

CD PLAYERS

COMPUTERS

halls . corn

(800) 699- FLEX

n No

test

Call or visit our web site for your discount price
... solese

FINANCING

SkbCt NV as rea

Broadcast Automation Software
JUST $ 999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting at $ 2995

Want to Buys

FLEX LEASE, Inc.

Pioneer PD-TM 1 & TM 2 CD
players ( 10), 18 disc units. C
Zimmerschied, 660-8261050.

Br*.1‘.141B,Z.BIl aYAL

Lexicon LXP-1 FX processor, $ 160. W Dougherty, 573998-2681.

SERVICES

804-984-3299 (Fax)

BSI

Want to Sell

FINANCIAL/LEASING

Charlottesville Va. 22901

This Month's Special !!

SOUND EQUIP

Spotmaster 10 spot, new
$1000; Beaucart triple deck
cart player, $400; 500 various
used carts, $. 50 ea. J Lalino,
315-891-3110.

Want to Sell

706 Rose Hill Dr,

804-984-4255 (Voice)

DISCO-PRO

Yamaha BP- 2 bass pedals;
Sony MUR -201 reverb. B
Meuse, 650-969-2433.

HALL
Electronics

cAuralex

The Auralex
WINDJAMMER 2421
IT 1,1:141:nlit'Ultill;t:Innivieljkle;
*
*
*
*

Fes 6625. M0421. «Gs. ATs. big Neumanns. etc
Cost up to 63% less than competing brands
Won't crumble like other brands
Sounds great IS available in 6vivid colors

ir:To
... ....

i
.
"'

À ..à. ..d

Audio
books: creative
recording; drum tuning;
christian mktg music manual; making money making
music; mic manual; jingles,
how to write, produce & sell
commercial music; guide to
sound systems for worship,
call for prices. W Dougherty,
573-998-2681.
RF Warning Signs

EXPERIENCED EQUIPMENT

9-x 12" $ 13.95

Save $$$ on Excellent Quality
Used Consoles, STL, Test Gear...

10"x 19"$19.95

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
e-mail broadcast@infocom.com

www.broadcast-richmond.com

Orban 418A stereo limiter,
excel cond, $ 500. S Lawson,
707-528-4055.
Gregg Labs 2542 5 bank,
blue box, stereo AM Version
2 w/NRSC, $ 3000. J Henry,
214-327-5564.
Want to Buy

Shure SM81 condenser
mics, as new, $ 225 ea. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.
Neumann U47, $3900; U67,
$3300; U87, $ 1800; KM83 or
84 pairs, $ 1400; KM88s, $950
ea; RCA 77DX, $ 1200; BK5,
$700; BK1A, $300. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

4_
NAL
. 1_

iltdrOdin

4
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moissum
804)
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Teledyne MA- 034, new mic
shock
mount,
BO.
W
Dougherty, 573-998-2681.
Two row patch panel, $ 50;
box rack, $ 25; ( 2) tabletop
mic booms, $ 25; assorted
cables, $ 50.
IBIS
Productions, 301-879-9396.
Westinghouse NC- 35 dB
meters identical to those on
consoles built before 1950's,
for 2-3/4" cut-outs, 3.5" front
diam round, 3 screw front
mounting, like new, $ 100 ea.
R Franklin, 215-639-9230.

RF CONTACTORS
Want to Buy

Shure AMS8000 8 chnl gated mic mixer, $ 1500. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.

Teletronics or UREI (
LA 2,
3, 4, 1176) Gates, RCA, DBS
(160-164) Altec Collins. T
Coffman, 619-571-5031.

RCA 77 & 44 or other ribbon, dynamic & tube mics . T
Coffman, 619-571-5031.

Harris Stereo 80 8 ch,
$700; BE 150 Series, 8 ch
stereo, $ 700; Gatesway 80 8

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onair lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

(25-100 AMPS)

PARABOLIC MICS
416-421-5631
FAX: 416-421-3880

Lambda 6 V pwr supply (2);
Lambda 15 V pwr supply (2).
C Zimmerschied, 660-8261050.

BEE

August 5, 1998
MSCELLANEOUS continued...
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Une At:
htip://home.sprynet.com/spry
net/steve7 117 Or Call And We
Will Fax It To You.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Phone/Fax 410-335-3136
E-mail. steve7 II7espryner Corn

Motorola 50 W base station,
25.43 MHz, 2 mobiles. C
Z mmerschied, 660-826-1050.
Record collection from AM
s:ation, 1700 LP's & 4000
45's, misc styles & artists,
$350/all; Heathkit oscilloscope push-pull, $ 125. J
Googan, 314-239-0401.
ROTRON
BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
Hanis, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435 Mancierson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

PF video dist amp, 4 outputs, $ 50; Heathkit IT 3120
transistor/FET tester in/out
cf circuit, $ 75; Tripp Lite
power inverter, 100 W, $ 50;
Precision Series E400 RF
sweep generator, AM- FM-TV,
$100. J Lalino, 315-891.3110.
UTC transformers, A21,
OEM version of HA1 00 &
HA108, P1 & P12. E Davison,
217-793-0400.

ADC
TT ( Bantam)
Patchbays, $ 149; TT or 1/4"
cords, $ 10; new short MRL
test tapes, $ 229 for 2", 1/4",
$79; Gates dual stereo tube
limiter, $ 1200; Gates top level, $ 595; Allen & Heath GL2
rack mixer, mint, 14x4, $795;
CBS Labs Audimax, $400 ea;
tube preamps, $ 300-400;
MX10 mixers, $795. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.
Want to Buy
CBS or NBC original callletter plate for RCA 44 mic.
M Harrington, POB 250995,
Little Rock AR 72225.
Ethnic records from Balkan
label, also Skertich Brothers
on
Columbia
label.
M
Stosich, 630-960-9137.

paid. B Rose, Program
Recdgs, 228 East 1Oth,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
MONITORS

UTC Transformers A-10,
11, 12, 16, 18, 17, 19, 25, 26,
HA- 100, 100X, 133, LS- 10,
12, 14, 19, 21, 52, 55, 56, 57,
63, WE 111C repeat coils. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.
Manual for Wilkinson AM
1000B xmtr. D Mason, 505455-3416.
Jazz record collections,
10" LP/1 2" LP be-bop,
swing, dixie, highest prices

Comrex 2- line freq extender, xmtr & rcvr, $ 1995 for
both ends. Steve Kirsch, 90
S Long Beach Rd, Rockville
Centre NY 11570. 516-7631776.

Want to Sell
RECORDERS
JBL 4412 studio monitors,
$600. IBIS Productions, 301879-9396.

Want to Sell

Belar mod monitor, $600;
Belar stereo monitor, $600. J
Lalino, 315-891-3110.
Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar. Many to
choose from, tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
402-493-1886.

Machine
e
.

Service

ast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA 88
Warranty Service on Most Brand,

Over 3000 Machines Serviced!

Pro Digital Inc.

RECEIVERS Ea

2

DAT Recorder Service Specialists

C1 0) 353-2400

Want to Sell

SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES
Will work to meet your receiver needs

Professional ! Table / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service Ethnic , Data
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E- Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

SCA DECODER BOARD,
67 KHZ & 97 KHZ. TEL:
818-782-5272, EMAIL:
PARSI@MSN.COM.

heads, $750/60. B Hawkins,
317-684-8411.
Reconiex 330111:3 cassette
tape duplicator, mono, music
quality, recently refurbished
w/new heads, $ 800. C
Guglielmetti, 650-589-3313.
Tascam 8 trk r- rw/cables,
$1000; Sony DAT Walkman,
$300; Nakamichi MR1 cassette deck, $ 100. IBIS
Productions, 301-879-9396.
ARS 1000 PB decks ( 2)
w/25 Hz detector; Revox A77 1/4 track R/P w/remote
control & rack mount; ( 2)
Ampex 354 deck w/heads &
cables. C Zimmerschied,
660-826-1050.

New/Refurbished DATs Available

Compare Our Rates!

TRANSCEIVERS
RCA Red Book 1950 or
earlier, Bdct News ( RCA)
magazines 1950 or earlier,
WE oscillator. S Horner, 805655-3037 ( pager).

67

Akai DO- 1000 4 chnl opto magnetic digital editor, V23
Timestretch, $ 1200. D Gast,
803-886-8048.
Magnavox CDB-502 CD
player, 16 bit día converters,
many features, headphone
jack, 1 chan very weak, $40;
Technics RS- D400 stereo
cassette deck, one touch
rec/auto shop, excel cond,
$60. W Dougherty, 573-9982681.
Otan i5050B 2 trk r- rrack
mount tape deck, excel

Otan i50/50B Ill 2trk r- r, like
new; Panasonic 3900 DAT
rcdr w/remote controller. J
James, 415-331-9346.
Revox A77 2 trk stereo $200
ea; ( 100) 10" plastic empty
reels, $ 1 ea. J Lalino, 31 5891-3110.
TEAC A-3300SX stereo 2
trk r- rdeck, 15 & 7.5 ips, gd
cond, $ 300. J Roper, 81 2877-2663.
Ampex 4 trk tube deck,
$2500; stereo 351 ( recond),
$1800; Akai Adam, new, digital 12 trk, $3500; MM1000-16
w/new heads, $ 4500; Otani
MTR1 0-4, $ 3500; Ampex
ATR102s, search to cue, $495;
Ampex locator for ATR or
1200, $ 895; MCI 110C-8,

CONSULTANTS

$3.5K; Tascam 85-16 recond
w/dbx, rc & ( oc, $3K. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

HEAD

RELAPPING/

REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
800-227-4323
DA -20 DAT RECORDER,
new - selectable copy coding, long record mode,
$500.00 - FREE SHIPPING.
Delano, 954-450-0068.
DO YOU NEED
PARTS FOR
SCULLY TAPE
RECORDERS ???
SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
144081363-1646
FAX 144081363-0957

ROLAND VS880V2 WORK
STATION, new, non destructive recording with 999 levels
of undo, 64 recordable virtual tracks with 8- track playback, 18 bit A/D and D/A
conversion, supports multiple sampling rates. $ 1400.00
- FREE SHIPPING. Delano,
954-450-0068.

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing. ALL BRANDS.
JNI TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville, TN 37210 ( 615) 365-9030

Want to Buy

EVAINIS

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering & Tower DetunIng

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

Video/Dala/Voice • Statewide Networks • Wide- Area Networks
EXPERTS IN
TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER
210 S. Main St., ThlensvIlle, WI 53092 ( 414) 242-6000 FAX ( 414) 242-6045
Internet: hrtp://www.evansassoc.com

Member AFCCE

T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

IT

1-301-913-9287

FAX: ( 301( 913-5799 • 5272 Ri‘ et Rd, 446(1 • Bethesda, MD 2081

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDSiMMDS/ITES/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
Expert Testimony

E. HAROLD MUNN. JR.
& ASS OC IATES. INC.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

AM - FM - TV
WAYNE S.REESE
PRESIDENT

Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater, MI 49036

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

C.
P.CROSSNO &
ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 180312

DALLAS, TX 75218

AM, FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN, ALLOCATIONS. FCC.FAA
CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO. P.E.
(214) 321.9140

MEMBER AFCCE

517-278-7339

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCARON STUDIES
(AM, FM. TV, TPTVI
New facilities, site relocation. FM

FIELD WORK A SPECIALITY
•AM Directional • FM8 IV tied intense,
antenna adjustment,
8other measuremenr,
measurement 8proof • Facility in;
•FtADRAZ measureOurcriii ,. •
vents

•

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

E-mail: Owleng19@skypoint.com

1-800-797-1338

RADialion

Onto , i

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSTIAmeasurer:
301-948-3844
Fa, 301-330-5565

Fax ( 612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 (
612)785-4115 si,

MILJ
Moffet. Larson & Johnson, Inc.

• FCC Applications & Exhibits

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Consulting Telecommunication,
Engineer,

1110 North Glebe Rd, #800
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 741-3500
FAX: (703) 741-0312
Member AEr CE

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/TV/AUX Servie,
Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities Design

Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

PC —

SOFTWARE

MCI JH-110 1" 8 track. J
Borden, 414-482-8954.

I

Advertise in Radio
World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.

FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping— STE Paths
RFHAZ—US Census PopC_owit
FAA Tower--Draw Tower
AM

Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant x
1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

703-998-7600

Web Access

Ampex
PR10
tape
recorders. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

o

Call Simone TODAY!

800- 743- DOUG

CDS OnLine

providing remote access to ahost

is the first
Web-based RF Engineering System
of FCC, FAA, USGS, and US Census
databases. CDS Online offers a
familiar look and feel to web
users, instant graphical

Houston, Texas

output, comprehensive help, and

888 -625 -5649

accessible technical assistance.

Complete Turnkey Construction
Antenna Line Testing
AM Directional Field Work
AM and FM Applications
Tower Services
Studio Designs
Custom Studio Furniture

Up-to-date Databases.
No hidden or automatic charges.

C
)

RF Engineering Tools
REMOTE •Si
MICROWAVE
• DTV Study
• Master Frequency '-

Want to Sell

File Search
• FM Study
• Population Count
• Terrain Averages
• Within Study

Comrex 1- line freq extender
encoder, S550 + shpg. M
Butzner, 510-885-3588.
Comrex 2- line, used 6x's,
$1000. Tom, 1-800-860-9771.

• Terrain Profile
• Contours

Communications Data Services
800-441-0034

PB & recorders in working
cond. A Wilkenson, 423-9867536.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.

ft

202-393-5133
www.gralianibrock.com

System One Communications

Any portable r- r, 1.5 & 7.5
ips, mono or stereo, must be
in working cond under $300
+shpg. S Vainrib, 205-9821350.

\ ii

912-638-8028

Broadcast Constructors & Consultants

Scully 280, electr only, any
cond. M Hughes, 301-9626823.

Comrex LTX/R (
2), $ 500 ea;
US Audio Whirlwind Mix- 5S
stereo mixer, $ 175; SKB
rackmount case- 4 unit, $ 60,
excel cond. K Starks, 31 3480-9981.

BEE
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REMOTE & MICROWAVE continued

RENT IT HERE!

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516-7.43-177 •
Cellcast unit, cellphone & 4
chnl mixer built in, battery &
AC, gd cond, $1500; Gentner
EFT- 1000A, gd cond, freq
extender, automatic, $800. G
Arroyo, 407-830-0800.

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
CC S " Prima" Codecs
Frank
Grandstein
AutlioNtdeo
Consultan,

1'16-763-17SO

Telos 186 rack mount hybrid
w/console, auto nulls ea line,
excel cond, $ 1000/130. J
Raynor, 703-329-1236.

610-642-0978

Ericsson AF 738 tiny analog
cell phone w/extra battery &
charger, $150; (2) Motorola 3
W bag phones w/extra leadacid battery & chargers, $100
ea; Motorola RJ11 adapter
for bag phones, $ 150. L
Josephson, 212-595-1837 or
larry@radioartorg.
WE RENT FOR LESS
Mims
Merl
Nam
Audio
It we don't have

RI Bidters
SR's
FU Pm Amps
Test EquIpmeet
it, we will get it!

SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040

"You Know We

SOFTWARE/

TAPES/CARTS/

DATABASES

REELS/CD'S

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

in Radio World,

AOR prod library, analogue,
LPs, reels & cassettes, 7.0"
empty reels boxed, BO. 703208-4648.

Call 703-998-7600
TODAY!

Wegener 1866-212-004002 addressable 15K 16
MHz rcvr currently set up on
Morningstar Network, 6 mos
old, excel cond, w/manuals,
$850 shpped. M McConnell,
319-334-9359.

te;

3 line extend,

Desktop remote controls (2)
w/manual. C Zimmerschied,
660-826-1050.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?
Rely on us!

Scala full size rect STL
antennas, excel cond, BO. C
Phillips, 423-457-2697.

for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic, Billing, Accounting &
Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689
e-mail abasoft naples.net

Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325
we can repair your equipment.
Pre- and post-service technical support, along with a
6- month warranty.
Turn to the leader in repair, new equipment, used equipment
and accessories. We can answer all your questions.

Celebrating 7 years
of providing reliable repair service

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Cif& (232) Om Reeder Service Card
Want to Buy

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of

Ariel
satellite
tone
decoder for Ariel sat rcvr. D
Morgan, 970-243-1230.

SCA RENTALS
Want to Sell

your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Full power Dallas SCA
channels available immediately. M Vanhooser, 972-4029673.

••

•

If you're asyndicator and require your radio
shows on Compact Discs and out there FAST call

Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes its possible 8, legal. Port 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
radio stations to operate without a
license l! Cover an entire town &
bill $ 1.930 amonth !! It has been
done!! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to ge. started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCID Rodio, 4
Canal St, Westerly RI 02891 or
call 401-348-222 for more info.
FCC In.F.x,..tud.

Want to Sell
AM Day 5KW, night 42W/ND
on 1-10, 1/2 Hour from NW
Florida Beaches, $ 150,000.
850-837-5414.
Attention
Hispanic &
Portuguese Broadcasters!
A new
Southern
New
England radio station has
broker time available for as
little as $ 75 per hour. Call
401-348-9222 for more
details.

15 East Brookside Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151

ADVERTISE!

But IDon't Need 500 Discs!

STATIONS

Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.

Know Radio"

Motron XS- 1-100 remote
controller from Touch Tones,
as new, includes pwr supply,
$1 50. E Davison, 21 7-7930400.

INEXPENSIVE PC SOFTWARE

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

COMREX

August 5, 1998

Want to Buy
Station wanted in Southern
New Jersey, AP, CP, LI, noncommercial 8( dark stations
also considered. Fax info to
Nancy Winfield at 609-8220294.
Will pay cash for preferably
AM but will consider FM stations in Western United
States; CP's, dark or troubled stations OK, also interested in joint ventures. G
Guthrie, 801-250-7579.
Network looking for stations! dark, brokered, AM
& FM, fax details to programming: 954-735-0370.

e
1to 300 discs duplicated OVERNIGHT
We'll even print a label right on the disc!

(800) 815-3444
NYC ( 212) 730-2111 •

www.digirom.com

130 West 42nd Street • New York, NY 10036
Complete CD Country
Music library including
Halland CDX & assorted
country classic CDs; BRG
Country prod library & the
Positioners instant ideas CD
prod library; Network Music
sound effects on 50 CDs;
Aware/Music master music
scheduling system; ( 2) CD
holders, self standing, ea
holds 100 CDs; Box of audio
5minute cassettes; (2) boxes
of 250 ea cassette plastic
boxes; box of 5" empty reels
& boxes; box of Jewel CD
boxes for Denon CD players,
would like to sell all for BO,
but will consider selling
seperately. B Stutzman, 717586-6690.
Want to Buy
N.O.S. blank rcdg discs,
pro studio- type discs only
such as Audiodisc, Transco
or Allied, especially need 7"
w/large hole for cutting 45
rpm dubs, will pay fair price
for gd discs. B Leslie, 216662-1435.

For details on
space availability
contact Simone
at
703-998-7600

TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
WE BUY AND SELL BUSINESS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. DOMINION TELECOM. 800-998-3281.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
HP 8444A, $750; HP 214A,
$250; Tek 508 1GHz counter,
$700 + shpg. J Baltar, 207623-1941.
Singer SSB-50 NRSC type
spectrum analyzer w/TTG3
2-tone gen, RF8 tuning unit,
REC2
freq
extender,
HP3200B HF oscillator, gd
working cond, 10 Hz resolution, usable to 500 MHz,
$1 500. T Walker, 540-6322152.

TUBES
Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
& sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or ni ht FAX 402-493-6821.
AMPEREX, EIMAC, RCA,
SVETLANA
4CX250B,
4CX250R/7580W, 4-400C, 35002G, 3CX3000A7, 807,
811, 833C. Westgate 800213-4563.

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

...Some people get hooked on

broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example.. L'S...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetatt.net

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue. Use
your credit card to pay, we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMEX.

Rodke

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041 • PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966
Select from these categories
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production ( Other)
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
CD Players
Computers

for best ad positioning:
Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound
Financial/Leasing Services
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellanews
Monitors
Receivers 8t Transceivers

Recorders
Remote & Microwave
Repair Services
Satellite Equipment
Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts, Reels & CD's

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 1998
1x
1-9 col inch (per inch) $ 75
10-19 col inch (per inch) $ 70
Distributor Directory $ 115
Professional Card
$ 80
Station/Studio Services $ 175
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

Tax Deductable
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Training Services
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

To compute ad costs: Multiply the
number of ad inches ( columns x
3x
73
68
113
78

6x
70
65
110
76

13x
63
58
99
68

$2.00 per word
$16 additional

inches) by the desired rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example:
a 3" ad at the lx rate is $225, at
the 3x rate $219, at the 6x rate
$210, at the 12x rate $ 189, etc.

BEE
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TUBES continued...

i?OWER

Electronics Co.

ECCONCID

6:1‘
have the aftemahves
all your needs, at the
lowest prices. direct from Svetlana
OUR STOCKIII
EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595
We
for

Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List
The Reliable Manufacturer for

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

800-532-6626

FAX 916-666-7760
Ord, (230) Om Reeder SIMLA Card

RF POWER

ANIS ALLTRONICS INC.

The Best of Two Worlds!

Worldwide Availability

Eimac, Burle,
Siemers, Amperes,
National...

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 415) 592-1221
Fax (415) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com
—

—

MMM,

Sum

— —
—

Svetlana
Se Hable Español
(760)744-0500. (888)744-3500
Fax (760) 744-1943
e-mail: rfp@rfparts.corn

Circle ( 229) On Reader Service Card

RF PARTS

RA 1620 (10), all test
good, $ 25/10t. E Davison,
217-793-0400.

Circle ( 228) On Reader Service Card

Technics SP 25 TT's (
2)
w/base & tonearms; Harris
CB- 1201 TT w/tone arm &
preamp; Russco Quemaster
TT (2) on table w/fold up legs
w/tonearms & preamps. C
Zimmerschied, 660-826-1050.

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
Technics 1200MK2 (
2), as
new, $ 399 ea + shpg. M
Butzner, 510-885-3588.

Call Simone at 703-998-7600 today!

L;e1.11LgLg LPL;.1C-DL:)..TJc_lu1

Please fill out contact information. Then circle the Reader Service numbers below right
that correspond with the advertisements or articles that you would like to receive free
information on. THIS IS NOTA SUBSCRIPTION CARD.

Date

Please print and include all information

Name

TRANSMITTERS

Gates FM 7.5C 7.5kW FM
PA section, complete but
less
rectifiers, w/book,
exciter is extra $995, pick up
in
Oklahoma, $ 900.
J
Cunningham, 580-265-4496.
ITA 10,000-C FM was operational when removed, 101.9
MHz, $ 4500/60; Harris FM
3.5K presently on air w/BE
FX-50 exciter, 96.7 MHz,
$1 5,000; Harris FM 25K
presently on air, 91.5 MHz,
$1 6,500. J Kellstrom, 501525-9700
Gates BC5P 5 kW AM xmtr,
working when removed from
service, some solid state
updates & spare parts,
$2000/60. Kore, 541-7475673.

Title
Company
Address

FAX

Telephone (
E-mail
0 Type of Firm (check one)
E D. Combo AM/FM stations
EA. Commercial AM station
H B. Commercial FM station
E C. Educational AM/FM station
E E. Network/group owner
LI F. Recording Studio
CI K. Syndicators/Radio Station
Service Providers
E G. Audio For Video (TV Station/
Teleprod Facility
H. Consultant/Id Engineer
O I. Mfg, Distributor, or Dealer
Of. Other

0 Job Function (check one)
CI A. Owner/President
[I
B. General Management
E C. Engineering
C!G. Sales
L] H. Programming/News
CU. Promotion
F. Other

0
Purchasing Authority
H A. Authorize/Make Final Decision
El B. Evaluate/Specify/Recommend
O C. No Purchasing Authorit

Harris MW5B FM 5 kW
1984, night pwr adjustable,
working when removed,
mostly solid state, S13,500. J
Goggan, 314-239-0401.
QEI 675 exciter, 20 W, gd
working cond, presently on
100.3 MHz w/new manual,
$1000. T Peloubet, 517-6315583.
QEI Quantum 2.4 kW solid
state w/300 W exciter, used
2.5 months, in perfect cond,
$1 6,000. D Magnum, 608372-9600.
OFF THE AIR?
ENIERCIENC5 BACk - Lip RENTALS

1

FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS hc ( ti(X)) 4)8-6040

"You KNOW WE KNOW RAdLO"

Used PTEK 500W FM
amplifier, $2950, full manufacturers 2 year warrentee. Other power amps
and exciters also available. 408-448-3342.

ZIP

State

City

°Equipment/Services
Purchases in the Next 12
Months (
Check all that apply)
L] A Transmission, STIJRPU
D B. Antennas,Towers, Cable
CI C. Audio Procession Delays
D. Telco, Codecs, Remote, Field,
Audio
▪ E. RDS/RBDS & Subcarrier
Equipment
ID F. Delivery Systems & Satellite
Equipment
DG. Digital Editing & Production
H. Live Assist, Automation
Of. Consoles, Mixers, Cabinetry
K. Headphones
L Microphones
M.Monitors/Speakers
ID N. Studio Audio Sources &
Switching
D O. Syndicated Programming
P Test, Monitoring & Remote
Control
®Equipment Budget For
Next 12 Months
O A. Less than $ 25. 000
EB. $ 25,00- 99,999
C.$100,000 - 249,999
O D. $ 250,000- $499,999
E E. Over $ 500,000

For Immediate Response, Fax to:

036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070

071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105

703-820-3310

106
107
108
109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

Fax: 650-233-0439

176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

Advertise!
Call 703-998-7600
for details

BESCO

Internacional

World Leader
In AM - FM
Transmitters

'Wow ix odui 33,xl pool"

over um

AM

& FM

Pre-Owned Units
in Stock
ALL - Powers

,/ ALL - Manufacturers
,/ ALL - Instruction Books
ALL
ALL

-Complete
-Spares

Call and take advantage of
our liberal trade-in plan.
Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.
Complete inventory on
request.

Phone: 1-214-630-3600
Fax: 1-972-226-9416
Want to Buy
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo
modules. Goodrich Ent.,
11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

TRANSC011111 CORP.

X06
August 5,1998 Issue
Use Until November 5,1998
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035

TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YC130/9019
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

TRANSMITTERS

Collins 250G; RCA BTA B1
complete w/manuals, you
pick up, $ 2700. G Szoelloski,
520-774-0864.

Advertise in Radio World and
reach 18,000+ subscribers.

Signature

Fax: 256-880-8077 • Engineering: 650-233-0429

Want to Sell

Don't Gamble
with your
Advertising Dollars!

RodieWQrld

SItuSV572-3
SV572-10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3
SV811-3A
SV811-10
SV811-10A
TH5-4

Watch this list GROW!

435 SO PACIFIC ST.
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

deesen

Curds (
231) Ou Reader Service Card

vveu, a- 7
5CX1500B
572B
6550C (
See SV6550C)
6AS7G
6BM8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See
SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

Circle ( 227) On Reader Service Card

e'ee.
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DEV,CIS

Headquarters: 256-882-1344

se" .

Rebuilt Electron Tubes:
RF PARTS ( UHF - VHF Power ModuleSocket- Transistors- ICs 8Relays)
In U.S. 800-430-6683 FAX: 626-918-3901
In Canada: 905-844-5T72
Fax: 905-844-6263
email: ams@ica.net
wvov.ica.net/pages/ams

ELECiRON

300B (
See SV300B)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3CX6000A7NU148
3CX10,000A3
3CX10,000A7

111-"'er

4CPX800A
4CX1500A
4CX160013
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX10,000D
4CX12,000A
4CX15,000A
4CX15,000J
4CX20,000A
4CX20,000B
4CX20,000C
4CW10,000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
5CX1500A

www.svetlana.com

„ze,.1
4
/
.ter

Broadcasting 8i

Svetlana

rat Bitty

3CX10,000H3
3CX15,000A3
3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CX20,000A7
3CW20,000A1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20,000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30,000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube facotry •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on quality at low cost • Check
our Stocking Distributors for best price and delivery

Large Inventory of
Industrial Tubes

Made in U.S.A.

9E HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

916-662-7553

TUBE REBUILDING

000 et

NEW TUBES

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

ISO 9001 Certified

69

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

100 W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

100 W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

1.8 KW

FM 1993 QEI Solid State
Quantum

5KW

FM 1990 Harris HT5

5KW

FM 1971

2.5 KW AM 1975 McMartin BA2.5K
5 KW AM 1969 Harris BCH5H
5 KW AM 1980 Harris MW- 5A
5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315F
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

Harris FM5H3

10 KW

FM 1965 ITA 10,000B

20 KW

FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

50 KW AM 1981 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW- 50B
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW- 50B
50 KW AM 1986 Harris MW- 50C3

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: VVVVW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM
''

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD
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August 5, 1998

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED
Radio Engineer
CBS Radio Seattle is looking
for an experienced RF Engineer.
Position requires experience in
installing & maintaining studios
& high power AM & FM
transmitting equipment. Must
have RCC license & SBE
certification aplus. Knowledge
of digital audio & computers
required. Excellent benefits and
competitive salary based on
experience.

'

Send resume to: Human
Resources, 113 Dexter Ave.
N, Seattle WA 98109.

Team up with the # 1 manufacturer of digital music
systems. Scott Studios is
looking for computer specialists with great people skills.
Must have in depth knowledge of broadcast operations.
Experience must
include hardware/software
troubleshooting, network
installations (Windows/95/NT,
Novell, Lantastic). Send
resume to Scott Studios Attn: Brian A. Chase, 13375
Stemmons Fwy Suite 400,
Dallas TX 75234. Fax: 972620-2707
or
email:
Brian@ScottStudios.com

VVCBS Radio, New York's leader in AM and FM radio news,
is looking for an experienced
CHIEF ENGINEER
The professional we seek has aminimum of 10 years' experience as aCheif Engineer, high power RF and audio experience, and possess excellent communication and computer
skills. SBE Certification is required.
Send/Fax ( 212) 247-7918 your resume to:
Mark Olkowski,
Director of Technical Operations & Engineering,
WCBS Radio,
888 Seventh Avenue, 10th Floor,
New York, NY 10106.

1/II/CBS
Chancellor Media has openings for Chief
Engineers in several major markets including Los
Angeles, New York and Minneapolis. Great jobs
with Great stations. Chancellor offers Excellent
Pay and Benefits. EOE
If you are ready to make amove up...
Contact:

Radio

Show
Producer/
Engineer

WANTED
CE/Computer Tech w/20+
yrs hands on engineering
exper seeks CE position in a
top 100 market, strong
audio, computer networking
& RF skills. 704-563-8676.

President
(Sr,

_Chancello.r>

Hire young, hot talent very
cheap. Avail, seasoned,
believable, affordable jock,
news anchor, prod talent,
engineer. Alex, 51 3-7778423.
On-Air weather for your coverage area, live, faxed, email,

COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE AM/FM
CELLULAR, PCS, TV DIGITAL

Call Simone for more information.

703-998-7600

ADVERTISER INDEX
for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

This listing is provided

Reader

Par

Advertiser

13

360 System

Service
No.

183

20 . . . Halland Broadcast Services. . . 104

229

66

Hall Electronics

233

16

Arrakis

11

48

Harris

186

61

Arrakis

213

64

Harris

32

6

All

105

30

IBN Radio

71

38 . . . . Audio Broadcast Group

4

36,37. . . Audio Broadcast Group
2

Audioarts Engineering

66

Auralex

32

1
234

Autogram Corporation . . . . 103

54

Belar

57

52 . . Benchmark Media Systems. .

101

52

22

Bext

33

Bradley Broadcast

133

20

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

26

based in
seeking an

31

Broadcast Electronics

81

41

Broadcast Electronics

82

individual
ence
in the
with
producing

63

Broadcast Electronics

6

56

Broadcast Richmond

65

Broadcast Richmond

Engineer needed: Immediate
opening. Financial News
Network for South America
based in Miami, Florida needs
engineer for installation of
transmitters, towers, directional
antennas, satellite, up link,
down link, etc throughout
South America. Must travel
throughout South America minimum half of the time. Spanish
is amust Top pay, great opportunities, and stock options. Fax
your resume to: Mr. Robins,
Director of Personal, 305-3713213 in Miami.

ADVERTISE
in RADIO WORLD's

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
CALL

703-998-7600

Broadcast Sales Representative Immediate position available for experienced ( five years +)
broadcast equipment salesperson to further expand sales in our
main/Midwest regional sales office. Must be a success
oriented, self- motivated individual with strong communication and
organizational skills and the determination to excel in ahighly
competitive industry.
Position offers high earning
potential with excellent benefits and salary plus commission/bonus
compensation. If you are interested in this position and dedicated
to outstanding sales performance,
Please send resume, salary history and sales philosophies to:

Dave Howland. Vice President of Sales and Marketing, ADO, Inc.,
3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd., Grand Rapids, MI 49548.
Equal Opportunity Employer

51 . . Broadcast Software Intl (BSI) . .
65

73

14

BSW

209

4

Burk Technology

79

20

Circuit Werkes

78

32

Circuit Werkes

99

32

Comet North America

50

7

Comrex

109

Advertise in
the Classified
Section You'll be
impressed with

the results!

Continental Electronics . 27

52 . . . . Innovative Devices, Inc

48

19

lnovonics

80

34

Intraplex

107

65 . JSquared Technical Service . . 72
27 . . . . Jones Satellite Network
18

3

Logitek

54

59

Mager Systems

161

45

Modulation Sciences

160

28

Moseley

162

39

Musicam USA

30

65

Nott Ltd.

46

60

OMB America

187

10,11

Orban

157

44

PR&E

134

65

Propagation Systems

20

29

Prophet Systems

29

65

PTEK

100

57

OEI

135

69

RF Parts

228

68

Satellite Systems

232

26

Scott Studios

210

52

Shively Labs

75

32

Silicon Valley Power

24

49

Sine Systems

212

30. . Spacewise Broadcast Furniture. . 55

20

Cortana

55

Studer USA

83

69

CPI

23 I

32

Studio Technology

102

21

51

Crown Broadcast

106

69

Svetlana

227

23,25

Cutting Edge

184

9

Telos Systems

131

35

Dalet

I85

30

The Radio Mall

45

Transcom

226
47

3

Digigram

53

69

52

Econco

74

65

Universal Electronics

69

Econco

230

71

Wheatstone

84

15

Enco Systems

2

72

Wheatstone

110

Excalibur Electronics

49

17

Whirlwind

28

52

42

Yamaha Corp

108

52
20

BOOST
YOUR
SALES

5

Broadcast Tools

1

ci

. . 77

53 . . . . Armstrong Transmitters . . 31

email: WX1534@AOLCOM.

WK11J-FM has an immediate opening for a
Radio Broadcast Engineer in cur NEVV YORK
CllY studios. A,oplicant must be aself-slater
with aminimum of 5years AM or FM radio
experience, have the ability to troubleshoot
to ccmponent level on audio anzl RFequiptrici it, be famil ierwith riffling remote broadCdstb and performing studb mtce. SBE certification a4-, as is Netware 4.x eqberience.
Please fax resume to: Chief
Engineer,
WKTU/WHTZFM 212-6495375. WIDU is a
Chancellor Media Station.
EOE.

98,19

30. . Grace Broadcasting Service . . . -

AMS Alltronics Inc

132

and directing of a live
call- in talk show. Candidate must handle
technical aspects of show and equipment,
coordinate live remote broadcasts from
convention sites when applicable, work
with our vendor for
satellite distibution. Seed resume to:
and produce openings. SIM« Mullins,
Radio World,
closings,
special
POS 1214
features and bumper
music.
We offer Falls Church VA
snout.
competitive salary and
an excellent benefits Attn: Blind Box
Sell-11-5•45W.
package.

Ghostwriters

69

Bradley Broadcast

California

30

Reader
Service
No.

20. . . Advanced Furniture Systems. . . 25

22

broadcast

Advertiser

20. . . Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co..

97

Nationally syndicated
daily Christian radio

Page
No.

52. . . AC Transformer Corporation. . . 21

65 .. . Boston Financial & Equity . .

CORPORATION

Radio World's
international edition.

6017 Triangle Di
Raleigh, NC 27613
(
919)781-3496
Fax ( 91917R1 F454

24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Chris 606-293-2341 or

MEDIA

Reach radio professionals
worldwide by advertising in

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
TOWERS

Communications Specialists

McKenna, 804-478-4892.

Broadcast pro w/over 20
yrs exper seeking to relocate in the midwest, exper
PD, OM, APD, prod, digital.
715-236-2072.

Are You?

TOWERCOMM

p/b/p exper, will relocate. W

Need a fresh new voice
that can sell your product?
Voiceovers, commercials,
TV/radio, in your NJ station.

The World

Turnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance
AM/PM Broadcast, TV
Microwave Systems.
Antennas & Towers

Steve Wall

Hire young, hot talent very
cheap, avail seasoned,
believable, affordable jock,
news anchor, production talent, engineer. Alex, 513-7778423.

Where In

Tower Sales & Erection

12 yr vet looking for sportscasting opportunity, have

Brian, 6-9PM, 908-359-3085.

(goal Opportunity fmployer 5f f

Jeff Littlejohn - DOE
Chancellor Media
625 Eden Park Dr. # 1050
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Fax 513-562-3071

SERVICES

POSITIONS

Freeland Products, Inc. . . .

Production Director
Production Manager
Publication Manager
Showcase Coordinator
Ad Traffic Manager
Desktop Management

Lisa Stafford
Jeff Fisher
Jennifer West
Vicky Baron
Kathy Jackson
James Cornett

Marketing Manager
Heather Harris
Ad Traffic Assist./Classified Coordinator ... Anastacia Stornetta
Ad Coordination Manager
Simone Mullins
Circulation Director
Sheryl Unangst
Circulation Manager
Robert Green
Accounts Receivab.e
Steve Berta

Advertising Sales Representatives

U.S.East: Skip Tash
703-998-7600 ext 160 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
U.S. Midwest: Sandra Harvey-Coleman
765-966-0669 Fax: 765-966-3289
Southwest Sales: Christopher Rucas
415-922-5595 Fax: 415-922-5597
Other Regions: Stevan B. Dana
703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
Latin America: Alan Carter
+ 1-703-998-7600 «t ill Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
UK, Ireland: Phil Guy
+ 44(0)1869-337508 Fax: +44(0)1 869-337509
Europe, Africa, Middle East: Raffaella Calabrese
+ 39-2-7030-0310 Fax: + 39-2-7030-0211
Asia/Pacific: Eiji Yoshikawa
+ 81-3-3327-2688 Fax: +81-3-3327-3010
Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address
changes, send current and new address to RW a month in advance at PO. Box 1214. Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.
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YOU ARE LOOKING ATA

DIGITAL RADIO CONSOLE
The latest. The BEST. Yet to the unknowing eye it's
identical to the standard analog consoles your staff has
been running for years. No keyboards, no TV screens—
just straightforward, hands-on controls.
Think of it: no retraining personnel, no long drawn
out learning curves, no expensive on-air mistakes while
your operators "get the feel" of anew technology— as
far as they're concerned, it's business as usual.

And since the D-500 can accept and output both
digital and analog signals,your existing equipment doesn't
need to be replaced all at once.You can proceed with
conversion at your own pace, according to your own
financial timetable.
If you've decided to go digital, let WHEATSTONE
help make the switchover as painless as possible. Get in
touch with us and find out more!

SWheatrtone Corporation
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, NC. 28562
&de (110) Om Reads, Sonia Card

USA ( tel 252-638-7000)

